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Hancock Park District 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Introduction 

 
 

On June 11, 2013, the Hancock Park District Board of Park Commissioners authorized the 
development of a Strategic and Comprehensive Plan for Programs, Parks, and Recreational Facilities.  
The plan communicates a vision for the Hancock Park District in terms of its management approach, 
service to the customer, and improvements across the broad range of park district operations. 
Ultimately, the plan offers direction and guidance for the organization.  
 
A common phrase repeated many times over the last several years has been that the Hancock Park 
District should “advance to the next level.” This passion-fueled mindset signifies the desire to get 
better with every step while knowing that the citizenry in general and park visitors in particular will 
benefit from advancements in the area of programs, parks, and recreational facilities.   
 
The plan presents recommendations for park improvements and use aimed at facilitating the quest 
for an enriched quality of life. Emphasis has been placed on (A) modernizing and improving existing 
parks and facilities, improving access, and enhancing outdoor recreation opportunities, (B) realizing 
a vision for an interconnected system of multi-use trails and parks along the Blanchard River – a 
system that showcases a continuous, high-quality, and well-defined greenway trail that connects a 
series of river parks with modern facilities and colorful amenities, providing greater opportunities for 
canoeing and kayaking, and giving rise to the Blanchard Corridor Recreation Program that promotes 
year-round outdoor recreation and creates a high profile destination along the river, and (C) 
improving parks so that they become better suited as a venue for nature based outdoor recreation, 
environmental education, and cultural history interpretation and in an effort to afford the richest 
possible experiences that intensify the natural instinct to play, explore, learn, and dream.  
 
Enhancing and maintaining parks and facilities, delivering diverse and well-balanced programs, 
promoting parks, programs, and services, and achieving and maintaining financial sustainability 
represent the underlying objectives and challenges facing the Hancock Park District in its continuing 
effort to serve the park and recreation interests, desires, and needs of Hancock County residents.  
 
Sincerely,  
 

Gary E. Pruitt 

Gary E. Pruitt, CPRP 
Director 
Hancock Park District 
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PLANNING HISTORY 
 
On October 19, 1970 at the request of Hancock County 
Commissioners and City of Findlay, the Hancock Park District 
(HPD) was created to address the lack of outdoor recreation 
opportunities in Hancock County. Trends analysis during the 
early 1970s indicated a growing demand for public access to 
parks and recreation opportunities close to home, such as 
hiking, bicycling, and boating. Recreation habits and use 
patterns were changing.  
 
Over the last 44 years the Hancock park system has grown 
to 975 acres. Parks, trails, recreation areas, nature preserves, 
memorial woods, and conservation areas combine to 
support programs and special events and provide an 
impressive diversity of natural features, wildlife, and 
recreational amenities.  
 
NEEDS INDEX 
 
In 2013, the HPD initiated the development of a Strategic and 
Comprehensive Plan for Programs, Parks, and Recreational 
Facilities. The purpose of the plan was to assess needs, 
interests, and desires associated with programs, parks, and 
recreational facilities, analyze park and recreation trends, 
identify agency values, vision, and mission, prioritize 
recommendations and the allocation of fiscal resources, and 
guide the future of the HPD.  
 
To commence the current planning effort, a comprehensive 
23-question public survey was developed and made available 
to HPD customers (as the primary focus group) and the 
community at large from July 10, 2013 through December 31, 
2013. As a result of the survey, beneficial input was provided. 
Public survey responses along with organizational input 
have contributed to an overall assessment of needs aimed in 
part at addressing gaps between current and desired 
services, improving services, and correcting deficiencies.  
 

COMMUNITY INVENTORY 
HPD Parks & Facilities 

2013 
 
Riverbend Recreation Area 
Waterfalls Area 
Riverside Park Waterfront 
River Landings 
Liberty Landing 
Great Karg Well Historical Site 
Blue Rock Nature Preserve 
Blanchard Landing 
Oakwoods Nature Preserve 
Litzenberg Memorial Woods 
Blanchard River Greenway Trail 
Hancock County Courthouse - 
Landscaping 
Eastpoint Area 
Centennial Park 
Riverbend Conservation Area 
Indian Green – Worden Family 
Conservation Area 
Hancock Park District Offices 
Lehman Conservation Area 
Vogelsong Conservation Area 
Lawrence Conservation Area 
Heritage Trail 
Bright Conservation Area 
Civitan Park 
Shafer Woods 
Aeraland Recreation Area 
Blanchard River Nature 
Preserve 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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Executive Summary (continued) 
 

TRENDS ANALYSIS 
 

The results of a trends analysis in 2013 did not deviate very far from identifiable trends over the last 
44 years. Park visitors favor walking, picnicking, hiking, playgrounds, canoeing, and family programs. 

Riverbend Recreation Area, Riverside Park Waterfront, 
Litzenberg Memorial Woods, Oakwoods Nature Preserve, 
and Heritage Trail Center are the most popular attractions, 
thus serving the largest number of park visitors.  
 
Boating has been identified in the past as an activity of 
interest. It continues to be a favorite among park visitors in 
the area of unstructured participation and ranks high as an 
activity of interest as part of a structured Nature Based 
Outdoor Recreation Program. Hiking ranked high and remains 
consistent with trends analysis since 1975.  
 
There has been a consistent focus on families recreating 
together and close to home. The need for families to spend 
quality time together continues to be communicated, most 
recently in the context of future programs offered by the 
HPD.  
 
The most consistent and longest lasting trend involves 
walking as a favorite activity. During the HPD’s 44-year 
planning history, the idea of pedestrian trails has been 
incorporated into previous planning documents. Data from 
the most recent trends analysis suggests that multi-use trails 
in particular continue to be important for walking and 
bicycling.  
 
FOCUS AREAS 
 
As a result of an overall needs assessment, the HPD has 
identified four overarching focus areas aimed at serving the 
program, park, and recreational needs, interests, and desires 
of Hancock County residents. Focus areas include Programs, 
Blanchard River Greenway, Conservation Areas, and Parks.  

 
Focus Area #1:  Programs 

 
Deliver programs and special events based on a systematic and studied approach, compliance with 
national standards, and a wide range of content to serve the interests of varying age groups and 
target markets.  
 

“Our values define us.” 
 

Quality of life 
Commitment 
Stewardship 

Service 
Partnerships 

Fiscal Responsibility 
 

“Our vision inspires us.” 
 

The Hancock Park District’s 
vision is to be an innovative 
and resourceful park district 

that creatively adapts to 
community needs and 

provides exceptional parks 
and services. 

 
“Our mission is what we do.” 
 

The Hancock Park District’s 
mission is to enrich lives by 

providing meaningful 
experiences through quality 

parks, facilities, and 
programs. 
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Executive Summary (continued) 
 

Focus Area #2:  Blanchard River Greenway 
 

Upgrade and modernize eight parks located along the Blanchard River, improve the Blanchard River 
Greenway Trail, improve access to the Blanchard River for canoeing and kayaking, and promote 
outdoor recreation opportunities. 

 
Focus Area #3:  Conservation Areas 

 
Promote the existence and purpose of conservation areas, educate the public about the principles of 
conservation being practiced locally, and engage the public in conservation via access, visitation, and 
stewardship.  

 
Focus Area #4:  Parks 

 
Assess current infrastructure and modernize an aging park system. Replace and upgrade facilities, 
signs, and site amenities in an effort to enhance comfort, convenience, and function while affording 
modern facilities, colorful site amenities, and access for all.  

 
FUNDING 

 
There are more improvement projects in need of funding than the HPD currently has money for. 
Therefore, it is anticipated that progress will be slow. The current voter approved 0.8 mill park levy 
generates approximately $1,396,163.95 annually for the operation of the Hancock Park District.  

 
In 2012, the HPD learned during a Budget Commission meeting that it would lose over $105,000.00 in 
state funding and that that loss would occur in five years (Fiscal Year 2017). As a result, the HPD 
began implementing self-imposed budget reductions each year for five years in the amount of 
approximately $21,000.00 in an effort to arrive at a sustainable operation by the time the funding is 
actually eliminated.  
 
With those self-imposed reductions, two things happened. First, the total budget in terms of 
expenditures decreased toward the ultimate goal. Second, the savings was deposited and not 
appropriated so that it could be used later and over time to fund capital improvement projects and 
the overall advancement of the HPD as outlined in the Strategic and Comprehensive Plan for 
Programs, Parks, and Recreational Facilities.  

 
In an effort to employ personnel, deliver programs, maintain parks, and fund improvements with a 
limited operating budget and a capital improvement budget that has to sustain the HPD for many 
years, the HPD anticipates the need for supplemental sources of revenue, including fees, private 
donations, corporate sponsorships, and local, state, and federal grants. The more revenue received 
in this manner, the more effective the HPD will be at upgrading and modernizing an aging park 
system and meeting the park and recreation needs, wants, and desires of Hancock County residents.  
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Where are we and how did we get there?  
 
On October 19, 1970, at the request of Hancock County Commissioners and City of Findlay, the 
Hancock Park District (HPD) was created to address the lack of outdoor recreation opportunities in 
Hancock County. Outdoor recreation areas were often too crowded and unable to support sufficient 
activities. Trends analysis during the early 
1970s indicated a growing demand for public 
access to parks and recreation opportunities 
close to home, such as hiking, bicycling, and 
boating. Recreation habits and use patterns 
were changing.  
 
In 1975, the HPD’s first planning effort resulted 
in the Outdoor Recreation Plan for Hancock 
County. In 1985, a 10-year update to the 
original plan led to the Outdoor Recreation Plan 
1985-1995. In 1996, the G.O. Hancock Parks! 10-
year Outdoor Recreation Plan was completed. 
And in 2006, the Parks, Recreation & Open 
Space Plan was completed as part of a larger, 
cooperative effort within Hancock County to 
address the environment and livability of the 
region. Trends analysis associated with the 
2006 plan identified hiking, walking, running, 
picnicking, playgrounds, fishing, and bicycling 
as the activities that generated the most 
interest from park visitors.  
 
Over the last 44 years and since the inaugural 
planning effort in 1975, the Hancock park 
system has grown to 975 acres. The park 
system is defined in large part by its proximity 
to and relationship with the Blanchard River. 
Parks, trails, recreation areas, nature 
preserves, memorial woods, and conservation 
areas combine to support programs and 
special events and provide an impressive 
diversity of natural features, wildlife, and 
recreational amenities that facilitate the quest for an enriched quality of life.  

 

PLANNING HISTORY 

Goals in 1975: 

1. Improve village parks. 

2. Develop and maintain a well-

rounded, year-round parks and 

recreation program.  

3. Continue bikeways and regional 

trails system, establish scenic 

and historic auto tours, and 

improve the Heritage Trail.  

4. Increase the availability of 

recreational opportunities.  

5. Improve the management of 

river corridors by making public 

access points available and 

establishing a canoe livery.  

6. Use available local resources to 

continue nature programs and 

other recreational activities.  
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Riverbend Recreation Area (129 acres) is owned by the Hancock 
Park District. It is a year-round recreation area offering diverse 
facilities and a wide range of outdoor recreation opportunities 
and experiences. It was the Hancock Park District’s first park, 
which opened for America’s Bicentennial celebration in 1976. 
What was once merely floodplain, forest, and farmland is now a 
popular park and recreation destination. Riverbend Recreation 
Area is located at 16618 Township Road 208.  
 
 

Facilities include Brugeman Lodge, Lakefront Activity Center, shelters (7), campground, maintenance 
facility, historic 1895 wrought iron bridge, Giertz Lake with two fishing piers, 18-hole disc golf course, 
K-9 Field of Dreams Dog Park, Robert G. Payne Arboretum, horseshoe pits (2), playgrounds (3), sand 
volleyball courts, multi-use loop trail, nature trails, bridle trails, restrooms, and parking.  
 

Waterfalls Area (.5 acre) is owned by the City of Findlay and 
managed by the Hancock Park District (1976). It provides a 
soothing respite among the waterfall and majestic Sycamore 
trees, while accommodating picnicking, walking along the 
Blanchard River Greenway Trail, and launching, landing, and 
portaging canoes and kayaks. Waterfalls Area is located along 
the Blanchard River at East Main Cross Street and McManness 
Avenue. Facilities include picnicking area, canoe and kayak 
portage, Blanchard River Greenway Trail, and parking.  
 
Riverside Park Waterfront (7 acres) is owned by the City of 
Findlay and managed by the Hancock Park District (1976). It is a 
historic and popular destination for walking and picnicking 
within an environment intermingled with the sounds of urban 
life and nature and remains the crown jewel among parks 
located along the Blanchard River Greenway. Riverside Park 
Waterfront is located along the Blanchard River at McManness 
Avenue, north of East Main Cross Street.   
 
 

Facilities include Waterfalls Pavilion, Zonta Landing (canoe, kayak, and pedal boat rental), 
observation area, picnicking areas, Blanchard River Greenway Trail, stone walking trail around the old 
reservoir, and parking.  

 

COMMUNITY INVENTORY 
HPD Parks & Facilities 

2013 
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HPD Parks & Facilities Inventory (continued) 
 

 
River Landings (10 acres) is owned by the City of Findlay and 
managed by the Hancock Park District (1976). Besides being the 
location of a maintenance facility, it serves as a wayside for rest 
and relaxation, presents opportunities for play and picnicking, 
and serves as a trailhead for a wide range of multi-use trail 
activities. River Landings is located at 700 Fox Street. Facilities 
include maintenance facility, picnicking areas, playground, 
Blanchard River Greenway Trail, and parking. 
 
 
Liberty Landing (2 acres) is owned by Hancock County and 
managed by the Hancock Park District (1977). Liberty Landing is 
a popular starting point for canoeists and kayakers. As a 
wayside destination with a quiet country feel, visitors enjoy 
fishing, picnicking, and the sights and sounds of nature. Liberty 
Landing is located along the Blanchard River on Township Road 
89 west of County Road 140. Facilities include picnicking areas, 
parking, and an undeveloped river access site.  
 
 
Great Karg Well Historical Site (.5 acre) is owned by the City of 
Findlay and managed by the Hancock Park District (1978).  It is 
the site of an historical monument honoring the great Karg well 
(1886). As a quiet wayside destination, Karg Well offers access 
to the river. From the canoeist and kayaker perspective, Karg 
Well serves as a portage that gives paddlers an opportunity to 
rest before continuing downstream. Karg Well is located along 
the Blanchard River at Liberty Street. Facilities include parking 
and an undeveloped river access site.  
 
Blue Rock Nature Preserve (11.3 acres), named for the heavy, 
bluish clay mined from the property in the early 1900’s, is 
owned by the Hancock Park District (1979). It serves as a 
neighborhood nature preserve and oasis offering an escape 
from the hustle and bustle of life – even if for just a little while. 
Visitors enjoy hiking and bird watching along the Lady Bug Loop 
Trail, and perhaps a bench and a book. Blue Rock Nature 
Preserve is located at Edgar Street and Bank Street. Facilities 
include multi-use trail, nature trail, and parking.  
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HPD Parks & Facilities Inventory (continued) 
 

 
Blanchard Landing (3 acres) is owned by the Hancock Park 
District (1980). It is a popular starting or stopping point for 
canoeists and kayakers. As a wayside destination, it offers 
relative isolation and solitude. Visitors can escape for a while 
and enjoy fishing, picnicking, and the sounds of silence. 
Blanchard Landing is located along the Blanchard River on S.R. 
235 south of U.S. Route 224 West.  Facilities include picnicking 
areas, parking, and an undeveloped river access site.   
 
 
Oakwoods Nature Preserve (227.5 acres) is owned by the 
Hancock Park District (1984, 2000, 2006, 2009, and the addition 
of Dold Lake in 2012). It is an outdoor complex that contains 
diverse habitat, nature trails, and two lakes – all anchored by 
the Richard S. “Doc” Phillips Discovery Center. Wetlands, 
woodlands, and prairie create a place for discovery and form a 
natural attraction full of seasonal beauty that supports wildlife, 
environmental education, and nature based outdoor recreation. 
Oakwoods Nature Preserve is located at 1400 Oakwoods Lane. 
 

Facilities include Richard S. “Doc” Phillips Discovery Center, picnic shelter and fireplace, boat launch, 
Shank Lake with a fishing pier, observation area, Dold Lake with a fishing pier, picnicking areas, multi-
use trail, nature trails, agricultural areas for lease, restrooms, and parking.  
 

Litzenberg Memorial Woods (227.7 acres) is owned in part and 
managed in part (“. . . the TRUSTEE does hereby appoint the 
PARK as its exclusive agent for the management of the trust 
property . . .”) by the Hancock Park District (1985, 1988, 1993, 
and 2004). Land is characterized by rolling countryside, wooded 
ravines, and a grand expanse of wetlands, prairie, and sky. It 
blends the rich agricultural heritage with conservation and 
wildlife, education and history, hiking and exploration, 
picnicking and play, and social gatherings and special events to 
create a unique destination. Litzenberg Memorial Woods is 

located at 6100 U.S. Route 224 West.  
 
Facilities include historic 1847 McKinnis house, woodshop, washhouse, paddock, Activity Barn, picnic 
shelter, playground, multi-use trail, nature trails, restrooms, Heritage Trail Center with hiking trails 
and bridle trails, and parking. 
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HPD Parks & Facilities Inventory (continued) 
 
 

Blanchard River Greenway Trail (BRGT) (20 acres) includes 
several sections owned and/or managed by the Hancock Park 
District. Trail sections include Clinton Court to Riverside Park 
Waterfront (1986), River Walk (1987), High Street and Cory 
Street to Howard Street and Broad Avenue with a connection to 
River Landings (2001), Riverview Walk (2003), and West Point. 
Gateway Plaza is owned by the City of Findlay and managed by 
the Hancock Park District (1996).  
 

 
Hancock County Courthouse Square (.5 acre) landscaping is 
maintained by the Hancock Park District (1987). The Hancock 
County Courthouse is located at 300 S. Main Street.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Eastpoint Area (1 acre) is owned by Hancock County and 
managed by the Hancock Park District (1988). It affords the 
opportunity for fishing, canoeing and kayaking, and picnicking. 
It also serves as a wayside destination for resting, relaxing, and 
enjoying the waterfront. Eastpoint Area is located along the 
Blanchard River at East Main Cross Street and Bright Road. 
Facilities include picnicking areas, boat launch, and parking.  
 
 
  
Centennial Park (.5 acre) is owned by the City of Findlay and 
managed by the Hancock Park District (1988).  It provides 
access to an outdoor exercise area that creates an enjoyable 
and balanced fitness regimen when combined with walking, 
running, or bicycling along the Blanchard River Greenway Trail. 
Centennial Park is located along the Blanchard River at Cross 
Avenue, east of Blanchard Street. Facilities include picnicking 
areas, fitness apparatus, Blanchard River Greenway Trail, and 
parking.  
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HPD Parks & Facilities Inventory (continued) 
 
 

Riverbend Conservation Area (54.2 acres) is an undeveloped 
natural area managed by the Hancock Park District. 
Conservation easements were granted between 2000 and 2005. 
Riverbend Conservation Area was created for wetland 
mitigation and restoration and conservation purposes aimed at 
preserving the watershed along the Blanchard River. The land is 
rich in habitat and natural beauty. Riverbend Conservation Area 
is located along the Blanchard River west of an intersection 
between Township Road 207 and Township Road 244.  
 
Indian Green – Worden Family Conservation Area (27.3 acres) is 
an undeveloped natural area managed by the Hancock Park 
District. A conservation easement was granted in 2001.  It was 
created to preserve the natural area along the Blanchard River, 
expand wildlife habitat, and afford access to a rare natural 
section of the Heritage Trail shared by the south unit of 
Litzenberg Memorial Woods. Indian Green – Worden Family 
Conservation Area is located along the Blanchard River on U.S. 
Route 224 West.  
 
Hancock Park District Administrative Offices (2.1 acres) is 
owned by the Hancock Park District (2002). The park-like 
environment is created by the meadow management 
demonstration area, adjacent open field, and forested river 
bank where wildlife sightings are commonplace. The area 
serves as a destination for nature lovers and outdoor 
enthusiasts. The Hancock Park District Administrative Offices 
are located along the Blanchard River at 1424 East Main Cross 
Street, Findlay. Facilities include visitor center and parking.  
 
Lehman Conservation Area (7.1 acres) is an undeveloped 
natural area owned by the Hancock Park District (2002). It was 
created to protect water quality, expand wildlife habitat, and 
provide natural beauty.  Located relatively close to Lehman 
Conservation Area are Riverbend Recreation Area, Riverbend 
Conservation Area, and Bright Conservation Area. Collectively, 
they form an impressive 220-acre outdoor complex along the 
banks of the Blanchard River. Lehman Conservation Area is 
located along the Blanchard River at 16428 Township Road 208. 
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HPD Parks & Facilities Inventory (continued) 
 
 

Vogelsong Conservation Area (23.6 acres) is an undeveloped 
natural area owned by the Hancock Park District (2002). It was 
created to protect water quality, expand wildlife habitat, and 
provide natural beauty. Vogelsong Conservation area is located 
along the Blanchard River, west of the bridge at S.R. 568 and 
Township Road 236. 
 
 

 
 
Lawrence Conservation Area (16.1 acres) is an undeveloped 
natural area owned by the Hancock Park District (2003). It was 
created to protect water quality, expand wildlife habitat, and 
provide natural beauty. Linear in shape and tucked away at 
least in part along the Blanchard River, Lawrence Conservation 
Area is extremely high profile given its location at the 
intersection of S.R. 568 and Township Road 236. Lawrence 
Conservation Area is located along the Blanchard River south of 
the intersection of S.R. 568 and Township Road 236.  
 
Heritage Trail is owned in part and managed by the Hancock 
Park District (2004). The trail covers approximately 20 miles as it 
follows the Blanchard River for much of its route. Trail surfaces 
range from paved asphalt and concrete to grass and dirt while 
leading hikers through parks, urban areas, and the quiet 
countryside. The Heritage Trail Center at Litzenberg Memorial 
Woods is located on U.S. Route 224 West. Facilities include a 
variety of trail surfaces with connections to Riverside Park 
Waterfront and Riverbend Recreation Area.  
 
Bright Conservation Area (29.4 acres) is an undeveloped 
natural area owned by the Hancock Park District (2005). It was 
created to protect water quality, expand wildlife habitat, and 
provide natural beauty. Located relatively close to Bright 
Conservation Area are Riverbend Conservation Area, Riverbend 
Recreation Area, and Lehman Conservation Area. Collectively, 
they form an impressive 220-acre outdoor complex along the 
banks of the Blanchard River. Bright Conservation Area is 
located along the Blanchard River at 10184 Township Road 244.  
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HPD Parks & Facilities Inventory (continued) 
 
 

Civitan Park (3 acres) is owned by the Hancock Park District 
(2006).  It serves as a neighborhood park with community-wide 
access to active play facilities, including playground, basketball 
court, and multi-use trail. Civitan Park is located along the 
Blanchard River at Taylor Street, south of Clinton Court. 
Facilities include picnicking areas, basketball court, playground, 
Blanchard River Greenway Trail, and parking.  
 
 
 
Shafer Woods (.6 acre) is an undeveloped natural area owned 
by the Hancock Parks Foundation and managed by the Hancock 
Park District (2006). By agreement the Hancock Park District 
provides monitoring of the property and maintains day-to-day 
oversight. Shafer Woods is located on Fremont Avenue.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Aeraland Recreation Area (74.8 acres) is owned by the 
Hancock Park District (2013). It is a rural county park in a quiet 
country setting that provides an opportunity to fish, hike, and 
picnic in relative isolation and solitude. Aeraland Recreation 
Area’s passive nature is balanced by the Arcadia Soccer Club’s 
use of several acres for youth soccer. Aeraland Recreation Area 
is located at 1141 Township Road 243, Fostoria. Facilities include 
picnic shelter, soccer fields, Highline Trail, Goose Lake, 
restroom, and parking.  
 
Blanchard River Nature Preserve (63.7 acres) is an undeveloped 
natural area owned by the Hancock Park District (2013). It 
includes 7,200 linear feet of Blanchard River channel, over 50 
acres of wooded riparian floodplain, and riparian oxbow 
wetlands and vernal pools that provide excellent, high-quality 
aquatic and terrestrial habitat. The property also contains a 
small river alvar, which is a rare natural feature. Blanchard River 
Nature Preserve is a special place unlike any other in the park 
system. Blanchard River Nature Preserve is located at 22006 
County Road 17, Forest.  
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The Hancock Park District (HPD) is a principle provider of outdoor recreation in Hancock County. This 
is by design given the manner in which the HPD was created. However, throughout the park district’s 
planning history, a cooperative effort with the City of Findlay, City of Fostoria, and villages has been 
an enduring partnership. 
 
In 1975, one of the HPD’s goals was to cooperate with the City of Findlay in developing and 
maintaining a well-rounded, year-round parks and recreation program. As a result, the HPD currently 

manages several city-owned parks via cooperative 
agreements. Separately, the City of Findlay owns and 
manages 15 city parks throughout the Findlay 
community.  
 
Additional community parks exist in the villages of 
Arcadia, Vanlue, Mt. Blanchard, Arlington, Jenera, 
Rawson, Benton Ridge, Mt. Cory, McComb, and Van 
Buren, and in the City of Fostoria. Parks and 
recreational facilities are spread out among the cities 
and villages, located close to home, and serve as an 
important component of a successful county-wide park 
system. The HPD contributes to the success of a 
county-wide park system with technical assistance and 
financial support through an annual Community Park 
Improvement Grant Program.  
 
The Ohio Department of Natural Resources (ODNR) 
manages many natural areas throughout Hancock 
County, including Van Buren State Park which “is 
quietly nestled in a small but valued remnant of 
woodland surrounded by beautiful corn, wheat and 
soybean fields in northwest Ohio.” With 251 acres, Van 

Buren State Park offers a peaceful retreat and supports a variety of outdoor recreation activities, 
including boating, disc golf, fishing, hunting, picnicking, hiking, horseback riding, volleyball, 
playground, three miles of single track mountain bike trails, and camping, including a family 
campground, equestrian camp, and cabins for rent. When conditions are favorable, cross-country 
skiing, ice skating, and ice fishing are available.   
 
The combination of diverse areas managed by the HPD, City of Findlay, Village partners, and the 
ODNR creates a well-balanced offering of leisure opportunities throughout Hancock County.  
 

 

COMMUNITY INVENTORY 
Other Parks & Facilities 

Findlay Parks 
 
The CUBE 
Anchor Park 
Bernard Park 
Blanchard Street Park 
Mound Park 
Douglas Park 
Eagle Creek Park 
Ede Park 
Emory Adams Park 
Firestine Park 
Rawson Park 
Riverside Park 
Swale Park 
West Park 
Millstream Art Plaza 
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YOUTH PROGRAMS (10 programs/35 total sessions) 

1. Discovery Story (Ages 3 to 6/Leader-Directed/8 Sessions/Free) 
Topics:  Screech Owls, Pony Express, Let’s Go Camping, Fintastic Fish, Skunks, My Favorite 
Tree, Chipmunks, and Ready for Winter 

2. Wee Ones (Ages 3 & under and 3 & over/Leader-Directed/12 Sessions/Free) 
Topics:  Tracks, White-tailed Deer, Beaks, Trees, Butterflies, Ponds & Lakes, Marvelous Mud, 
Bubbles, Bubbles, Apples, Spiders, Black Bears, and Getting Ready for Winter 

3. Teas (Ages 4 to 6 & 7-12/Leader-Directed/3 Sessions/Fee) 
Topics:  Mother Nature Tea, Peter Rabbit Tea, and American Girl Tea 

4. Camps (Ages 3 to 6, 6 to 8, 9 to 12/Leader-Directed/5 Sessions/Fee) 
Topics:  Budding Naturalist Camp, Junior Historian Camp, Junior Naturalist Camp, Nature 
Explorer Camp, and Junior Naturalist Camp:  Awesome Astronomy 

5. Hands on Youth (8 & over and 9 & over/Leader-Directed/2 Sessions/Free) 
Topics:  Writing with a Quill Pen and Pioneer Dancing 

6. Amazing Anthropods (Ages 6 to 8/Leader-Directed/1 Session/Fee) 
7. Stargazing (Ages 10 & over/Leader-Directed/1 Session/Free) 
8. Trees for Tots (Ages 3 to 6/Leader-Directed/1 Session/Free) 
9. Team Scavenger Hunt (Ages 12 & over/Leader-Directed/1 Session/Free) 
10. Pioneer Tyke Hikes (Ages 3 to 6/Leader-Directed/1 Session/Fee) 

 
 

Note:  The chart above illustrates the approximate percentage of youth programs for various age 
groups (i.e. target markets) based on the 2013 program inventory.  

 

COMMUNITY INVENTORY 
HPD Programs & Special Events 

2013 
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HPD Programs & Special Events Inventory 2013 (continued) 
 
ADULT PROGRAMS (15 programs/48 sessions) 

1. Historic Lecture Series (Age 12 & over/Leader-Directed/3 Sessions/Fee) 
Topics:  War of 1812 Soldier and Fort Findlay, Marriage, Folk Music of 19th Century America 
and the Dulcimer 

2. Adult Nature Education (Ages 18 & over and 13 & over/Leader-Directed/4 Sessions/Fee) 
Topics:  Drawing Animal Bones with Charcoal, Nature Journaling Workshop, Nature Pressing 
& Printing, and Watercolor Sketching 

3. Environmental Stewardship & Monitoring:  Bird Monitoring (Ages 18 & over/Leader- 
Directed/7 Sessions/Free) 

4. Frogs & Toads of Hancock County (Ages 18 & over/Leader-Directed/1 Session/Free) 
5. Growing Gourmet Mushrooms (Ages 16 & over/Leader-Directed/1 Session/Fee) 
6. Plein Air:  Art in the Outdoors (Ages 18 & over/Leader-Directed/7 Sessions/Free) 
7. Master Gardener Talks:  Herbs and Container Gardening/Art in the Garden (Ages 18 & 

over/Facilitated/1 Session/Free); Master Gardeners 
8. Astronomy (Ages 18 & over/Facilitated/5 Sessions/Free); Millstream Astronomy Club 

Topics:  Seeing and Navigating the Night Sky, Basic Astrophotography, Perseid Meteor 
Shower, How to Find the Lady in the Moon, and Comet ISON 

9. Moss & Lichen Workshop (Ages 18 & over/Leader-Directed/1 Session/Free) 
10. Environmental Stewardship & Monitoring:  Habitat Restoration (Ages 18 & over/Leader- 

Directed/4 Sessions/Free) 
11. Environmental Stewardship & Monitoring:  Wildflower Monitoring (Ages 18 & over/Leader- 

Directed/4 Sessions/Free) 
12. Yoga in the Parks (Ages 18 & over/Leader-Directed/5 Sessions/Free) 
13. Garden Series:  Herbal and Medicinal Teas (Ages 18 & over/Leader-Directed/3 Sessions/Free) 

Topics:  Herbal and Medicinal Teas, Fairy Houses and Gardens, and Suter’s Produce 
14. Ghosts of Ohio:  The Strange World of James Willis (Ages 12 & over/Leader-Directed/1 

Session/Fee) 
15. Bark Walk (Ages 18 & over/Leader-Directed/1 Session/Free) 

 
FAMILY PROGRAMS (21 programs/68 sessions) 

1. Learn to Cross Country Ski Workshop (Ages 8 & over/Leader-Directed/2 Sessions/Fee) 
2. Planetarium Night (Ages 3 & over/Leader-Directed/11 Sessions/Free) 

Topics:  Introduction to the Night Sky, February Nights, Vernal Equinox, I Spy in the Sky, 
Venus + Jupiter = Celestial Beauty, Zoo in the Sky Costume Party, Summer Constellations, 
Neptune, Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star, Fall Constellations, and Orion the Hunter 

3. Black Bears of Ohio (All Ages/Leader-Directed/1 Session/Free) 
4. Hands on Nature (All Ages/Leader-Directed/10 Sessions/Free) 

Topics:  Winter Fun, Woodpeckers and Snags, Earth Day Fun, Moths, Mammals, Ohio Birds, 
Caterpillars, Fall Fun, and How to Identify Critters by Animal Group 

5. Hike (All Ages/Leader-Directed/12 Sessions/Free) 
Topics:  Twilight Hike, Cabin Fever Winter Hike, First Days of Spring Hike, Spring Break Hike, 
Full Pink Moon Hike, Let’s Go Tracking Hike, First Night of Summer Hike, Five Senses Nature 
Hike, Grandparents’ Day Hike, Fall Color Hike, Full Harvest Moon Hike, Sunset Hike, and Pre-
Winter Hike 

6. Capture the Landscape Photography Workshop (All Ages/Leader-Directed/1 Session/Free) 
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HPD Programs & Special Events Inventory 2013 (continued) 
 
FAMILY PROGRAMS 

7. The Night Train Puppet Show (All Ages/Leader-Directed/2 Sessions/Free) 
8. Hands on History (All Ages/Leader-Directed/11 Sessions/Free) 

Topics:  Open House, Tools and Tonics, Who’s at Home, Making Cheese, Ginger Beer, Wash 
Day Woes, School Days, Rock-a-Bye Baby, All Hallows Eve,  

9. Beginner’s Geocaching (All Ages/Facilitated Service/1 Session/Free); Northwest Ohio 
Geocachers 

10. Endangered Species Day (All Ages/Leader-Directed/1 Session/Free) 
11. International Museum Day (All Ages/Leader-Directed/1 Session/Free) 
12. The Early Bird Gets the Worm  (All Ages/Leader-Directed/1 Session/Free) 
13. Wetlands Wildlife Treasure Hunt (All Ages/Leader-Directed/1 Session/Free) 
14. Evening Canoe Float (All Ages/Leader-Directed/1 Session/Fee) 
15. Learn to Play Disc Golf (All Ages/Facilitated Service/2 Sessions/Free); Disc Golf Community 

Association 
16. Astronomy (All Ages/Facilitated Service/3 Sessions/Free); Millstream Astronomy Club 

Topics:  Astronomy Day & Star Party, Telescopes 101, and Fall Sky 
17. Herps (All Ages/Leader-Directed/1 Session/Free) 
18. Prairies for Families (All Ages/Leader-Directed/1 Session/Free) 
19. Fall Family Hayride (All Ages/Leader-Directed/1 Session/Fee) 
20. Pizza Party & Planetarium Show (All Ages/Leader-Directed/1 Session/Fee) 
21. First Day of Winter Open House (All Ages/Leader Directed/1 Session/Free) 

 
SPECIAL EVENTS  

1. Disc Golf Ice Bowl Benefit (All Ages/Facilitated Service/Fee); Disc Golf Community Association 
2. Photo Contest Open House (All Ages/Leader-Directed/Free) 
3. Maple Sugarin’ (All Ages/Leader-Directed/Free) 
4. Arbor Day (All Ages/Leader-Directed/Free) 
5. Fish Festival (Ages 5 to 13/Leader-Directed/Free) 
6. Spring Disc Golf Tournament (All Ages/Facilitated Service/Fee); Disc Golf Community 

Association 
7. Summer Concert Series (All Ages/Leader-Directed/Free) 
8. Flirt with Dirt 5K Trail Race & Walk (All Ages/Facilitated Service/Fee); Blanchard Valley Health 

System 
9. Ultimate Dogpawlooza (All Ages/Facilitated Service/Free); Hancock Humane Society 
10. Fall Disc Golf Tournament (All Ages/Facilitated Service/Fee); Disc Golf Community Association 
11. Harvest the Past (All Ages/Leader-Directed/Free) 
12. Enchanted Forest Walk (All Ages/Leader-Directed/Fee) 
13. Litzenberg Holiday Celebration:  Candlelight Tours and Holiday Music (All Ages/Leader-

Directed/Fee) 
 
SERVICES 

1. Cross Country Ski & Snowshoe Rental (All Ages/Leader-Directed/Fee) 
2. Canoe, Kayak, and Pedal Boat Rental (All Ages/Leader-Directed/Fee) 
3. Tractor Drawn Hayrides (All Ages/Leader-Directed/Fee) 
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HPD Programs & Special Events Inventory 2013 (continued) 
 
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS (2013-2014 School Year) 

1. 1847 McKinnis House Tour (1st Grade & higher/Leader-Directed/Free) 
2. Adapting for Survival (2nd Grade & 3rd Grade/Leader-Directed/Free) 
3. Amazing Animal Senses (1st Grade & 2nd Grade/Leader-Directed/Free) 
4. Backyard Nature Games (Preschool Age & over/Leader-Directed/Free) 
5. Discovery Stories (Preschool to Kindergarten/Leader-Directed/Free) 
6. Fabulous Food Webs (4th Grade & 5th Grade/Leader-Directed/Free) 
7. Habitats (1st Grade t0 3rd Grade/Leader-Directed/Free) 
8. History Comes Alive (4th Grade/Leader-Directed/Fee) 
9. Herpetology (2nd Grade & 3rd Grade/Leader-Directed/Free) 
10. Insect Investigations (1st Grade & 2nd Grade/Leader-Directed/Free) 
11. Maple Sugarin’ Days (2nd Grade to 6th Grade/Leader-Directed/Fee) 
12. Nature Comes Alive (5th Grade/Leader-Directed/Fee) 
13. Nature Hike (All Ages/Leader-Directed/Free) 
14. Nature’s Recyclers (1st Grade & 2nd Grade/Leader-Directed/Free) 
15. Ohio Bats (3rd Grade & 4th Grade/Leader-Directed/Free) 
16. Ohio Birds (3rd Grade & 4th Grade/Leader-Directed/Free) 
17. Ohio Mammals (2nd Grade & 3rd Grade/Leader-Directed/Free) 
18. Owls (3rd Grade to 5th Grade/Leader-Directed/Fee) 
19. Peek into the Past (Kindergarten & 1st Grade/Leader-Directed/Free) 
20. Pioneer Pen Pal (3rd Grade & 4th Grade/Leader-Directed/Free) 
21. Pioneer Tyke Hikes (Preschool & Kindergarten/Leader-Directed/Fee) 
22. Plants (1st Grade & 2nd Grade/Leader-Directed/Free) 
23. Puppet Show:  The Barn (Preschool & Kindergarten/Leader-Directed/Free) 
24. The Solar System (3rd Grade to 5th Grade/Leader-Directed/Free) 
25. Tracking Detectives (3rd Grade & 4th Grade/Leader-Directed/Free) 
26. Tree Identification (4th Grade & higher/Leader-Directed/Free) 
27. The Sun, the Moon, and the Stars (Kindergarten to 2nd Grade/Leader-Directed/Free) 
28. What Freedom Means to Me (4th Grade to 6th Grade/Leader-Directed/Free) 

 

Based on the 2013 program inventory, approximately 5.5% of all programs were nature based 

outdoor recreation programs, approximately 87.1% of all programs were offered free, and 

approximately 92% of all programs were Leader-Directed. As the name suggests, Leader-

Directed Programs and Services provide opportunities where participant involvement is directed 

by a leader. Alternatives include Self-Directed Programs and Services, such as park facilities (e.g. 

playgrounds) and Facilitated Programs and Services (approximately 8%) when opportunities are 

provided independent of the HPD (e.g. Disc Golf Tournament).  
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The Hancock Park District (HPD) has established a niche in the delivery of leisure services with its 
focus on environmental education, cultural history interpretation, and nature based outdoor 
recreation programs and special events, and opportunities for self-directed programs including 
camping, fishing, disc golf, horseshoes, playgrounds, walking, hiking, running, bicycle riding, 

horseback riding, picnicking, canoeing, kayaking, 
photography, bird watching, outdoor fitness, sand 
volleyball, basketball, soccer, nature study, and social 
gatherings via rental facilities. As a result, the HPD has 
established a strong position within the leisure services 
market with very little duplication of effort among other 
leisure service providers.   
 
The delivery of service by the HPD is balanced by an 
equally strong offering of active play, arts, fitness, and a 
wide range of other activities and socially-engaging 
opportunities from multiple leisure service providers 
throughout the community according to agency web 
sites and promotional material, including Findlay 
Recreation Department (e.g. ice skating lessons, adult 
softball leagues, summer camp, and special events, etc.), 
churches (e.g. summer camp, social opportunities for 
seniors, performing arts, games, sports, and wellness, 
etc.), Agency on Aging (e.g. social activities, wellness 
programs, enrichment and educational programs, and 
trips, etc.), schools with a wide range of extracurricular 
activities, athletic facilities, and playgrounds (e.g. Findlay 
High School offers extra-curricular activities, such as 
Dance Team, Show Choir, Chess Club, Jazz Band, Ski 
Club, Pantasia Steel Drum Band and Indoor Drum Line, 
and Chamber Orchestra, and athletics, such as baseball, 
basketball, cross country, football, golf, hockey, soccer, 
swimming & diving, tennis, track & field, wrestling, 
cheerleading, gymnastics, softball, and volleyball), 

Findlay YMCA (e.g. wellness center, personal training, aerobics, aquatics, adult sports, programs for 
active older adults, lifelong learning, baton, gymnastics, lifeguarding, youth sports, youth swim 
lessons, dance, cheer, youth fitness, summer camps, and special events, etc.), other agencies (e.g. 
The Arts Partnership, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts), and the private sector.  
 

 
COMMUNITY INVENTORY 

Other Programs & Special Events 

 
Village and City Park Facilities 

 
Baseball Fields 
Softball Fields 
Basketball Courts 
Batting Cage 
Boating 
Bocce Ball 
Shelters 
Community Buildings 
Picnicking 
Disc Golf 
Fishing 
Football Fields 
Indoor Ice Rink 
Multi-use Trails 
Playgrounds 
Reservoirs 
Shuffleboard 
Skate Park 
Soccer Fields 
Swimming Pools 
Tennis Courts 
Sand Volleyball Courts 
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According to the Findlay-Hancock County Alliance, the cultural, economic, and physical attributes of 
Hancock County include 11 unique villages, City of Fostoria, and City of Findlay as the county seat with 
an historic downtown; a strong educational system, including University of Findlay, Owens 
Community College, and Brown Mackie College and good  access to Bluffton University and Bowling 
Green State University, Findlay City/Hancock County schools, St. Michael the Archangel School, 
Blanchard Valley School, Millstream Career Center, and a large home school network.  
 
There is a wide variety of shopping and dining experiences spread throughout the community, great 
local events throughout the year, and art galleries, musicals, and concerts via a variety of local 
venues balanced by walking and biking trails, fishing holes, organized sports, and fitness centers, 
including but not limited to the Findlay YMCA. Quality of life is supported by an award-winning 
healthcare system, senior living and nursing facilities, and several social service organizations.  
 
The community benefits from a diverse, skilled workforce, historically low unemployment, and many 
high profile companies (including several Fortune 500 companies) along with a strong international 
presence, agriculture as a major aspect of the area’s history, culture, and industry, and over 500 
businesses with Chamber of Commerce membership. There is easy access to a majority of U.S. 
markets thanks to a robust transportation system that includes a network of local roads, I-75 
corridor, rail, and air transportation.  
 
Hancock County’s land area of 531 square miles represents the service area for the Hancock Park 
District. According to census data, Hancock County’s population of 75,671 is fairly evenly divided 
between male (46.3%) and female (53.7%) with a median age of 38 years. Individuals under the age of 
five equal 6.1%, individuals under the age of 18 equal 23% and individuals over the age of 65 equal 
15.2%. Education statistics show approximately 90.8% of residents with a high school diploma and 
approximately 24.2% of residents with a Bachelor’s degree or higher.   
 
According to census data, Hancock County residents consist of White (94.8%), Black or African 
American (1.7%), American Indian and Alaska Native (0.3%), Asian (1.7%), and Hispanic or Latino (4.8%). 
From 2007-2011, the median household income in Hancock County was $49,888.00 with 11.9% of 
residents living below the poverty level. Demographics indicate a growing cultural and economically 
diverse population. 
 

Findlay has been named one of the 100 Best Communities for Young People by America’s 

Promise Alliance and has been consistently named one of the top 10 micropolitan areas in the 

United States by Site Selection Magazine. Findlay was ranked fourth in 2013.  

 

 

 

COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT 
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Where do we want to be and how will we get there? 
 
In 2013, the Hancock Park District (HPD) initiated the development of a Strategic and Comprehensive 
Plan for Programs, Parks, and Recreational Facilities. The purpose of the plan was to assess needs, 
interests, and desires associated with programs, parks, and recreational facilities, analyze park and 
recreation trends, identify agency values, vision, and mission, link various planning initiatives, 
prioritize recommendations and the allocation of fiscal resources, and guide the future of the HPD. 
 
To commence the current planning effort, a comprehensive 23-
question public survey was developed and made available to HPD 
customers (as the primary focus group) and the community at 
large from July 10, 2013 through December 31, 2013. The survey 
focused on demographics, such as age, gender, residential 
location, and whether or not there are children at home, and 
survey topics that covered the broad range of park district 
operations, such as trends in park visitation and activity 
participation, interest in nature based outdoor recreation, 
program ideas and how they should be paid for, program 
registration preferences, park and facility priorities, value of 
multi-use trails and conservation, rating of quality of life in 
relationship to programs, parks, and recreational facilities, and 
level of satisfaction with communication efforts and marketing.   
 
The survey was made available in hard copy format and online at 
hancockparks.com. Awareness of the public survey was 
communicated throughout Hancock County, including 
newspaper, publications, schools, city and county government, University of Findlay, Chamber of 
Commerce, city and village partners, and in person at the HPD Administrative Offices.  
 
Throughout the promotional process there was a consistent message:  The strategic and 
comprehensive planning process only comes around every 5 to 10 years. The time is now to get 
involved in a public process, express public sentiments, and shape the future of the Hancock Park 
District. As a result of 412 completed questionnaires, including many questions that asked survey 
respondents to check all that apply, beneficial input was provided.   
 
Public survey responses along with organizational input have contributed to an overall assessment 
of needs aimed in part at addressing gaps between current and desired services, improving existing 
services, and correcting deficiencies. The top three to five results from each survey question are 
highlighted in the next few pages.  

 
NEEDS INDEX 



“Good job getting public 

input. Keep growing the 

park system; there is lots of 

demand for public 

properties with multiple 

uses. Keep up the good 

work.” 

Survey Response 
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Needs Index (continued) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Which Hancock Park District owned and/or managed parks do you or 
members of your household visit? 
 
#1 Riverbend Recreation Area (81.7%) 
#2 Riverside Park Waterfront (70.5%) 
#3 Litzenberg Memorial Woods (63.7%) 
#4 Oakwoods Nature Preserve (58.7%) 
#5 Heritage Trail Center at Litzenberg Memorial Woods (18.5%) 

Which park do you or members of your household visit most often? 
 
#1 Riverbend Recreation Area (35.1%) 
#2 Riverside Park Waterfront (29.5%) 
#3 Litzenberg Memorial Woods (15.9%) 
#4 Oakwoods Nature Preserve (14.3%) 
#5 Other (5.2%) 

Which activities do you or members of your household participate in while 
visiting Hancock Park District parks? 
 
#1 Walking/Running (65%) 
#2 Picnicking (42.1%) 
#3 Hiking (41.9%) 
#4 Playground (35.7%) 
#5 Bicycling (26%) 

Which activity do you or members of your household participate in most 
often? 
 
#1 Walking/Running (36.8%) 
#2 Hiking (14.6%) 
#3 Playground (13.4%) 
#4 Bird Watching (8.5%) 
#5 Bicycling (7.6%) 
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Needs Index (continued) 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Which nature based outdoor recreation activities are you or members of 
your household interested in? 
 
#1 Canoe Trip (28.5%) 
#2 Day Hiking Series (27.9%) 
#3 Landscape & Wildlife Photography Instruction (25.2%) 
#4 Saturday Morning Nature Series (24.3%) 
#5 None (20.7%) 
 

Which nature based outdoor recreation activity is most important to you or 
members of your household in terms of participation? 
 
#1 Day Hiking Series (16%) 
#2 Canoe Trip (12.7%) 
#3 Saturday Morning Nature Series (9.9%) 
#4 Family Camping (8.5%) 
#5 Landscape & Wildlife Photography Instruction (7.5%) 

Should the Hancock Park District offer “curriculum-based” programs for 
schools? 
 
#1 Yes (54.4%) 
#2 Not Sure (31.6%) 
#3 No (14%) 

Which group should the Hancock Park District develop and provide future 
programs for? 
 
#1 Families (70.9%) 
#2 Youth ages 6-12 (53.3%) 
#3 Teenagers (45.6%) 
#4 Seniors ages 65+ (45%) 
#5 Adults ages 25-64 (44.2%) 
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Needs Index (continued) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Taxes traditionally pay for core services such as parks and facilities for the 
benefit of all Hancock County residents. How should programs be paid for? 
 
#1 Combination of Taxes and Participation Fees (68.6%) 
#2 Taxes (14.3%) 
#3 Participation Fees (13.5%) 
#4 No Response (3.6%) 
 

What is your preferred option for program registration? 
 
#1 Online Registration (69.4%) 
#2 Over the phone registration (13.1%) 
#3 Mail in registration (6.7%) 
#4 No Response (6.0%) 
#5 In person registration (4.8%) 
 

 
Without any additional cost to the taxpayer, which of the following initiatives 
should the Hancock Park District continue to focus on? 

#1 Replacing and upgrading existing facilities in an effort to modernize 
 and improve service (67.5%) 
#2 Acquiring land and expanding the park system throughout Hancock 
 County (41.9%) 
#3 Maintaining existing parks and facilities with very little focus on  
 change and growth (25%) 
 
 

  How important is it to you or members of your household that Findlay and 
Hancock County have bicycle and pedestrian trails along roads and greenways 
for the purpose of recreation, fitness, and alternative transportation? 
 
#1 Very Important (51.4%) 
#2 Somewhat Important (32%) 
#3 Not Important (10.6%) 
#4 No Opinion (3%) 
#5 No Response (3%) 
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Needs Index (continued) 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

How important is it to you or members of your household that the Hancock 
Park District continues to develop conservation areas that provide habitat for 
songbirds, butterflies, and other wildlife while beautifying the area? 
 
#1 Very Important (53.3%) 
#2 Somewhat Important (30.1%) 
#3 Not Important (9.5%) 
#4 No Response (3.7%) 
#5 No Opinion (3.4%) 

How would you rate the overall benefit of Hancock Park District programs, 
parks, and recreational facilities in terms of its effect on your quality of life and 
that of your household? 
 
#1 Good (42.2%) 
#2 Excellent (38.8%) 
#3 Fair (9.4%) 
#4 No Response (6.7%) 
#5 Poor (2.9%) 

What is your preferred source of information about the Hancock Park District? 
 
#1 Newspaper (33.9%) 
#2 Website (30.3%) 
#3 Electronic Newsletter – Raccoon Tales (11.6%) 
#4 Radio (8.4%) 
#5 Facebook (5.5%) 

How satisfied are you with the Hancock Park District’s communication efforts? 
 
Customer Service:  Somewhat Satisfied 
Program Information:  Somewhat Satisfied 
Program Guide:  Somewhat Satisfied 
Website:  Somewhat Satisfied 
Electronic Newsletter:  Somewhat Satisfied 
Facebook:  Not Satisfied 
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Based on various planning documents developed by the Hancock Park District (HPD) from 1975 to 
2005 and the availability of outdoor recreation opportunities during that time, trends in terms of 
participation were identified. In 1975, local trends favored walking, hiking, bicycling, boating, and 
picnicking close to home and with a strong family focus. In 1985, water-based activities (e.g. 
canoeing), winter activities (e.g. cross-country skiing), sports and 
fitness (e.g. running and jogging), and nature appreciation 
activities (e.g. bird watching and photography) with hiking 
leading the way were popular. And in 1994, sports, playgrounds, 
fishing, and year-round activities were the focus.  
 
In 2005, trends analysis indicated that park visitors frequently 
participated in hiking/walking/running followed by participation 
in picnicking and playgrounds. Between 1975 and 2005, walking, 
hiking, and boating at parks located close to home have been a 
reoccurring trend and favorite among park visitors with 
playgrounds and picnicking proving popular among families.  
 
The results of a trends analysis in 2013 did not deviate very far 
from identifiable trends over the last 44 years. Park visitors favor 
walking/running, picnicking, hiking, playgrounds, canoeing, and 
family programs. Riverbend Recreation Area, Riverside Park 
Waterfront, Litzenberg Memorial Woods, Oakwoods Nature 
Preserve, and Heritage Trail Center are the most popular 
attractions, thus serving the largest number of park visitors.  
 
Boating has been identified in the past as an activity of interest. It 
continues to be a favorite among park visitors in the area of 
unstructured participation and ranks high as an activity of 
interest as part of a structured Nature Based Outdoor Recreation 
Program. Hiking ranked high and remains consistent with trends analysis since 1975.  
 
There has been a consistent focus on families recreating together and close to home. The need for 
families to spend quality time together continues to be communicated, most recently in the context 
of future programs offered by the HPD.  
 
The most consistent and longest lasting trend involves walking and hiking as a favorite activity. 
During the HPD’s 44-year planning history, the idea of pedestrian trails has been incorporated into 
previous planning documents. Data from the most recent trends analysis suggests that multi-use 
trails in particular continue to be important for walking and bicycling. 

 

TRENDS ANALYSIS 

 

“The great news is 

community parks and 

recreation continues to be 

recognized and viewed as a 

key component for 

improving health and 

getting people active 

through walking . . . 72 

percent of Americans say 

walking is cool!” 

NRPA Now 
The Official Blog of National 

Recreation and Park 

Association 
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Trends Analysis (continued) 
 
In 2013, the acquisition of Aeraland Recreation Area located north of Arcadia in the northeast corner 
of Hancock County and Blanchard River Nature Preserve located south of Mt. Blanchard in the 
southeast corner of Hancock County defied the norm by extending the HPD’s reach into the rural 
confines of the county and establishing parks away from the population center of Findlay, thus 
furthering the development of a regional park system.   
 

To illustrate this point, six 
parks were selected to show 
the impact of parks 
throughout Hancock County 
based on a service radius of 
five miles. Except for the 
northwest corner, two areas 
along the eastern border, and 
the southwest corner, the 
vast majority of Hancock 
County residents live within 
five miles of one of the 
following parks:  Riverbend 
Recreation Area, Aeraland 
Recreation Area, Blanchard 
River Nature Preserve, 
Oakwoods Nature Preserve, 
Litzenberg Memorial Woods, 
and Van Buren State Park. 

These parks are represented on the map by the blue circles. Van Buren State Park (represented on 
the map by the green circle) along with the other five parks were chosen based on various factors, 
such as location, popularity, recreational facilities, and the relatively large number of acres.  
 
Service to Hancock County residents goes beyond the availablity of six parks. The villages of Van 
Buren, Arcadia, Vanlue, Mt. Blanchard, Arlington, Jenera, Mount Cory, Rawson, Benton Ridge, and 
McComb, the cities of Fostoria and Findlay, Hancock Park District, and schools all provide additional 
public space with structured and/or unstructured recreational opportunities.  
 

The significance of the service radius exercise is that it shows the customer service value of 

existing parks and identifies a current standard of access and service. Land acquisitions in 2013 

made the current service radius standard possible while remaining true to a few timeless goals, 

such as furthering the development of a regional park system, taking advantage of land 

donations with current and future generations in mind, developing parks for a variety of passive 

outdoor recreation activities, continuing to focus on the preservation of unique local 

environments, and considering costs and benefits before committing to new parks and facilities.  
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As a result of an overall needs assessment, the Hancock Park District (HPD) has identified four 
overarching focus areas aimed at serving the program, park, and recreational needs, interests, and 
desires of Hancock County residents. Focus areas include Programs, Blanchard River Greenway, 
Conservation Areas, and Parks.  

 
 
Focus Area #1:  Programs 
 
Deliver programs and special events based on a systematic 
and studied approach, compliance with national standards, 
and a wide range of content to serve the interests of varying 
age groups and target markets.  
 
Focus Area #2:  Blanchard River Greenway 
 
Upgrade and modernize eight parks located along the 
Blanchard River, improve the Blanchard River Greenway Trail, 
improve access to the Blanchard River for canoeing and 
kayaking, and promote outdoor recreation opportunities. 
 
Focus Area #3:  Conservation Areas 
 
Promote the existence and purpose of conservation areas, 
educate the public about the principles of conservation being 
practiced locally, and engage the public in conservation via 
access, visitation, and stewardship.  
 
Focus Area #4:  Parks 
 
Assess current infrastructure and modernize an aging park 
system. Replace and upgrade facilities, signs, and site 
amenities in an effort to enhance comfort, convenience, and 
function while affording modern facilities, colorful site 
amenities, and access for all.  
 
The following action plans represent the working documents 
component of the Strategic and Comprehensive Plan. They 

are designed to be photocopied, used in the field, and subjected to note taking and check marks in 
an effort to track progress and record accomplishments.  

 
FOCUS AREAS 

“Our values define us.” 
 

Quality of Life 
Commitment 
Stewardship 

Service 
Partnerships 

Fiscal Responsibility 
 

“Our vision inspires us.” 
 

The Hancock Park District’s 
vision is to be an innovative 
and resourceful park district 

that creatively adapts to 
community needs and provides 
exceptional parks and services. 
 
“Our mission is what we do.” 

 
The Hancock Park District’s 
mission is to enrich lives by 

providing meaningful 
experiences through quality 

parks, facilities, and programs. 
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Programs 
 

“Every time I visit one of the parks, no matter the reason I am there, I leave with less stress 
and feel revived. I also take my nephews to programs that are offered. It is wonderful to see 

them react and interact during and after the programs.” 
 
          Survey Response 
 

According to the 2013 program inventory, the Hancock 
Park District (HPD) offered 10 different programs with 
35 total sessions for youth. Approximately 31% of 
programs were offered to youth ages 3 and over and 
approximately 31% of programs were offered to youth 
ages 3 and under, thus leaving very few programs 
directed to youth between the ages of 4 and 17.  
 
While it is beneficial for young children to participate in 
a variety of programs and to do so early and often in 
an effort to further their development and well-being, 
it is equally beneficial for older children (e.g. ages 7-12) 

to participate in programs on a regular basis. Older children are impressionable; they form opinions, 
generate ideas, and develop values – all of which can be supported by their involvement with 
wholesome programs. Over time and based on certain criteria, the HPD should arrive at a more 
balanced approach as part of an overall program delivery and customer service strategy.  
 
It is highly beneficial for youth in particular to participate in programs that are structured and to 
interact with other participants of a similar age (e.g. youth ages 8-10). A program with several class 
sessions over the course of days or weeks or a series of programs with differing topics for the same 
age group that is presented in a structured, small group format with participants of a similar age 
promotes socialization and teaches social skills, awareness, and enjoyment. It is the multi-class 
format, camaraderie among peers, and engaging program topics that can advance the quality of the 
recreation experience. The more times that youth visit the parks, socialize, and engage in wholesome 
leisure activities the better. Multi-session programs or a series of programs for a particular age group 
promotes an increase in the frequency of park visitation and program participation compared to a 
single session only that limits the program experience and exposure to the park environment.  
  
Given the interest in outdoor recreation and outdoor adventure programming generally as a national 
trend, local survey responses indicating an interest in this program area, and the natural features 
throughout the Hancock park system that support outdoor recreation, the development of a Nature 
Based Outdoor Recreation Program is justified and worthy of development.  
 
Program delivery overall would benefit from a systematic and studied approach in particular and 
from compliance with national park and recreation standards via an agency self-assessment in 
general. National standards and the agency self-assessment process leads to quality assurance by 
breaking down the program offering and building it back up, generating analysis, and evaluating 
operations against established benchmarks set within the parks and recreation profession.  
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Recommendations: 
 

1. Develop a comprehensive and well-balanced program offering with (at minimum) three 
broad program categories, including Environmental Education, Cultural History 
Interpretation, and Nature Based Outdoor Recreation. Retain and strengthen the HPD’s 
niche with this type of programming by using the full arsenal of park district properties, 
facilities, and environments to diversify opportunities and experiences and generate interest. 
Broaden the range of programs from a topic, target market, and location standpoint, 
evaluate success, and initiate changes to keep programs fresh, dynamic, and inviting.  
 

2. Take advantage of Earth Day, Arbor Day, May is Bike Month, National Trails Day, July is Parks 
and Recreation Month, National Wildlife Week, Great American Backyard Campout, Kids to 
Park Day, National Safe Boating Week, etc. and pursue other general programs that broaden 
the overall program offering for the community. 

 
3. Provide a second Summer Concert Series and other Music in the Park formats with pop, 

classic rock, country, and smooth jazz music that attracts a broad segment of the population 
and creates an environment filled with energy, excitement, and fun.  

 
4. Offer programs when people are available to participate (e.g. evenings and weekends).  

 
5. Develop a comprehensive, year-round Nature Based Outdoor Recreation Program. 

Emphasize canoeing, day hiking, landscape and wildlife photography, Saturday Morning 
Nature Series, family camping, kayaking, horseback riding, 24 Hour Experience, backpacking, 
archery, fishing, and birding. Promote the idea that once skills are learned in a structured 
setting (e.g. Leisure Education:  Outdoor Skills Series), outdoor recreation can be enjoyed 
over the course of a lifetime.  

 

Leisure is accomplished during unobligated time, such as time free from school, work, and 

domestic chores (a family visits a park). For any given target market, programs should be 

offered during unobligated time to maximize participation and enhance service. Recreation 

occurs during leisure and usually requires some form of activity (while at the park the family 

goes hiking). Ultimately, recreation is defined as voluntary participation in leisure activities that 

are meaningful and enjoyable to the person involved. Programs should be developed with 

objectives and outcomes in mind. Play is more of a behavior than an activity and is synonymous 

with having fun (while hiking the family plays hide and seek along the trail). Having an element 

of play during programs can enhance program quality and customer service. 

 

PROGRAM 
Action Plan 
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Program Action Plan (continued) 
 

6. Plan, develop, and conduct programs in a variety of design formats, including but not limited 
to structured programs that target a specific age group and offer multiple class sessions (like 
summer camps) and progressive program topics and content via a building blocks approach 
that offers a variety of programs serving all target markets from babies to older adults. The 
idea being that the HPD provides opportunities for individuals to get outside and be active 
early and often and throughout the course of a lifetime.  
 

7. Focus on social issues, such as childhood obesity, nature deficit disorder, and baby boomers 
and how participation in programs can improve wellness when planning, developing, and 
conducting programs. 

 
8. Create a routine schedule that opens the Discovery Center for unstructured visitation and 

structured naturalist-led activities. The conceptual framework envisions the Discovery Center 
open year-round based on an advertised schedule, rooms arranged with seasonal exhibits 
and live animals and animal mounts with interpretive signs like at zoos to inform and educate 
visitors, documentaries shown on the television and based on an advertised schedule (e.g. 
Greenfire) with designated seating provided, do-it-yourself craft table for children, wildlife 
viewing (e.g. bird watching) with designated seating available, unstructured yet supervised 
visitation (e.g. 2:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.), and a naturalist-led hike or other activity (e.g. 3:00 
p.m. and 7:00 p.m.) based on an advertised schedule and pre-registration. Visitors can choose 
to participate in unstructured and/or structured activities. Enhance promotional information 
about Oakwoods Nature Preserve and its facilities and programs and enhance exhibits 
accordingly. In time, people may view the Discovery Center as a destination and service.  

 
9. Conduct programs and special events based on program management standards, including 

but not limited to the development of a Program Plan. Standards refer to National 
Accreditation Standards 6.1 through 6.8 from the Commission for Accreditation of Park and 
Recreation Agencies (CAPRA). The Program Plan should compile and organize information 
about all elements of the HPD’s programming function. Ultimately, the Program Plan should 
identify a current year and long-term action plan for program planning, development, and 
delivery. Document compliance with this program management standard. Reference CAPRA 
Standard 6.1. Related standards include: 

 
 Standard 6.1.1 Program and Service Determinants:  Take a systematic and studied 

approach when determining what programs should be provided. Decisions should be 
based on the conceptual foundation of leisure, recreation, and play, needs of the 
customers and their desired experiences, and HPD goals. Document compliance with 
this program management standard.  
 

 Standard 6.1.2 Participant Involvement:  Involve participants in program planning and 
development considerations by soliciting input on a regular basis. This can occur in 
the form of program evaluations and/or surveys, focus groups, and advisory councils. 
Ask the customer. Document compliance with this program management standard.  
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Program Action Plan (continued) 
 

 Standard 6.1.3 Self-Directed Programs and Services:  Be cognizant of the availability 
and quality of Self-Directed Programs and Services (i.e. recreational facilities) that 
require general supervision and the role they play in the overall delivery of service. 
The same facilities that accommodate Self-Directed Programs and Services can be 
used for Leader-Directed Programs and Services. Document compliance with this 
program management standard.  

 
 Standard 6.1.4 Leader-Directed Programs and Services:  Continue to provide Leader-

Directed Programs and Services that meet the needs, interests, and desires of youth, 
adults, and families. Because Leader-Directed Programs and Services require the 
allocation of human and financial resources, it is important that those resources are 
applied to successful and beneficial programs (i.e. allocate resources to achieve the 
greatest benefit).  Therefore, evaluation is critical to determine the wise use of time 
and money. Document compliance with this program management standard. 

 
 Standard 6.1.5 Facilitated Programs and Services:  Encourage and advocate the 

increase of facilitated programs. If structured correctly, the HPD can essentially grow 
the overall program offering with very little impact on the HPD’s budget since 
facilitated programs are conducted by outside organizations. View these 
opportunities as Program Partnerships. The HPD promotes and facilitates programs 
while the outside individual or organization leads and manages them. Document 
compliance with this program management standard.  

 
 Standard 6.1.6 Fee-Based Programs and Services:  Continue to offer fee-based 

programs, especially as new programs are developed. The emphasis should be on 
retaining current fee-based programs, adjusting fees when it becomes necessary as 
part of an overall financial management strategy, and assigning fees to most if not all 
new programs (e.g. Nature Based Outdoor Recreation Program). Fees should offset a 
percentage of direct costs in an effort to supplement tax revenue used to improve 
and maintain parks and facilities that support Self-Directed Programs and Services, 
Leader-Directed Programs and Services, and Facilitated Programs and Services. 
Document compliance with this program management standard.  

 
 Standard 6.1.7 Cooperative Programming:  Expand upon cooperative programming 

by initiative and as opportunities are presented. To the extent that shared resources 
can be utilized, less duplication of service can occur, and a greater service to the 
community can be afforded, the HPD should be a strong advocate for cooperative 
programming. Document compliance with this program management standard.  

 
 Standard 6.2 Objectives:  Conduct programs using measurable objectives to help 

achieve program goals. What is the program trying to accomplish? Why is it being 
offered? Should it continue with or without change? Should it be discontinued? 
Objectives are necessary so that the HPD knows why it is offering a particular 
program for a particular target market and for evaluating its success. Document 
compliance with this program management standard.  
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Program Action Plan (continued) 
 

 Standard 6.3 Program Evaluations:  Utilize program evaluations to help determine if 
program objectives were met. Data collected from program evaluations should be 
used when planning and developing programs. Document compliance with this 
program management standard.  
 

 Standard 6.4 Outreach to Underserved Populations:  Develop methodology and use 
data analysis to expand programs to all residents, including those that are 
underserved. Outreach, evening and weekend programs, scholarships, removal of 
barriers to participation, and promoting inclusion are among the considerations. 
Document compliance with this program management standard.  

 
 Standard 6.5 Scope of Program Opportunities:  Be 

strategic in determining how many and which 
kind of programs are being offered and to which 
target market based on available resources and 
community interest. Know what is happening 
community-wide (i.e. know what other leisure 
service organizations are doing and not doing, 
guard against unnecessary duplication, and 
strengthen the HPD’s niche in chosen program 
categories). Document compliance with this 
program management standard.  

 
 Standard 6.6 Program Content:  Develop program 

content that is appropriate for the target market, 
progressive, and linked to basic physical, 
emotional, social, and intellectual requirements of 
individuals so that the HPD can make a difference 
in people’s lives. Program content should be 
related directly to program objectives. Document 
compliance with this program management 
standard.  

 
 Standard 6.7 Community Education for Leisure:  

Work with the HPD marketing manager to educate the community about the benefits 
of leisure, recreation, and play as it relates directly to the programs being offered by 
the HPD and their positive impact on the community. A benefits-based message 
should be constant. Document compliance with this program management standard.  

 
 Standard 6.8 Program and Service Statistics:  Collect, compile, and analyze program 

statistics to assist with program evaluation and planning (e.g. number of participants 
registered and attending programs, number of programs and sessions conducted, 
demographics such as age, and number of programs offered, conducted, and 
cancelled). Document compliance with this program management standard.  

 

“A standard is a statement 

of desirable practice as set 

forth by experienced 

professionals. In practice, if 

an agency complies with a 

given standard, then it is 

expected that the agency’s 

operations related to that 

standard will be positively 

affected.” 

Commission for 

Accreditation of Park and 

Recreation Agencies 
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Program Action Plan (continued) 
 

10. Replace and upgrade Program Department furniture at the HPD Administrative Offices. In an 
effort to achieve a HPD goal of creating and maintaining a system of administration that links 
resources and workforce so that employees can do their jobs in the most efficient, effective, 
and productive manner possible, it is necessary to provide a professional office environment 
with similar work stations, functional conference table, and appropriate chairs. 

 
The office environment serves professional staff, provides a venue for meetings with 
volunteers, the public, and prospective employees during times of seasonal hiring and 
occasional staff turnover and the interviews associated with it. A professional work 
environment communicates quality to all that come into contact with it.  

 
11. Purchase Program Registration and Facility Management software to improve customer 

service by giving customers an additional payment option, including online with the use of a 
credit card.  

 
__________________________________________________________ 

 
Program Department Organizational Structure 

 
 

 
 
 

The Hancock Park District’s Program Department should not limit its program offering based on 

the ability and availability of full-time and permanent part-time staff. It is alright to position 

itself as a seasonal staff employer by hiring high school students, college students, teachers, 

adults, retirees, interns, and volunteers (e.g. volunteer teacher naturalists dedicated and trained 

to assist with school groups and public programs). A dedicated group of leaders and instructors 

selected and trained to supplement permanent staff is a great way to showcase the talent and 

creativity of individuals while advancing programs. Decide what service is needed and then 

decide how to deliver it while considering all of the pertinent factors associated with program 

management.   
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BLANCHARD RIVER GREENWAY 
 

“The availability of natural areas and river access enrich quality of life . . . “ 
 

          Survey Response 
 

There are 20 parks (77% of all parks in the system) located along 
the Blanchard River from as far south as Blanchard River Nature 
Preserve on County Road 17, south of Mt. Blanchard and as far 
west as Blanchard Landing on S.R. 235, south of U.S. Route 224 
West. The character of the Hancock park system is shaped by its 
relationship with the Blanchard River Greenway.  
 
The Blanchard River Greenway is a dominant natural feature 
that offers seasonal color, tranquility, and access whether it’s 
canoeing the waterway, bicycling the tree-lined route, or 

picnicking along its bank. It is a presence that beckons the nature lover and outdoor recreation 
enthusiast and serves as a magnet for the passerby. Facilitating the many benefits of the Blanchard 
River Greenway depends on the interconnectivity of parks, trail, and river. 
 
There are eight parks (i.e. river parks) in particular located along the Blanchard River Greenway 
beginning with Eastpoint Area at Bright Road and ending with River Landings at Fox Street that 
support outdoor recreation and offer the sights and sounds of nature. A nice byproduct of these 
accessible park locations is their ability to serve as a wayside, thus enticing the motorist to stop for a 
respite and relax whether it involves reading a book, eating lunch, or napping among nature’s 
conversation. The average age of these parks is 27 years. Maximizing their potential requires an 
upgrade that affords modern facilities, colorful amenities, and access for all. 
 
The Blanchard River Greenway Trail (BRGT) occupies a section of the greenway from Bright Road to 
Township Road 89, south of Broad Avenue and from Main Street to Howard Street at Broad Avenue. 
It consists of sidewalk, gaps, and multi-use asphalt trail. The most complete and readily used sections 
of the BRGT extend from Riverside Park to Clinton Court and from Main Street to Howard Street 
with no quality connection between the two.   
 
The BRGT has the potential to be a primary outdoor recreation resource if it becomes a continuous, 
high-quality, and well-defined trail that connects parks along its route while serving as a tourist 
destination, driving economic development, and supporting outdoor recreation. 
  
And then there is the waterway itself. Promoting an increase in canoeing and kayaking depends on 
signage and awareness about the need to portage and safely bypass the obstacle-ridden section of 
the urban waterway and quality launch and landing facilities to support multiple entrance and exit 
points along the river to maximize river recreation opportunities.  
 
Tying it all together by packaging and presenting an experience-based marketing campaign is the 
Blanchard Corridor Recreation Program (BCRP). The BCRP concept involves the promotion of 
outdoor recreation in its entirety along the Blanchard River Greenway. 
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Recommendations: 
 
Eastpoint Area 

 
 

1. Eliminate picnic tables, grills, trash receptacle, and three 
concrete pads located along the waterfront. Add two new picnic 
tables on the east and west ends and one bench centrally 
located and new concrete pads and walkways that meet ADA 
design standards at three existing locations along the 
waterfront. Add one new trash receptacle, one recycle center, 
one message center, and one bike rack. Site amenities should be 

placed at a centralized location south of the parking area between the parking spaces and 
turn-a-round. 
 

 Picnic table specifications include steel frame, plastisol coating, octagon shape, 
bronze with brown frame, diamond pattern, ADA accessible, and surface mount with 
mounting plate covers.  

 
 Bench specifications include steel frame, plastisol coating, six feet long with back and 

arms, bronze with brown frame, diamond pattern, and surface mount with mounting 
plate covers. Note:  If the bench is a memorial bench, specifications include steel 
round rod seat frame on cast iron supports, powder coating, six feet long with back 
and arms, black, and surface mount. The bench comes with a 2” x 10” zinc plaque 
insert that accommodates up to four lines.  

 
 Trash receptacle specifications include flare top, steel frame, plastisol coating, 32-

gallon, diamond pattern, brown with brown flat-top lid with 8-inch diameter opening, 
and in-ground post package.  

 
 Recycle center specifications include flare top, steel frame, plastisol coating, 32-

gallon, diamond pattern, slate blue with blue flat-top lid with 5-inch diameter opening 
labeled for recycling, and in-ground post package.  

 
 Message center specifications include a large brown recycled plastic display with 

swinging door. The message center should contain at minimum two items:  Park 
Regulations Summary and River Parks Location Map that shows all park locations and 
facilities along the Blanchard River Greenway Trail.  

 

RIVER PARKS 
Action Plan 
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River Parks Action Plan – Eastpoint Area (continued) 
 

 Bike rack specifications include one black powder-coated steel Park-It Bike Rack. Bike 
rack should be located near the message center and installed on the edge of the turn-
a-round area (in-ground mount).  

 
2. Improve the boat ramp by adding a smooth concrete edge. Two boat ramps with matching 

concrete edges will improve river access, fishing opportunities, and the launching and 
landing of canoes and kayaks. Improve access to the boat ramps by removing the necessary 
parking blocks, thus creating an uninterrupted pedestrian path to the river.  

 
3. Seal coat and stripe the parking area, create one accessible parking space that is also van 

accessible with an adjacent unloading/loading zone at the parking row located closest to the 
river, and provide new concrete parking blocks. Identify the space with a blue Access sign, 
blue Van Accessible sign, and blue $250 Fine sign on a channel post. Mounting height for the 
Access sign should be a minimum of five feet measured vertically from the bottom of the 
sign to the ground. The top of the channel post should be flush with the top of the sign. The 
Van Accessible sign and $250 Fine sign should be mounted below the Access sign.  
 

4. Replace the park entrance sign with the new standard park entrance sign.  
 

5. Replace or reposition the Stop sign and mount it on a channel post. Mounting height for the 
sign should be seven feet measured vertically from the bottom of the sign to the ground. The 
top of channel post should be flush with the top of the sign.  
 

6. Remove the Hours and Area Patrolled sign and post. Replace it with a new 24” x 36” Park 
Open Sunrise to Sunset This Area Patrolled sign (brown letters on beige background) on two 
4” x 4” brown recycled plastic posts. Mounting height for the sign should be 48” measured 
vertically from the bottom of the sign to the ground. The sign should be mounted 2” below 
the top of the posts. Relocate the sign (location to be determined).  

 
7. Eliminate the brown and yellow Eastpoint sign and post, Old Mill Stream sign and post, and 

Park Rules sign and post.  
 

8. Add a new 18” x 18” sign (brown letters on beige background) on a 4” x 4” brown recycled 
plastic post near the boat landing (facing perpendicular to the river) that identifies Eastpoint 
Area for canoeists and kayakers. Mounting height for the sign should be 60” measured 
vertically from the ground to the top of the post. The sign should be mounted 2” below the 
top of the post. 

 

A rich, warm color scheme selected from nature with bronze paired with shades of brown and 

beige and blends of hunter and forest green with accents of slate blue, Kelly green, white, and 

black was chosen for site amenities at Eastpoint Area and other river park locations. 
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River Parks Action Plan (continued) 

 

Hancock Park District Administrative Offices 

 

 
1. Eliminate the picnic table and benches. Add a new picnic table to 

the area encircled by the entrance drive, three new benches, 
including one near the interpretive signs along the waterfront 
and two within the outdoor visitor center display area, and new 
concrete pads and walkways that meet ADA design standards.  

 
 

 Picnic table specifications include steel frame, plastisol coating, octagon shape, 
bronze with brown frame, diamond pattern, ADA accessible, and surface mount with 
mounting plate covers.  

 
 Bench specifications include TallGrass pattern, steel frame, powder coating, six feet 

long with back and arms, bronze, and surface mount. 
 

2. Add one new trash receptacle, one recycle center, one message center, and one bike rack.  
 

 Trash receptacle specifications include flare top, steel frame, plastisol coating, 32-
gallon, diamond pattern, brown with brown flat-top lid with 8-inch diameter opening, 
and in-ground post package. Locate the trash receptacle near the picnic table.  

 
 Recycle center specifications include flare top, steel frame, plastisol coating, 32-

gallon, diamond pattern, slate blue with blue flat-top lid with 5-inch diameter opening 
labeled for recycling, and in-ground post package. Locate the recycle center near the 
picnic table.  

 
 Message center specifications include a large brown recycled plastic display with 

swinging door. The message center should contain at minimum two items:  Park 
Regulations Summary and River Parks Location Map that shows all park locations and 
facilities along the Blanchard River Greenway Trail from Eastpoint Area to River 
Landings. Locate the message center near or inside the outdoor visitor center display 
area.  

 
 Bike rack specifications include two black powder-coated steel Park-It Bike Racks. 

The bike racks should be installed near the picnic table and near or inside the outdoor 
visitor center display area.  

 
3. Enhance the outdoor visitor center for better access and more effective marketing. Replace 

loose stone with a concrete walkway and re-design the displays to effectively promote 
outdoor recreation along the Blanchard River Greenway Trail.  
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River Parks Action Plan – Hancock Park District Administrative Offices (continued) 
 

4. Enhance the interpretive display area near the Blanchard River for better access. Replace 
loose stone with a concrete walkway.  

 
5. Replace or reposition the Stop sign and mount it on a channel post. Mounting height for the 

sign should be seven feet measured vertically from the bottom of the sign to the ground. The 
top of channel post should be flush with the top of the sign.  

 
6. Eliminate the Park Hours Area Patrolled sign, Meadow Management sign and post, and 

Upper Blanchard River Wetlands sign and post.  
 

7. Replace the Welcome Visitor Center One Way sign and post with a new One Way → sign on a 
channel post. Mounting height for the sign should be seven feet measured vertically from 
the bottom of the sign to the ground. The top of the channel post should be flush with the 
top of the sign.  

 
8. Replace the Visitor Parking sign and post with a new Visitor Parking sign (with an arrow 

pointing left) on a channel post. Mounting height for the sign should be seven feet measured 
vertically from the bottom of the sign to the ground. The top of the channel post should be 
flush with the top of the sign.  

 
9. Seal coat and stripe the parking area, create one accessible parking space that is also van 

accessible with an adjacent uploading/loading zone at the west end of the parking row, and 
provide new concrete parking blocks. Replace the Handicap Parking sign and post with a new 
blue Access sign, blue Van Accessible sign, and blue $250 Fine sign on a channel post. 
Mounting height for the sign should be at least five feet measured vertically from the bottom 
of the Access sign to the ground. The top of the channel post should be flush with the top of 
the sign. The Van Accessible sign and $250 Fine sign should be mounted below the Access 
sign.  

 
10. Replace the park entrance sign with the new standard park entrance sign.  

 
 

 
 

 

By virtue of its location along the Blanchard River, park-like environment, and connectivity 

with other river parks, the Hancock Park District Administrative Offices is more than a 

business location, it is a venue for nature appreciation. The Blanchard River Greenway is a 

dominant natural feature giving outdoor recreation enthusiasts and nature lovers a real treat 

when visiting the site.  
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River Parks Action Plan (continued) 
 

Waterfalls Area 

 
 

1. Eliminate the picnic table, bench, and concrete pads. Add one 
new picnic table and one new bench and new concrete pads 
and walkways that meet ADA design standards at two existing 
locations along the waterfront. Relocate the existing wood 
bench to a backcountry location somewhere within the Hancock 
park system.  

 
 Picnic table specifications include steel frame, plastisol coating, octagon shape, 

bronze on brown frame, diamond pattern, ADA accessible, and surface mount with 
mounting plate covers.  

 
 Bench specifications include steel frame, plastisol coating, six feet long with back and 

arms, bronze with brown frame, diamond pattern, and surface mount with mounting 
plate covers. Note:  If the bench is a memorial bench, specifications include steel 
round rod seat frame on cast iron supports, powder coating, six feet long with back 
and arms, black, and surface mount.  

 
2. Eliminate the trash receptacle. Add one new trash receptacle, one recycle center, one 

message center, and one bike rack. The trash receptacle and recycle center should be placed 
side by side along the trail near the bench and picnic table. The message center should be 
placed on the east end along the trail between the parking area and canoe landing. The bike 
rack should be placed on the east end of the parking area.  
 

 Trash receptacle specifications include flare top, steel frame, plastisol coating, 32-
gallon, diamond pattern, brown with brown flat-top lid with 8-inch diameter opening, 
and in-ground post package.  

 
 Recycle center specifications include flare top, steel frame and plastisol coating from 

Wabash Valley, 32-gallon, diamond pattern, slate blue with blue flat-top lid with 5-inch 
diameter opening labeled for recycling, and in-ground post package.  

 
 Message center specifications include a large recycled plastic display with swinging 

door. The message center should contain at minimum two items:  Park Regulations 
Summary and River Parks Location Map that shows all park locations and facilities 
along the Blanchard River Greenway Trail.  

 
 Bike rack specifications include one black powder-coated steel Park-It Bike Rack 

(surface mount).  
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River Parks Action Plan – Waterfalls Area (continued) 
 

3. Remove the Hours and Area Patrolled sign. Replace it with a new 24” x 36” Park Open 
Sunrise to Sunset This Area Patrolled sign (brown letters on beige background) on two 4” x 
4” brown recycled plastic posts. Mounting height for the sign should be 48” measured 
vertically from the bottom of the sign to the ground. The sign should be mounted 2” below 
the top of the posts. The sign should be placed on the east end along the trail between the 
parking area and canoe landing and to the left of the message center and facing the 
entrance.  

 
4. Eliminate the Old Millstream Scenic Byway sign, Park Regulations Summary sign and post, 

and the Vehicles Prohibited sign and post.  
 

5. Seal coat and stripe the parking area and make other asphalt repairs as necessary, create a 
one-way in/one-way out traffic pattern with approximately six designated parking spaces, 
and add a Stop sign and Do Not Enter sign on channel posts at the west end of the parking 
area (i.e. exit). Mounting height for the signs should be seven feet measured vertically from 
the bottom of the sign to the ground. The top of channel post should be flush with the top of 
the sign.   

 
Create one accessible parking space that is also van accessible with an adjacent 
unloading/loading zone at the west end of the parking area, and provide new concrete 
parking blocks. Identify the space with a blue Access sign, blue Van Accessible sign, and blue 
$250 Fine sign on a channel post. Mounting height for the Access sign should be at least five 
feet measured vertically from the bottom of the Access sign to the ground. The top of the 
channel post should be flush with the top of the sign. The Van Accessible sign and $250 Fine 
sign should be mounted below the Access sign.  

 
6. Replace and upgrade the railing and foundations along the length of the parking area. 

Conceptual design includes the use of natural cedar posts and black powder-coated steel 
railing.  

 
7. Replace the park entrance sign with the new standard park entrance sign. Adjust its position 

so that it does not block the view of oncoming traffic for park visitors trying to exit the park. 
This might mean a one sided sign instead of a two sided sign.  
 

8. Replace and upgrade the canoe landing with a combination of a concrete step design and 
synthetic non-slip material for the actual landing and replace and upgrade the canoe launch 
with a concrete step design and railing. The current facility is too steep and slippery.  

 

Eastpoint Area and Waterfalls Area are similar in that they both provide visual and tangible 

access to the Blanchard River and serve as bookends for a particular section of the Blanchard 

River Greenway Trail and all the activity that the trail invites. They are key players in the 

connectivity game.  
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River Parks Action Plan (continued) 
 
Centennial Park 
 

 
1. Eliminate picnic tables, benches, and concrete pads located at 

the park and along the adjacent Blanchard River Greenway Trail. 
Add two new picnic tables (one in the park and one along the 
trail) and one new bench and new concrete pads and walkways 
that meet ADA design standards.  

 
 Picnic table specifications include steel frame, plastisol 

coating, octagon shape, bronze with brown frame, diamond pattern, ADA accessible, 
and surface mount with mounting plate covers.  
 

 Bench specifications include steel frame, plastisol coating, six feet long with back and 
arms, bronze with brown frame, diamond pattern, and surface mount with mounting 
plate covers. Note:  If the bench is a memorial bench, specifications include steel 
round rod seat frame on cast iron supports, powder coating, six feet long with back 
and arms, black, and surface mount. The bench comes with a 2” x 10” zinc plaque 
insert that accommodates up to four lines.   

 
2. Eliminate the trash receptacle. Add one new trash receptacle, one recycle center, one 

message center, and one bike rack. Site amenities should be placed at the south end of the 
parking row.  
 

 Trash receptacle specifications include flare top, steel frame, plastisol coating, 32-
gallon, diamond pattern, brown with brown flat-top lid with 8-inch diameter opening, 
and in-ground post package.  
 

 Recycle center specifications include flare top, steel frame, plastisol coating, 32-
gallon, diamond pattern, slate blue with blue flat-top lid with 5-inch diameter opening 
labeled for recycling, and in-ground post package. 

 
 Message center specifications include a large brown recycled plastic display with 

swinging door. The message center should contain at minimum two items:  Park 
Regulations Summary and River Parks Location Map that shows all park locations and 
facilities along the Blanchard River Greenway Trail. 

 
 Bike rack specifications include one black powder-coated steel Park-It Bike Rack. Bike 

rack should be located at the south end of the entrance drive.  
 

3. Replace or reposition the Stop sign and mount it on a channel post. Mounting height for the 
sign should be seven feet measured vertically from the bottom of the sign to the ground. The 
top of channel post should be flush with the top of the sign.  
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River Parks Action Plan – Centennial Park (continued) 
 

4. Add a new Hours and Area Patrolled sign and posts. Specifications include a 24” x 36” Park 
Open Sunrise to Sunset This Area Patrolled sign (brown letters on beige background) on two 
4” x 4” brown recycled plastic posts. Mounting height for the sign should be 48” measured 
vertically from the bottom of the sign to the ground. The sign should be mounted 2” below 
the top of the posts. The sign should be placed along the west side of the entrance drive.  
 

5. Eliminate the wood posts at the south end of the entrance drive, Thank You Come Again sign 
and post, and Centennial Park signs and posts. 

 
6. Replace, expand, and upgrade the FitCore outdoor exercise area to serve children, families, 

and adults and to do so in an inclusive manner. Eliminate engineered wood fibar safety 
surface in favor of a poured in place mat safety surface.  

 
7. Seal coat and stripe the parking area, create one accessible parking space that is also van 

accessible with an adjacent unloading/loading zone at the south end of the parking row and 
provide new concrete parking blocks if necessary. Identify the space with a blue Access sign, 
blue Van Accessible sign, and $250 Fine sign on a channel post. Mounting height for the 
Access sign should be at least five feet measured vertically from the bottom of the sign to 
the ground. The top of the channel post should be flush with the top of the sign. The Van 
Accessible sign and $250 Fine sign should be mounted below the Access sign.  

 
8. Replace the park entrance sign with the new standard park entrance sign.  

 

The guiding force behind the recommended Blanchard Corridor Recreation Program is the 

variety of outdoor recreation facilities, opportunities, and experiences available along the 

Blanchard River Greenway Trail and within the river parks. Centennial Park, while limited in its 

offering, integrates a FitCore outdoor exercise area with the adjacent multi-use trail to create a 

complete exercise program. There is something for the cardiovascular system, muscular 

strength and endurance, and flexibility – and even weight control when combined further with a 

proper diet.  

Outdoor exercise equipment has matured over the years and now includes moving parts that 

complement the static fare, thus adding appeal and enjoyment necessary to draw and sustain 

park visitors. There is something very liberating about exercising in the outdoors, especially 

when it is along the waterfront and immersed in the sights and sounds of nature. Clarity of 

thought often accompanies such an activity that can ultimately lead to less stress and a happier 

and healthier lifestyle.  
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River Parks Action Plan (continued) 
 

Civitan Park 
 

 
1. Eliminate picnic tables, benches, grill, and concrete pads within 

the park and the green picnic table and two concrete pads along 
the waterfront between Civitan Park and Main Street. Add new 
site amenities aimed at creating a consistent and uniform look 
and feel based on a theme and then implement an approved 
Site Amenities Plan that provides new, colorful, and accessible 
site amenities. Site amenities include picnic tables, benches, 

trash receptacles, recycle centers, message centers, dog waste stations, and bike racks.  
 

2. Eliminate the backstop, basketball court, and wood and steel bollards. 
 

3. Eliminate No Parking signs, Civitan Park Riverwalk Bridge sign, Park Closes at Dark sign, Park 
Hours This Area Patrolled sign, Civitan Park entrance signs, and sign posts. Add new signs and 
posts aimed at creating a consistent and uniform sign presentation based on a theme for all 
traffic and non-traffic related signs and then implement an approved Sign Plan. This includes 
replacing the park entrance signs with the new standard park entrance signs.  

 
4. Seal coat and stripe the parking area. Create one accessible parking space that is also van 

accessible with an adjacent unloading/loading zone and blue Access signs.  
 

5. Develop a new site master plan (subject to public and stakeholder review and input) as part 
of a larger green space expansion that incorporates adjacent public land from Taylor Street 
to Main Street and from Clinton Court to the Blanchard River. Design the park as a venue that 
supports a full range of activities, including music in the park, small scale festivals and special 
events, community gatherings, picnicking, outdoor play, photography, walking, biking, 
canoeing, kayaking, fishing, and programs for youth, families, and adults. Achieve a unique, 
impressive community gathering place. Preliminary design concepts include: 
 

 Expand or replace and upgrade the playground. Develop a destination playground 
with inclusive design features (e.g. poured in place mat safety surface).  

 
 Replace and upgrade the Blanchard River Greenway Trail from Taylor Street to Main 

Street and expand the trail. Create a multi-use loop trail along the perimeter of the 
newly expanded Civitan Park. 
 

 Develop a visual and tangible river access area for canoeing, kayaking, and fishing at 
a location east of Gateway Plaza.  

 
 Extend the alley east to Taylor Street, create a one way drive through the park, and 

develop additional parking areas north of the current park boundary. 
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River Parks Action Plan – Civitan Park (continued) 
 

 Construct an amphitheater for music, programs, and special events.   
 

 Develop a restroom facility (if feasible) or multiple facilities that offer quality, 
convenience, and function. Consider green technology.  

 
 Develop two to four picnic shelters as rental facilities and venues for programs and 

activities.  
 

 Create and maintain an open play area (i.e. lawn) for multi-use and unstructured and 
structured uses, including but not limited to programs and special events.  

 
 Design the park for small scale special events with ample electricity if feasible.  

 
 Add new site amenities along the waterfront and throughout the park, including 

picnic tables, benches, message centers, trash receptacles, recycle centers, dog 
waste stations, and bike racks. 

 
 Enhance views of the river. 

 
 Install decorative security lighting throughout the park if feasible.  

 
 Create an inviting park frontage along Main Street with landscaping, signage, site 

amenities, and trailhead with a view of the amphitheatre, waterfront, and Blanchard 
River Greenway Trail.  

 
 Replace and upgrade the ramp and railing leading to the pedestrian bridge. Eliminate 

wood in favor of black powder-coated steel railing and a composite decking material 
with a non-slip component.  

 
 Enhance security via foot patrol, bicycle patrol, and vehicle patrol using City of 

Findlay Police Department, Hancock County Sheriff’s Department, and Hancock Park 
District Service Rangers.  

 

Imagine a river access site along the Civitan 
Park waterfront that replaces the existing rip 
rap with expansive concrete steps designed 
with convenient widths and depths, railing, 
and platforms at the water’s edge. The 
design would accommodate sitting, viewing, 
fishing, and landing, docking, and launching 
canoes and kayaks. Visitation to Civitan Park 
would occur by car, foot, bicycle, and boat.  
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River Parks Action Plan (continued) 
 

Great Karg Well Historical Site 
 

 
1. Install approximately 120 feet of safety railing along the 

observation area. Conceptual design includes the use of natural 
cedar posts and black powder-coated steel railing.  

 
2. Add a picnic table and bench and concrete pads and walkways 

that meet ADA design standards.  
 

 Picnic table specifications include steel frame, plastisol coating, octagon shape, 
bronze with brown frame, diamond pattern, ADA accessible, and surface mount with 
mounting plate covers.  
 

 Bench specifications include steel frame, plastisol coating, six feet long with back and 
arms, bronze with brown frame, diamond pattern, and surface mount with mounting 
plate covers. Note:  If the bench is a memorial bench, specifications include steel 
round rod seat frame on cast iron supports, powder coating, six feet long with back 
and arms, black, and surface mount. The bench comes with a 2” x 10” zinc plaque 
insert that accommodates up to four lines.  

 
3. Add one trash receptacle, one recycle center, one message center, and one bike rack. Site 

amenities should be placed at a centralized location east of the parking area. Note:  a 
concrete sidewalk should wrap around the parking lot and along the road, from which site 
amenities (including picnic table and bench) would be located. 
 

 Trash receptacle specifications include flare top, steel frame, plastisol coating, 32-
gallon, diamond pattern, brown with brown flat-top lid with 8-inch diameter opening, 
and in-ground post package.  
 

 Recycle center specifications include flare top, steel frame, plastisol coating, 32-
gallon, diamond pattern, slate blue with blue flat-top lid with 5-inch diameter opening 
labeled for recycling, and in-ground post package. 

 
 Message center specifications include a large brown recycled plastic display with 

swinging door. The message center should contain at minimum two items:  Park 
Regulations Summary and River Parks Location Map that shows all park locations and 
facilities along the Blanchard River Greenway Trail. 

 
 Bike rack specifications include a black powder-coated steel Park-It Bike Rack. 
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River Parks Action Plan – Great Karg Well Historical Site (continued) 
 

4. Add an Hours and Area Patrolled sign and post. Specifications include a 24” x 36” Park Open 
Sunrise to Sunset This Area Patrolled sign (brown letters on beige background) on two 4” x 
4” brown recycled plastic posts. Mounting height for the sign should be 48” measured 
vertically from the bottom of the sign to the ground. The sign should be mounted 2” below 
the top of the posts. The sign should be placed facing the parking area without blocking the 
view of the river.  
 

5. Expand the parking area by adding two to four additional parking spaces if feasible.   
 

6. Seal coat and stripe the parking area, create one accessible parking space that is also van 
accessible with an adjacent unloading/loading zone at the north end of the parking row 
located closest to the river, and provide new concrete parking blocks. Identify the space with 
a blue Access sign, blue Van Accessible sign, and $250 Fine sign on a channel post. Mounting 
height for the Access sign should be at least five feet measured vertically from the bottom of 
the sign to the ground. The top of the channel post should be flush with the top of the sign. 
The Van Accessible sign and $250 Fine sign should be mounted below the Access sign.  

 
7. Improve river access, including canoe launch and landing with the development of concrete 

steps in place of the gravel slope.  
 

8. Add a standard park entrance sign and a Great Karg Well information sign.  
 

Excerpts from The Great Karg Well by Darlene Erdman:     

“The great Karg Well came into existence with a tremendous roar January 20, 1886. It was a 

visible and stunning symbol of impending change.” 

“Passing through the 1,144 feet of 5 ½” diameter pipe was a force which could not be contained 

for more than four months. Its roar of gas and its towering flame of light ushered in an era of 

great change and great expectations.” 

“Findlay was given world attention by the belief of the endless, inexhaustible supply of gas 

which it contained . . . . In June 1887 during the celebration of the Great Gas Boom, 58 gas 

arches were erected on Main Street from Sandusky to Center Street.” 

“From 1880 to 1890 the city’s population had grown four times larger. By the fall of 1886 

Findlay became one of the largest manufacturing cities in the state attracting many factories . . . 

trying to gain a foothold in the early beginnings of an endless gas supply.” 

“Returning now to that famous site, one would not suspect that such an event took place. If one 

could stand next to the marker and close his eyes, do you suppose he could hear the roar, feel 

the warmth or get taken away by the excitement?” 
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River Parks Action Plan (continued) 
 

River Landings 
 

 
1. Eliminate picnic tables, grills, bench, and concrete pads. Add 

two new picnic tables and one bench and new concrete pads 
and walkways that meet ADA design standards at new locations 
along the Blanchard River Greenway Trail.   

 
 Picnic table specifications include steel frame, plastisol 

coating, octagon shape, bronze with brown frame, 
diamond pattern, ADA accessible, and surface mount with mounting plate covers.  
 

 Bench specifications include steel frame, plastisol coating, six feet long with back and 
arms, bronze with brown frame, diamond pattern, and surface mount with mounting 
plate covers. Note:  If the bench is a memorial bench, specifications include steel 
round rod seat frame on cast iron supports, powder coating, six feet long with back 
and arms, black, and surface mount. The bench comes with a 2” x 10” zinc plaque 
insert that accommodates up to four lines.  

 
2. Eliminate the trash receptacle. Add one new trash receptacle, one recycle center, one 

message center, and one bike rack. Site amenities should be placed at a centralized location 
near the parking area and trailhead.  
 

 Trash receptacle specifications include flare top, steel frame, plastisol coating, 32-
gallon, diamond pattern, brown with brown flat-top lid with 8-inch diameter opening, 
and in-ground post package.  
 

 Recycle center specifications include flare top, steel frame, plastisol coating, 32-
gallon, diamond pattern, slate blue with blue flat-top lid with 5-inch diameter opening 
labeled for recycling, and in-ground post package.  

 
 Message center specifications include a large brown recycled plastic display with 

swinging door. The message center should contain at minimum two items:  Park 
Regulations Summary and River Parks Location Map that shows all park locations and 
facilities along the Blanchard River Greenway Trail. 

 
 Bike rack specifications include one black-powder-coated steel Park-It Bike Rack. 

 
3. Replace or reposition the Stop sign and mount it on a channel post. Mounting height for the 

sign should be seven feet measured vertically from the bottom of the sign to the ground. The 
top of channel post should be flush with the top of the sign.  
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River Parks Action Plan – River Landings (continued) 
 

4. Add an Hours and Area Patrolled sign and post. Specifications include a 24” x 36” Park Open 
Sunrise to Sunset This Area Patrolled sign (brown letters on beige background) on two 4” x 
4” brown recycled plastic posts. Mounting height for the sign should be 48” measured 
vertically from the bottom of the sign to the ground. The sign should be mounted 2” below 
the top of the posts. The sign should be relocated to the right side of the entrance drive.  

 
5. Seal coat and stripe the parking area, create one accessible parking space that is also van 

accessible with an adjacent unloading/loading zone at the north end of the parking row, and 
provide new concrete parking blocks. Identify the space with a blue Access sign, blue Van 
Accessible sign, and blue $250 Fine sign on a channel post. Mounting height for the Access 
sign should be at least five feet measured vertically from the bottom of the sign to the 
ground. The top of the channel post should be flush with the top of the sign. The Van 
Accessible sign and $250 Fine sign should be mounted below the Access sign.  

 
6. Replace the park entrance sign with the new standard park entrance sign.  

 

River parks average 27 years of age. With an aging park system, access to facilities, parking 

spaces, picnic tables, and benches is a major deficiency. Accessible design standards according 

to the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) outline the need to provide accessible routes with 

the appropriate clear ground space. Regardless, providing parks and facilities in an inclusive 

manner is the right thing to do.  

Every action plan identifies a need to add or replace site amenities such as picnic tables, trash 

receptacles, recycle centers, and message centers and provide the appropriate support facilities, 

such as parking. In an effort to maximize the potential of these parks, an upgrade that affords 

modern facilities, colorful amenities, and access for all is required. Doing the right thing requires 

the expenditure of money and costs more compared to the status quo (i.e. maintaining 27-year 

old facilities with limited access).  

When river parks undergo the transformation, they should be available to everyone, whether 

they are in a wheelchair, use another assistive device, or walk unassisted at this point in their 

lives. Developing an inclusive park system is one of the primary improvements recommended 

throughout the Strategic and Comprehensive Plan for Programs, Parks, and Recreational 

Facilities.  

In 2013, the Hancock Park District completed an ADA Agency Self-Assessment for all parks in the 

system. The assessment was necessary to identify deficiencies associated with an aging park 

system so that improvements could be made over time in an effort to achieve greater 

accessibility and compliance. The Hancock Park District’s focus goes beyond ADA standards with 

a genuine desire to afford universal access to programs, parks, and recreational facilities.  
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The Blanchard River Greenway Trail (BRGT) is a haphazard combination of concrete sidewalk, gaps in 
the trail system, and multi-use asphalt trail consisting of 13 distinct sections. In its current state, the 
BRGT lacks the continuity and quality to drive economic development, serve as a tourist destination, 
and support outdoor recreation for local residents.  
 
General Deficiencies: 
 

1. The trail lacks appropriate signs in terms of identification and direction. There is no 
consistent message, look, or feel along the route.  
 

2. The message is convoluted due to too many identifiers for the same location (e.g. Heritage 
Trail, Blanchard River Bike Path, Old Mill Stream Scenic Byway, Old Mill Stream Parkway, 
Riverwalk, and Riverview Walk).  

 

      

 
3. The corridor as a whole is not packaged and presented (i.e. promoted) in a way that is clear 

and signifies a destination for outdoor recreation.  
 

4. The trail is incomplete and in a serious state of disrepair. At locations where quality trail 
exists, the trail experience is short-lived.  

 
As a dominant natural resource, the BRGT has the potential to be a primary outdoor recreation 
resource for the community. Its maximum potential can be realized if it becomes a continuous, high- 
quality, and well-defined trail along the Blanchard River Greenway with connections to parks, 
downtown Findlay, and other community destinations. Once that occurs, a variety of programs, 
activities, and special events should be conducted year-round as an ongoing celebration of life along 
the Blanchard River.  
 
 
 

BLANCHARD RIVER 
GREENWAY TRAIL 

Action Plan 
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Blanchard River Greenway Trail Action Plan (continued) 
 
General Recommendations: 
 

1. Provide new, colorful, and accessible site amenities at strategic locations along the trail 
according to an approved Site Amenities Plan. Site amenities include picnic tables, benches, 
trash receptacles, recycle centers, message centers, dog waste stations, and bike racks at 
strategic locations along the route.  
 

2. Create a uniform sign presentation for all traffic and non-traffic related signs according to an 
approved Sign Plan, install a new standard BRGT sign at strategic locations along the route, 
and provide standard directional signs along the route, particularly at locations where the 
multi-use asphalt trail transitions to concrete sidewalks in densely populated neighborhoods 
so that trail users can continue with confidence.  

 
3. Seal coat and stripe asphalt trail sections.  

 
4. Enhance views of the river.  

 
5. Provide a map at park locations along the Blanchard River Greenway Trail between Eastpoint 

Area and West Point and from Main Street to Howard Street at Broad Avenue that identifies 
park locations, facilities, and trailheads. 

 
6. Eliminate references to Heritage Trail, Blanchard River Bike Path, Old Mill Stream Parkway, 

Riverwalk, Riverview Walk, etc. in favor of Blanchard River Greenway Trail when describing 
the trail corridor and the connectivity of parks between Eastpoint Area and West Point and 
from Main Street to Howard Street at Broad Avenue.  

 
7. Develop and implement a new experience-based marketing plan for the BRGT.  

 
8. Consider the addition of a Bicycle Concession once the BRGT is worthy of such a service.  

 
9. Enhance enforcement efforts to address ongoing vandalism in the form of graffiti. If river 

parks and the Blanchard River Greenway Trail are going to undergo a transformation aimed 
at drawing and serving park visitors and providing a family friendly environment, then that 
effort cannot be tarnished by vandalism. The goal is to patrol, provide a presence, deter or 
catch in the act, and prosecute the offenders with fines, restitution, and community service.  
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Blanchard River Greenway Trail Action Plan (continued) 
 

10. Acquire land and/or easements as necessary and extend the BRGT from Eastpoint Area to 
Riverbend Recreation Area and from West Point to Liberty Landing.  

 
The BRGT extends approximately six miles along the Blanchard River Greenway from Eastpoint Area 
at East Main Cross Street and Bright Road to West Point on Township Road 89, south of Broad 
Avenue and from Main Street to Howard Street at Broad Avenue. 
 

BRGT Section #1 is located along East Main Cross Street from Eastpoint 
Area to Waterfalls Area. It consists of a narrow sidewalk and a gap 
between the sidewalk and the existing multi-use trail behind Riverside 
Suites Office Complex. The BRGT should be improved by removing the 
existing concrete sidewalk and replacing it with a multi-use asphalt trail. 
 
 
 
BRGT Section #2 is located along the Blanchard River from Waterfalls 
Area to an area behind Riverside Suites Office Complex where it ends 
abruptly, thus failing to connect to anything meaningful. It consists of a 
multi-use asphalt trail. The BRGT should be improved by extending the 
trail along the Blanchard River and out to East Main Cross Street in an 
effort to create a loop along the route. Extending the trail within the 
utility easement is the most feasible location for the trail.  
 
BRGT Section #3 is located along East Main Cross Street and McManness 
Avenue from Waterfalls Area to Riverside Park Waterfront. It consists of 
a narrow asphalt trail and concrete sidewalk. The BRGT should be 
improved by replacing and upgrading the asphalt trail and installing 
identification and directional signs that give trail users the confidence to 
continue.  

 
 

BRGT Section #4 is located along the Blanchard River between Riverside 
Park Waterfront and Clinton Court where it ends mid-street at the 
sidewalk. It consists of a multi-use asphalt trail. The BRGT should be 
improved by providing identification and directional signs that enhance 
the transition from asphalt to sidewalk and give trail users the 
confidence to continue. The planting bed (and others like it along the 
trail) should be improved or removed as part of the transition plan.  
 
BRGT Section #5 is located along Clinton Court. It consists of narrow 
sidewalk. The BRGT should be improved by replacing, upgrading, 
repairing, cleaning, and maintaining the sidewalk and providing 
identification and directional signs. Additional multi-use trail along 
Clinton Court may be possible due to flood mitigation efforts.  
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Blanchard River Greenway Trail Action Plan (continued) 
 

 
BRGT Section #6 is located adjacent to Civitan Park between Taylor 
Street and Main Street. The trail ends mid-street at the sidewalk. It 
consists of a multi-use asphalt trail. The BRGT should be improved by 
providing identification and directional signs that enhance the transition 
from asphalt trail to sidewalk and give trail users the confidence to 
continue. Replace and upgrade wood ramps leading to the pedestrian 
bridge with composite material and black powder coat steel rails.  

 
BRGT Section #7 is located along Front Street between Anchor Park and 
Main Street. It consists of asphalt, most of which is in severe disrepair 
and boardwalk, which ends mid-street at the sidewalk. The BRGT should 
be improved by developing a new master plan for Anchor Park in 
cooperation with the City of Findlay in an effort to create a park worthy 
of its riverfront location, replacing and upgrading the asphalt trail, 
boardwalk, and seating area with back support, arm rests, and views of 
the river, providing picnic tables and benches along the trail, and 
enhancing the transition from boardwalk to sidewalk with identification 
and directional signs that give trail users the confidence to continue. 
Eliminating the boardwalk in favor of an asphalt trail extension should 
be considered. This trail section is viewed as a key connector and 
greenway trail section associated with the overall improvement to 
downtown and the expansion of Civitan Park.  
 
BRGT Section #8 is located on the east side of Main Street from the 
Blanchard River to Clinton Court and on the west side of Main Street 
from the Blanchard River to High Street. It consists of sidewalk, some of 
which is in need of repair. Four BRGT segments end at Main Street. Trail 
users should be directed to the light at Clinton Court when crossing 
Main Street and/or a pedestrian crosswalk with pavement markings, 
signs, and pedestrian activated caution lights. The BRGT should be 

improved by replacing, upgrading, repairing, cleaning, and maintaining the sidewalk and by providing 
identification and directional signs. Clinton Court is the recommended location for a street crossing 
since it is safer, close in proximity to three out of four trails that end mid-street at the sidewalk, and 
because Clinton Court may become the frontage road along an expanded green space (Civitan Park) 
that may be pedestrian and bicycle friendly as a result of flood mitigation efforts, thus creating a high 
profile and convenient street crossing.  

 
BRGT Section #9 is located between Main Street and Cory Street. It 
consists of asphalt and boardwalk. The BRGT should be improved by 
replacing and upgrading the asphalt trail and boardwalk, installing 
additional safety railing along the trail, and providing identification and 
directional signs that give trail users the confidence to continue. 
Consider eliminating the boardwalk in favor of an asphalt trail extension.  
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Blanchard River Greenway Trail Action Plan (continued) 
 
 

BRGT Section #10 is located along Washington Street and Liberty Street 
between Cory Street and Karg Well. It consists of sidewalk and gaps in 
the trail system. The BRGT should be improved by constructing a 
sidewalk where gaps exist, replacing, upgrading, repairing, cleaning, and 
maintaining existing sidewalk, and providing identification and 
directional signs that give trail users the confidence to continue.  
 
 
BRGT Section #11 is located on River Street between Karg Well and the 
stone trail. It consists of a gap in the trail system. The BRGT should be 
improved by constructing a sidewalk, multi-use asphalt trail, or bike lane 
along River Street and providing identification and directional signs that 
give trail users the confidence to continue.  
 
 

 
BRGT Section #12 is located between River Street and Township Road 
89, south of Broad Avenue. It consists of stone and asphalt. The BRGT 
should be improved by paving the stone trail with asphalt.  
 
 
 
 
 
BRGT Section #13 is located between Main Street and Howard Street at 
Broad Avenue. It consists primarily of a multi-use asphalt trail. However, 
sidewalk and/or gaps in the trail system exist at both ends of the trail 
section. The BRGT should be improved by constructing a sidewalk where 
gaps exist, replacing, upgrading, repairing, cleaning, and maintaining 
existing sidewalk, and providing identification and directional signs that 
give trail users the confidence to continue.  

 

The Hancock Park District worked with RCM Architects to develop a Multi-use Trails Master 

Plan. The plan, which was finished in 2014 and funded by the Findlay-Hancock County 

Community Foundation and Hancock Parks Foundation, advocates the design and development 

of multi-use trails along streets and waterways, including the Blanchard River Greenway Trail 

that will accommodate a variety of leisure generated activities. The plan proposes a trail system 

that when completed will serve as the basis for a pedestrian-bicyclist oriented network of 

interconnecting trails that link neighborhoods, parks, schools, businesses, downtown Findlay, 

and other community places. The trail system is envisioned as a valuable resource aimed at 

creating, enhancing, and sustaining the health and vitality of Findlay and Hancock County.  
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Promoting an increase in canoe and kayak traffic downstream from Blanchard River Nature Preserve 
to Blanchard Landing would boost the Blanchard River’s reputation as an outdoor recreation 
resource and magnet for nature lovers and outdoor recreation enthusiasts, thus drawing visitation 
locally and from throughout the region.  The combination of outdoor recreation in river parks, along 
the Blanchard River Greenway Trail, and on the Blanchard River creates the potential for life 
enriching opportunities and the development of an active, healthy, and fun lifestyle. 
 
Recommendations: 
 

1. Designate a section of the Blanchard River from Blanchard River Nature Preserve to 
Blanchard Landing as a State Water Trail through the Ohio Department of Natural Resources 
in an effort to raise awareness, generate interest, and increase visitation and participation in 
structured and unstructured float trips.  
 

2. Produce maps and brochures. Post signs that identify public launching and landing sites, 
hazards, portages, and river mileage. Provide access to a USGS flow gauge.  

 

 
 

← PORTAGES → 

 

 
 

← HAZARDS → 

 

3. Improve river access with more functional launch and landing facilities at Blanchard Landing, 
Liberty Landing, Great Karg Well Historical Site, Civitan Park, Waterfalls Area, Eastpoint Area, 
Blanchard River Nature Preserve, Island Park in Mt. Blanchard, and at other appropriate sites.  

 
4. Expand canoe and kayak inventory and restructure in an effort to provide a full-service 

operation including boat rentals, instructional courses, guided and self-guided trips, and 
shuttle service aimed at dramatically increasing river recreation activities. Add a passenger 
van, canoe trailer, canoes, paddles and life vests, kayaks, and kayak trailer. Construct canoe 
racks at Riverbend Recreation Area (outside) and Blanchard River Nature Preserve (garage).  

 
BLANCHARD RIVER 

Action Plan 
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Blanchard River Action Plan (continued) 
 
Blanchard Landing 
 

 
1. Eliminate picnic tables and concrete pads. Add two new picnic 

tables at their current locations with new concrete pads and 
walkways that meet ADA design standards.  

 
 Picnic table specifications include steel frame, plastisol 

coating, octagon shape, bronze with brown frame, 
diamond pattern, ADA accessible, and surface mount. 

 
2. Develop a canoe launch and landing facility that uses a concrete step design with railing. 

 
3. Develop a restroom facility (if feasible) or at least provide a portable toilet.  

 
4. Replace and upgrade the asphalt entrance drive, parking area, and turn-a-round. Eliminate 

wood bollards. Stripe the parking area, create one accessible parking space that is also van 
accessible with an adjacent unloading/loading zone in the center of the parking row, and 
provide new concrete parking blocks. Identify the space with a blue Access sign, blue Van 
Accessible sign, and blue $250 Fine sign on a channel post. Mounting height for the Access 
sign should be at least five feet measured vertically from the bottom of the sign to the 
ground. The top of the channel post should be flush with the top of the sign. The Van 
Accessible sign and $250 Fine sign should be mounted below the Access sign.  

 
5. Add a bike rack to the east end of the parking row. Bike rack specifications include one black 

powder-coated steel Park-It Bike Rack (in-ground mount).  
 

6. Remove the Hours and Area Patrolled sign and post. Replace it with a new 24” x 36” Park 
Open Sunrise to Sunset This Area Patrolled sign (brown letters on beige background) on two 
4” x 4” brown recycled plastic posts. Mounting height for the sign should be 48” measured 
vertically from the bottom of the sign to the ground. The sign should be mounted 2” below 
the top of the posts. The sign should be relocated to the right side of the entrance drive.  

 
7. Replace the Park Regulations Summary sign and post with a 12” x 18” sign (brown letters on 

beige background) on a 4” x 4” brown recycled plastic post. The post should be 72” 
measured vertically from the ground to the top of the post. The sign should be mounted 2” 
below the top of the post. The sign should be relocated to the right of the walkway leading 
to the canoe launch.  

 
8. Replace or reposition the Stop sign and mount it on a channel post. Mounting height for the 

sign should be seven feet measured vertically from the bottom of the sign to the ground. The 
top of channel post should be flush with the top of the sign.  

 
9. Replace the park entrance sign with the new standard park entrance sign.  
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Blanchard River Action Plan (continued) 
 
Liberty Landing 

 
 

1. Eliminate picnic tables and concrete pads. Add two new picnic 
tables at or near their current locations with new concrete pads 
and walkways that meet ADA design standards.  

 
 Picnic table specifications include steel frame, plastisol 

coating, octagon shape, bronze with brown frame, 
                                                        diamond pattern, ADA accessible, and surface mount.  
 

2. Develop a canoe launch and landing facility that uses a concrete step design with railing.  

3. Develop a restroom facility (if feasible) or at least provide a portable toilet.  

4. Add a bike rack to the east end of the parking row. Bike rack specifications include one black 
powder-coated steel Park-It Bike Rack (in-ground mount).  
 

5. Remove the Hours and Area Patrolled sign and post. Replace it with a new 24” x 36” Park 
Open Sunrise to Sunset This Area Patrolled sign (brown letters on beige background) on two 
4” x 4” brown recycled plastic posts. Mounting height for the sign should be 48” measured 
vertically from the bottom of the sign to the ground. The sign should be mounted 2” below 
the top of the posts. The sign should be relocated near the entrance and to the right of the 
entrance drive.  
 

6. Replace the Park Regulations Summary sign and post with a 12” x 18” sign (brown letters on 
beige background) on a 4” x 4” brown recycled plastic post. The post should be 72” 
measured vertically from the ground to the top of the post. The sign should be mounted 2” 
below the top of the post. The sign should be relocated to the right of the walkway leading 
to the canoe launch.  

 
7. Replace or reposition the Stop sign and mount it on a channel post. Mounting height for the 

sign should be seven feet measured vertically from the bottom of the sign to the ground. The 
top of channel post should be flush with the top of the sign.  

 
8. Seal coat and stripe the parking area, create one accessible parking space that is also van 

accessible with an adjacent unloading/loading zone in the center of the parking row and 
provide new concrete parking blocks. Identify the space with a blue Access sign, blue Van 
Accessible sign, and blue $250 Fine sign on a channel post. Mounting height for the Access 
sign should be at least five feet measured vertically from the bottom of the sign to the 
ground. The top of the channel post should be flush with the top of the sign. The Van 
Accessible sign and $250 Fine sign should be mounted below the Access sign.  

 
9. Replace the park entrance sign with the new standard park entrance sign.  
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The final action plan associated with the Blanchard River Greenway is the development of a 
Blanchard Corridor Recreation Program (BCRP), which is essentially a marketing campaign aimed at 
raising awareness of and promoting outdoor recreation opportunities along the Blanchard River 
Greenway. Outdoor recreation opportunities would be the result of improved parks along the 
Blanchard River, an improved Blanchard River Greenway Trail, and improved river access sites and 
structured and unstructured activities associated with canoeing and kayaking. 
 

Recommendations: 
 

1. Develop an overall marketing plan for the Blanchard Corridor 
Recreation Program that can be implemented and then revised 
over time to keep it fresh, up to date, and highly effective at 
raising awareness and promoting outdoor recreation 
opportunities (e.g. canoeing, kayaking, pedal boats, fishing, 
walking, hiking, running, biking, picnicking, waysides, 

downtown Findlay, city parks – particularly Riverside Park – and all that they have to offer). 
The BCRP should have a strong web site presence and promotional material that is presented 
in a wide variety of ways, experience-based at least in part, and constantly in the forefront as 
a primary HPD service. It is this comprehensive and dynamic approach that will ultimately 
serve local residents, attract tourists, drive economic development, and enhance quality of 
life throughout the community.  
 

2. Develop and maintain a strong promotional presentation at the HPD Administrative Offices 
about the Blanchard Corridor Recreation Program. This includes promotional material (e.g. a 
promotional pamphlet) inside the office and display material as part of an upgraded outdoor 
visitor center so that as improvements are made and activity increases there will be 
applicable information available to inspire and guide outdoor recreation enthusiasts.  

 
3. As parks along the Blanchard River Greenway and connectivity between them via the 

Blanchard River Greenway Trail improve, install a map at each park location that promotes 
the Blanchard Corridor Recreation Program, shows the current location in relationship to 
other outdoor recreation destinations, outlines the park and trail network, and identifies the 
availability of outdoor recreation opportunities and support facilities (e.g. restrooms).  

 
4. Install signs at strategic locations along streets and roads that promote the Blanchard River 

Greenway and direct visitors and local residents to river parks and trailheads. For example, 
replace the current sign at Bright Road and East Main Cross Street with a sign that says 
Blanchard River Greenway with an arrow. Blanchard River Greenway and all that it offers in 
the form of outdoor recreation up and down the Blanchard Corridor and the quality of life 
associated with it should become a household name.  

BLANCHARD CORRIDOR 
RECREATION PROGRAM 

Action Plan 
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CONSERVATION AREAS 
 

“. . . need the chance to feel connected with nature to develop the appreciation and desire to 
protect it. These parks help us communicate our values to our children!” 

 
Survey Response 

 
The Hancock park system includes six conservation 
areas with a total of 159 acres along the Blanchard 
River. These areas were created to protect water 
quality, expand wildlife habitat, and provide natural 
beauty. In all cases, land use restrictions apply but do 
not explicitly prohibit public access and visitation.  
 
Of the six conservation areas, five of them do not allow 
public access. Signs that indicate no public access or 
area closed are prevalent. Moreover, none of the 
conservation areas are identified in any promotional 
material, including the web site and yet conservation 

areas constitute public land and represent an important component of the overall park system.  
 
In most cases, conservation areas are located in close proximity to other conservation areas or parks. 
For example, Bright Conservation Area and Riverbend Conservation Area are adjacent to one 
another and separated by Township Road 207. Riverbend Recreation Area and Lehman Conservation 
Area are adjacent to one another and separated by Township Road 241. Vogelsong Conservation 
Area and Eastpoint Area are separated by private property with the potential for a trail connection 
via land acquisition or easement. As a result, there are very good opportunities now, and perhaps in 
the future to enjoy large sections of natural area by visiting adjacent sites. A prime example of this is 
the Heritage Trail that crosses boundary lines and traverses both Litzenberg Memorial Woods (south 
unit) and Indian Green-Worden Family Conservation Area, thus providing public access to both areas.  
 
All conservation areas within the park system should continue to be managed as undeveloped 
natural areas. Promotional efforts should not promote (in most cases) or discourage visitation, but 
rather communicate their existence, purpose, and primitive nature. Ultimately, area closed signs 
should disappear in favor of signs that inform and educate visitors about the value of conservation 
and how to enjoy a conservation area while also being a good steward of it.  
 
By adjusting the management mindset and removing all references about conservation areas being 
closed to the public, something good can happen. The HPD can promote the existence and purpose 
of conservation areas, educate the public about the principles of conservation being practiced 
locally, and engage youth, families, and the public at large in conservation via access and visitation 
while at the same time protect the natural resource. In the end, it is the combination of visitation and 
protection that will lead to the greatest level of awareness, appreciation, and support for 
conservation.  From the customer’s viewpoint, an additional 159 acres (17.4%) of land could be 
enjoyed by the removal of area closed signs at existing conservation areas that are suitable for 
passive outdoor recreation, such as hiking, photography, and bird watching.  
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Recommendations: 
 

1. Replace park entrance signs with the new standard park entrance sign or add a new sign if 
applicable. Remove all references about conservation areas being closed to the public and 
consider adding signs that say Restricted Use Area at all appropriate locations (e.g. Bright 
Conservation Area, Lawrence Conservation Area, and Riverbend Conservation Area). Add 
educational information (as part of an approved Sign Plan) at most if not all conservation 
areas.  

 
2. Manage and promote conservation areas as undeveloped natural areas. However, paved 

trails may be appropriate at Vogelsong Conservation Area and Lehman Conservation Area.  
 

3. Remove barns and outbuildings at Bright Conservation Area to eliminate safety hazards 
associated with public visitation, eliminate future maintenance costs, expand habitat, and 
enhance scenic beauty. Restore the area according to a site plan.  

 
4. Extend the Blanchard River Greenway Trail from Eastpoint Area to Vogelsong Conservation 

Area and beyond if it becomes feasible to connect the trail to Riverbend Recreation Area.  
 

“A core mission of public parks and recreation is to acquire land for parks and to protect the 

natural and cultural resources of a community, region, or state. This mission animates the 

services public park agencies provide to promote individual, social, and environmental health 

within our communities. This conservation mission of contributing to environmental quality and 

quality of life has become increasingly important to public parks, and it has received broad 

public support across the country.”  

“Good stewardship requires management practices that protect and enhance the recreational, 

environmental, social, and cultural values of public lands and natural and cultural resources in a 

manner that is cost-effective and sustainable for future generations.”  

     Excerpts from Report of the Conservation Task Force 

The Hancock Park District’s challenge is to strike the proper balance between the environmental 

component of good stewardship (i.e. protecting the natural resource) and the social component 

of good stewardship (i.e. providing opportunities for visitation and enjoyment; engagement).  

 
CONSERVATION AREAS 

Action Plan 
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PARKS 
 

“Parks allow us to reconnect with nature; it grounds us from all the modern day stresses and 
allows us to relax and rejuvenate ourselves. They are very important to our well-being.” 

 
Survey Response 

 
Nature Preserves, Recreation Areas, and Memorial 
Woods account for 75% of the total acres of the 
Hancock park system. Properties include Blue Rock 
Nature Preserve, Oakwoods Nature Preserve, 
Blanchard River Nature Preserve, Litzenberg Memorial 
Woods, Riverbend Recreation Area, and Aeraland 
Recreation Area.    
 
These parks offer the greatest diversity of natural 
resources and variety in terms of outdoor recreation 
facilities, opportunities, and experiences, and they 
support the highest number of programs and special 

events. In the case of Riverbend Recreation Area, Litzenberg Memorial Woods, and Oakwoods 
Nature Preserve, they tend to attract the largest number of visitors. 
 
Because of their diversity and popularity and the fact that these parks average 22 years of age, it is 
necessary to assess the current infrastructure and modernize an aging park system. These parks 
should be subject to the replacement and upgrade of facilities, signs, and site amenities in an effort 
to enhance comfort, convenience, and function while affording modern facilities, colorful site 
amenities, and access for all. In some cases, additional facilities are warranted to meet the needs, 
interests, and desires of park visitors.   
 
Blanchard River Nature Preserve and Aeraland Recreation Area are new to the HPD’s park inventory. 
They too are well-positioned for improvements that will maximize their service to the residents of 
Hancock County and to effectively transition their current state of being to something more in line 
with the HPD’s mission.   
 
As two very different properties, one being a true nature preserve with preservation first followed 
by visitation and one being ideal for nature based outdoor recreation, such as hiking, fishing, 
photography, bird watching, and picnicking, Blanchard River Nature Preserve and Aeraland 
Recreation Area respectively are in a good position to serve as destinations that offer relative 
isolation and solitude and unique opportunities and experiences that cannot be found anywhere else 
in the Hancock park system given their rural nature and quiet country setting.  
 
All parks in the system warrant an upgrade. Maximizing the potential of parks in general by 
modernizing and maintaining facilities represents the overall objective of the Strategic and 
Comprehensive Plan.  
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Recommendations: 
 
Blue Rock Nature Preserve 
 

 
1. Add identification and directional signs at three trail junctions 

along the Lady Bug Loop Trail based on standardized 
specifications.  

 
2. Add a new bench along the multi-use asphalt trail. Bench 

specifications are yet to be determined.  
 

Oakwoods Nature Preserve 
 

 
1. Provide a Richard S. “Doc” Phillips Discovery Center sign.  

 
2. Replace and upgrade the boat launch. 

 
3. Replace and upgrade (or eliminate) boardwalks with composite, 

non-slip material.  

 
Riverbend Recreation Area 

 
 

1. Extend the multi-use asphalt trail from the historic bridge to the 
existing trail behind the maintenance facility and to the existing 
trail near the covered bridge, thus creating two additional loop 
trails and providing a multi-use trail along the Blanchard River. 
Develop an accessible group camping area and provide an 
accessible route from the trail to the camping area.  

 
2. Replace the Welcome Center with a concrete pad, shade structure, new site amenities, new 

informational signs about the Payne Arboretum, and tree identification signs.  
 

3. Add two benches along the trail near the historic bridge at Riverbend Recreation Area. Bench 
specifications are yet to be determined.  

 

PARKS 
Action Plan 
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Parks Action Plan (continued) 
 

4. Develop a plan for replacing and upgrading playgrounds that incorporate inclusive 
playground design based on modern principles and practices. Eliminate engineered wood 
fibar safety surface in favor of poured in place mat safety surface. Replace the wood surface 
with poured in place mat safety surface at the Challenger Playground.  
 

5. Replace and upgrade restrooms. 

 
Litzenberg Memorial Woods 
 

 
1. Pave the overflow parking area with asphalt to maximize 

year-round parking for programs, special events, and social 
gatherings. Improve drainage and repave the entrance drive 
as needed.  

 
2. Provide a storage building for equipment and supplies.  

 
Blanchard River Nature Preserve 
 

 
1. Demolish the cabin and restore the area using HPD 

personnel if possible or by contracting the work if 
necessary.   

 
2. Construct an 18” wide out and back earthen trail along the 

Blanchard River to a logical terminus. Add boat launch and 
quiet walkway signs based on standardized specifications.  

 
   

 

 
 
   

 
 

3. Add a 24” x 36” Park Open Sunrise to Sunset This Area Patrolled sign (green letters on  
beige background) on two 6” x 6” natural cedar posts (or pressure treated posts if 
necessary). The posts should be 72” measured vertically from the ground to the top of 
the posts. The sign should be mounted 2” below the top of the posts.  

 
4. Add an 18” x 24” Park Regulations Summary sign (green letters on beige background) on 

a 6” x 6” natural cedar post (or pressure treated post if necessary). The post should be 
72” measured vertically from the ground to the top of the post. The sign should be 
mounted 2” below the top of the post.  

 

BOAT LAUNCH 
← 

QUIET WALKWAY 
→ 

 
 

BOAT LAUNCH 
↑ 

 
 
QUIET WALKWAY 

↑ 

 
 
QUIET WALKWAY 

← 
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Parks Action Plan – Blanchard River Nature Preserve (continued) 
 

5. Manage the site as an undeveloped nature preserve by maintaining the primitive 
entrance drive and limited unmarked parking spaces, constructing and maintaining a 
primitive trail (quiet walkway) along the river, affording a wilderness-like experience that 
promotes passive outdoor recreation, including hiking, photography, bird watching, 
canoeing, kayaking, and fishing, limiting access to the vast majority of the property for 
the sake of preservation of what is considered to be a high quality natural area unlike any 
other property owned and/or managed by the HPD, and honoring in the purest way 
possible the conservation easement that has been placed on the property.  

 
Aeraland Recreation Area 

 
 

1. Develop a site plan for Aeraland Recreation Area.  
 

2. Renovate the former pool buildings for maintenance and 
programming purposes. The building that was used for 
locker rooms and restrooms should be designated for 
maintenance storage (e.g. lawn mower). The building that 

was used for pool operations should be designated for program operations, such as 
storage, emergency shelter, etc. 
 

3. Pave the parking area with asphalt, stripe it, and provide the required number of ADA 
accessible parking spaces, including van accessible spaces. Identify the spaces with a blue 
Access sign, blue Van Accessible sign, and blue $250 Fine sign on channel posts. Mounting 
height for the Access sign should be at least five feet measured vertically from the 
bottom of the sign to the ground. The top of the channel post should be flush with the 
top of the sign. The Van Accessible sign and $250 Fine sign should be mounted below the 
Access sign. Add a bike rack at the southeast corner of the parking area and near the 
trailhead and gathering area.  
 

 Bike rack specifications include one black powder-coated steel Park-It Bike Rack.  
 

4. Replace or reposition the Stop sign on a channel post. Mounting height for the sign 
should be seven feet measured vertically from the bottom of the sign to the ground. The 
top of the channel post should be flush with the top of the sign.  
 

5. Eliminate the No Vehicles sign and redesign the transition area from the parking area to 
pedestrian walkways near the gathering area with a sign and/or a removable bollard. 
 

6. Replace and relocate the 24” x 36” Park Open Dawn to Dusk (should say Open Sunrise to 
Sunset) This Area Patrolled sign (green letters on beige background). Mounting height 
for the sign should be 48” measured vertically from the bottom of the sign to the 
ground. The sign should be mounted 2” below the top of the posts. 
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Parks Action Plan – Aeraland Recreation Area (continued) 
 

7. Remove the retaining wall left from the barn demolition project and excavate and flatten 
the area, remove stone walls and concrete floors left from barn removals, court surfaces, 
and back stop, and restore the areas by using a contractor or HPD personnel.  

 
8. Construct asphalt trails (i.e. accessible routes) connecting the parking area to the soccer 

complex, picnic shelter, gathering area, and trailhead and extend the trail to the 
pedestrian bridge over the South Branch Portage River and around the gathering area 
(former swimming pool site) in an effort to develop a multi-use asphalt loop trail that 
supports outdoor recreation and fitness related activities, such as walking and biking.  
 

9. Consider the addition of primitive tent camping sites strategically placed throughout the 
property as walk-in and backpacking sites. Picnic tables may or may not be provided 
depending on the location. If feasible, there should be one accessible group camp for 
structured and unstructured uses. A fee and/or permit will most likely be required.  

 
10. Relocate (if necessary) the Park Regulations Summary sign and post to an accessible 

location along the trail.  
 

11. Relocate (if necessary) the Public Notice sign and post to an accessible location along the 
trail leading to the soccer fields.   

 
12. Develop a gathering area, picnicking location, and programming area in general with an 

area designated for a campfire circle (for use during supervised programs or as otherwise 
permitted) at the former swimming pool site. Add picnic tables (9), benches (2), trash 
receptacles (5), recycle centers (3), and message center (3). 
 

 Picnic table specifications include steel frame, plastisol coating, octagon shape 
(8), rectangle shape (1), teal, diamond pattern, ADA accessible, and surface 
mount with mounting plate covers.  
 

 Bench specifications include steel frame, plastisol coating, six feet long with back 
and arms, teal, diamond pattern, and surface mount with mounting plate covers. 
Note:  If the bench is a memorial bench, specifications include steel round rod 
seat frame on cast iron supports, powder coating, six feet long with back and 
arms, black, and surface mount. The bench comes with a 2” x 10” zinc plaque 
insert that accommodates up to four lines. 

 
 Trash receptacle specifications include flare top, steel frame, plastisol coating, 32-

gallon, diamond pattern, brown with brown flat lid with 8-inch diameter opening, 
and in-ground post package.  

 
 Recycle center specifications include flare top, steel frame, plastisol coating, 32-

gallon, diamond pattern, blue with blue flat lid with 5-inch diameter opening 
labeled for recycling, and in-ground post package.  
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Action Plan – Aeraland Recreation Area (continued) 
 

 Message center specifications include two small and one large brown recycled 
plastic display with swinging door. The message centers should be designated for 
facility reservation permits when the gathering area becomes a rental facility 
(small) and for promotional material (large). Note:  umbrellas should be 
considered as an additional item associated with the gathering area when it 
becomes a rental facility.  

 
 Benches and campfire circle specifications are yet to be determined. However, 

providing for a portable set-up should be considered. Note:  the campfire area 
should include a surface that accommodates an ADA accessible campfire ring.  

 
13. Improve concrete at the gathering area to achieve better aesthetics, function, and 

longevity, remove and replace pavers as needed at two locations adjacent to the 
gathering area, and create a quality central lawn area (i.e. thick, durable, and inviting).  

 
14. Eliminate picnic tables and the grill at the picnic shelter. Add new picnic tables (6), trash 

receptacle, recycle center, and message center.  
 

 Picnic table specifications include steel frame, plastisol coating octagon shape, 
teal, diamond pattern, ADA accessible, and surface mount with mounting plate 
covers.  
 

 Trash receptacle specifications include flare top, steel frame, plastisol coating, 32-
gallon, diamond pattern, brown with brown flat lid with 8-inch diameter opening, 
and in-ground post package.  

 
 Recycle center specifications include flare top, steel frame, plastisol coating, 32-

gallon, diamond pattern, blue with blue flat lid with 5-inch diameter opening 
labeled for recycling, and in-ground post package.  

 
 Message center specifications include a small brown recycled plastic display with 

swinging door. The message center should be designated for facility reservation 
permits if and when the picnic shelter becomes a rental facility.  

 
15. Eliminate picnic tables and concrete pads along the trail leading to the pedestrian bridge.  

 
16. Eliminate the picnic tables and concrete pads along the service drive bordering the 

soccer fields. Add new picnic tables and concrete pads and walkways that meet ADA 
design standards.  

 
 Picnic table specifications include steel frame, plastisol coating, octagon shape, 

teal, diamond pattern, ADA accessible, and surface mount with mounting plate 
covers.  
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Action Plan – Aeraland Recreation Area (continued) 
 

17. Develop a permanent, year-round restroom facility located in proper relationship to the 
parking area, gathering area, and trailhead.  

 
18. Consider the development of a playground based on any one of several play models, 

including Pathways for Play concept (e.g. individual play apparatus at multiple locations 
along a trail), traditional post and deck playground with climbing and core fitness as the 
primary design components while incorporating inclusive design features, or a 
playground based on a free play philosophy that taps into children’s intuitive 
development and sense of adventure. If developed, a feasibility study should consider a 
variety of locations while the playground itself should serve as a destination that offers 
unique play opportunities and experiences.  

 
19. Develop an orienteering course.  

 
20. Eliminate or relocate the No Swimming sign and post at Goose Lake. 

 
21. Redesign the nature trail sign system based on standardized specifications. 

 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Imagine a former pool site built on a mound 
becoming a gathering area with a fantastic view of 
the meadow and forest beyond and within this 
gathering area is a concrete patio with picnic tables, 
benches, and a central lawn area.  
 

Imagine birthday parties with games being played in 
the wide open space or a white tent that spans the 
central lawn area with white chairs filled with guests 
waiting for the bride to arrive. The backdrop for 
photographs could be compelling.  

 
HIGHLINE 

TRAIL 
↑ 

 
HIGHLINE 

TRAIL 
→ 

 
HIGHLINE 

TRAIL 
           ←↑ 

 
HIGHLINE 

TRAIL 
↑→ 

 
HIGHLINE 

TRAIL 
←→ 
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Parks Action Plan (continued) 
 
General Recommendations (applicable to all parks in the system): 
 

1. Based on the results of an ADA agency self-assessment completed in 2013, initiate 
improvements aimed at achieving greater accessibility and compliance.  

 
2. Redesign and standardize the nature trail sign system in coordination with revised park 

brochures and park maps. Eliminate arrows on posts that correspond with a map legend in 
favor of signs that identify trail names and directions. Specifications include 6” x 6” natural 
cedar posts (or pressure treated posts if necessary) and 4” x 4” signs (green letters on beige 
background) anchored at all four corners. Posts should be 60” measured vertically from the 
ground to the top of the post. Signs should be mounted 2” below the top of the post. 

 
3. Replace park entrance signs with new standard park entrance signs.  

 
4. Evaluate all site amenities and develop a plan aimed at creating a consistent and uniform look 

and feel based on a theme (i.e. matching and complimentary colors and materials) and 
determining quantity and location and then implement an approved Site Amenities Plan over 
time that provides new, colorful, and accessible site amenities. Site amenities include picnic 
tables, benches, trash receptacles, recycle centers, message centers, dog waste stations, and 
bike racks. 

 
5. Evaluate all signs and develop a plan aimed at creating a consistent and uniform sign 

presentation based on a theme for all traffic and non-traffic related signs and standard post 
material, color, and height based on location and purpose, and then implement an approved 
Sign Plan over time. The sign evaluation and plan should consider the relocation, placement, 
and elimination of signs.  

 
6. Seal coat and stripe parking areas, create the required number of accessible parking spaces 

and van accessible parking spaces with adjacent unloading/loading zones, and provide new 
concrete parking blocks. Identify spaces with blue Access signs, blue Van Accessible signs, 
and $250 Fine signs on channel posts. Mounting height for the Access signs should be at least 
five feet measured vertically from the bottom of the signs to the ground. The top of the 
channel posts should be flush with the top of the signs. The Van Accessible signs and $250 
Fine signs should be mounted below the Access signs. At minimum, stripe parking areas as 
needed to clearly designate parking spaces and create the required number of ADA 
accessible parking spaces. 

 

Maintaining asphalt parking areas improves aesthetics and adds longevity to the parking area. 

Beyond restriping parking spaces to aid park visitors, there is the issue of seal coating. Sealing 

asphalt is meant to improve surface toughness, protect against the environment, and enhance 

overall appearance in an effort to prolong the life of the facility and to put as much distance as 

possible between the high cost of the original investment and the high cost of asphalt repairs 

and replacement.  
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Parks Action Plan (continued) 
 

7. Change locks over to a Best Lock System or similar system that eliminates the need to carry a 
mass volume of keys in favor of master and sub-master keys. A master key will unlock all 
doors in the park system while sub-master keys will unlock specific doors only. A Best Lock 
System or similar system will eliminate the ability to copy keys, thus enhancing security while 
improving overall efficiency.  
 

8. Identify appropriate locations for a Quiet Walkway. Quiet Walkway is the name of the trail 
and designed as a special out and back or loop hike set apart from other trails with perhaps a 
unique experience in mind or a natural feature worth emphasizing.  

 
9. Manage the Park Operations Department based on park management standards, including 

but not limited to the development of a Maintenance and Operations Management Plan. 
Standards refer to National Accreditation Standards 7.5 through 7.11 from the Commission 
for Accreditation of Park and Recreation Agencies (CAPRA). The Maintenance and 
Operations Management Plan should compile and organize information about all elements of 
the HPD’s park operations function. Document compliance with this park management 
standard. Reference CAPRA Standard 7.5. Related standards include: 

 
 Standard 7.5.1 Facility Legal Requirements:  Review all applicable legal 

requirements related to facilities (e.g. licenses, sanitary regulations, and safety 
measures, etc.). Document compliance with this park management standard.  
 

 Standard 7.5.2 Preventive Maintenance Plan:  Incorporate a preventative 
program for each facility that includes regularly scheduled systematic inspections 
and detailed safety checks (e.g. playground equipment, boating facilities, and 
pedestrian walkways, etc.). Document compliance with this park management 
standard.  

 
 Standard 7.5.3 Recycling: Provide an easy, convenient, and functional recycling 

process that is present throughout the Hancock park system. Document 
compliance with this park management standard. 

 
 Standard 7.6 Fleet Management Plan:  Incorporate a current inventory of vehicles 

and major equipment, regularly scheduled preventative maintenance, 
documented safety inspections of equipment, records of repair and maintenance 
of vehicles and equipment, and a replacement schedule of vehicles and other 
major equipment. Document compliance with this park management standard.  

 
 Standard 7.7 Agency-Owned Equipment and Property:  Develop policy 

recommendations and operational procedures that include the purchase and 
distribution to authorized individuals, proper training of appropriate employees 
in the use of equipment, safe and secure storage of equipment, and maintenance 
of all equipment in operational readiness and working order. Document 
compliance with this park management standard.  
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Parks Action Plan (continued) 

 Standard 7.8 Natural Resource Management and Environmental Stewardship:  
Develop policy recommendations and operational procedures that address 
environmentally unique areas (e.g. wetlands, riverbanks, woodlands, and wildlife 
habitat, etc.). Emphasis should be placed on critical elements, including species 
selection for trees and shrubs, integrated pest management, knowledge of plant 
succession communities, and woodland ecology. Procedure should ensure 
environmental stewardship. Document compliance with this park management 
standard.  

 
 Standard 7.9 Environmental Sustainability:  

Develop policy recommendations and 
operational procedures that address energy 
conservation, environmentally preferable 
purchasing, water conservation and quality 
protection, and sustainable design and 
construction of building and facilities. 
Document compliance with this park 
management standard.  

 
 Standard 7.10 Maintenance Personnel 

Assignment:  Develop operational procedures 
for the assignment of competent personnel 
with clearly defined duties for routine 
maintenance, repairs, minor improvements, 
general cleanliness, and overall attractiveness 
of areas, facilities, and equipment. Document 
compliance with this park management 
standard.  

 
 Standard 7.11 Capital Asset Depreciation and 

Replacement:  Develop a depreciation and 
replacement schedule for all capital assets. 
Document compliance with this park 
management standard.  

 
10. Inventory historical, cultural and natural resources, develop recommendations about how 

these areas will be managed, and present information in the form of a Historical, Cultural, 
and Natural Resource Management Plan. This refers to Standard 2.8 Historical, Cultural, and 
Natural Resource Management Plan from the Commission for Accreditation of Park and 
Recreation Agencies. Document compliance with this planning standard.  
 

11. Develop and implement a plan to eradicate and manage invasive plants. Considerations 
include the use of HPD staff and volunteers and/or contracting the work funded in large part 
by a grant (e.g. Clean Ohio Green Space Conservation Fund). 

 

 

“Viewed holistically, if an 

agency complies with the 

vast majority of standards, 

then it is understood that 

the agency is performing a 

quality operation. Standards 

enable evaluation by 

comparing what is found 

within an agency to what is 

accepted as desirable 

practices.” 

The Commission for 

Accreditation of Park and 

Recreation Agencies 
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Parks Action Plan (continued) 
 

12. Develop and implement management plans for Giertz Lake, Shank Lake, Dold Lake, and 
Goose Lake in regards to fishing.  
 

13. Revisit, improve, and expand way finding signs along roads and streets.   
 

14. Purchase or construct enclosures for portable toilets if applicable and feasible.  
 

15. Consider the following action plan items in greater depth and detail: 
 

 The development of a public archery range if the need exists and if a suitable location 
can be found.  
 

 The development of a sensory walk at Riverbend Recreation Area and at other park 
and trail locations.  

 
 The development of a Nature-Based Preschool at Aeraland Recreation Area and/or 

Oakwoods Nature Preserve.  
 

 The addition of primitive camping cabins for rent at Aeraland Recreation Area and 
Riverbend Recreation Area.  

 
 The development of a greenhouse at Aeraland Recreation Area for plant 

propagation, restoration efforts, and plant/seed sale.  
 

 The development of Operations and Natural Resource facilities at Aeraland 
Recreation Area and Riverbend Recreation Area for the storage of current and future 
equipment, materials, and supplies 

 
 The development of a paved loop trail and parking area at Lehman Conservation 

Area.  
 

 The development of a canoe and kayak launch and landing site at Lehman 
Conservation Area.  

 
 The replacement and upgrade of the bridge at Riverbend Conservation Area for 

better equipment access (i.e. widen the bridge).  
 

 The development of an aquatic/terrestrial enclosure inside the Richard S. “Doc” 
Phillips Discovery Center.  
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Parks Action Plan (continued) 
 

Park Operations Department Organizational Structure 
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“Outdoor activities are good for people’s physical and mental well-being and more people 
should take advantage of the opportunities presented in this community.” 

 
          Survey Response 
 
As part of the day-to-day operation of the Hancock Park District (HPD) and in conjunction with the 
implementation of various action plans, marketing efforts should be geared toward maximizing 
community and county-wide awareness about HPD programs, parks, and recreational facilities, 
visitation throughout the park system, and participation in programs and special events.  
 
Recommendations:  
 

1. Evaluate and improve communication efforts and marketing on an ongoing basis, including 
but not limited to program, park, and facility information and presentations, pamphlets and 
brochures, maps (hard copy and online), program guide, web site, electronic newsletter, and 
social media.  
 

2. Develop an online promotional document (multi-page program guide) that includes a one 
stop shop of information, including programs, rental facilities, parks and recreational 
facilities, maps, boat rental and ski rental information, relevant policies and procedures, etc. 
Create a hard copy version for distribution.  
 

3. Work with the Program Department to educate the community about the benefits of leisure, 
recreation, and play as it relates directly to the programs being offered by the HPD and their 
positive impact on the community. A benefits-based message should be constant.  

 
4. In conjunction with the implementation of the River Parks, Blanchard River Greenway Trail, 

and Blanchard River Action Plans, package and present an experience-based marketing 
campaign known as the Blanchard Corridor Recreation Program (BCRP). The BCRP concept 
includes the promotion of outdoor recreation in its entirety along the Blanchard River 
Greenway with special emphasis on the Blanchard River Greenway Trail and Blanchard River 
Water Trail.  

 
5. Redesign the outdoor visitor center to more effectively promote parks, programs, and 

services. Develop and maintain a strong promotional presence at the HPD Administrative 
Offices. This includes promotional material inside the office (e.g. promotional pamphlet or 
brochure) and outside as part of an upgraded visitor center (display material, pamphlets, and 
brochures) so that as improvements are made and activity increases there will be applicable 
information available to inspire and guide park visitors and outdoor recreation enthusiasts.  

 

 

MARKETING 
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Marketing (continued) 
 

6. Design a River Parks Location Map that shows all park locations and facilities along the 
Blanchard River Greenway Trail from Eastpoint Area to River Landings. Maps should be 
displayed in message centers at each of the eight river parks. As parks along the Blanchard 
River Greenway and connectivity between them via the Blanchard River Greenway Trail 
improve, install a map at each river park location that promotes the Blanchard Corridor 
Recreation Program, shows the current location in relationship to other outdoor recreation 
destinations, outlines the park and trail network, and identifies the availability of outdoor 
recreation opportunities and support facilities (e.g. restrooms).  

 
7. Develop a map and brochure that promote the Blanchard River Water Trail in an effort to 

inform and educate paddlers about public launch and landing sites, hazards, portages, trip 
options, river mileage, time requirement, descriptions, and related services by the HPD. 

 
8. Develop a map for each park that highlights natural resources and facilities (including trails 

that have been verified for accuracy) using multiple colors, shapes, symbols, and descriptions 
aimed at providing a map that is inviting, functional, versatile, and aesthetically pleasing.  

 
9. Develop a new Hancock park system map that is digital and interactive on the web site and 

one that can stand alone or be incorporated into a variety of promotional material, such as 
pamphlets, posters, brochures, and message centers. All parks should be shown, while 
communicating the relationship between them and providing a corresponding map legend, 
park descriptions, and street names.  
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“We are very lucky in Hancock County to have such nice parks, so please keep doing what 
you’re doing and continue to look for ways to improve.” 

 
          Survey Response 
 
The following capital improvement projects are subject to change as circumstances, opportunities, 
and the availability of financial resources dictate. In some cases, multiple projects may occur during 
the same year depending on the funding sources involved, while at other times a single project may 
dominate. Many action plan items are not listed because they are ongoing and based on an arbitrary 
timeline or need to be considered in greater depth and detail over time.  
 
The following list of capital improvement projects is meant to provide a sense of scope and priority 
regarding the larger and more expensive improvements (action plans identify additional projects 
that may require supplemental funding) and to identify some but not all anticipated funding sources. 
In some cases, multiple funding sources, including private donations (especially in regards to trail 
development) will most likely be necessary in order to achieve success.  
 

Focus Areas and Projects 
 
Focus Area #1:  Programs 
Projects:  

1. Purchase Program Registration and Facility Management software. Anticipated funding 
source:  Ohio Local Government Innovation Fund and HPD General Fund 

2. Replace and upgrade Program Department furniture. Anticipated funding source:  HPD 
General Fund 

 
Focus Area #2:  Blanchard River Greenway/River Parks Action Plan/BRGT Action Plan 
Projects: 

1. Eastpoint Area Improvements 
A. Improve the boat ramp by adding a smooth concrete edge for better access. Anticipated 

funding source:  HPD General Fund 
B. Seal coat and stripe the parking area. Anticipated funding source:  Ohio Department of 

Transportation’s Metropark Program 
C. Provide new, accessible site amenities. Anticipated funding source:  Hancock Parks 

Foundation 
D. Provide a new standard park entrance sign. Anticipated funding source:  Hancock Parks 

Foundation 
 
 

CAPITAL 
IMPROVEMENT 

PROJECTS 
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Capital Improvement Projects (continued) 
 

2. Hancock Park District Administrative Offices Improvements 
A. Enhance the outdoor visitor center for better access and more effective marketing. 

Anticipated funding source:  HPD General Fund 
B. Seal coat and stripe the parking area. Anticipated primary funding source:  Ohio 

Department of Transportation’s Metropark Program 
C. Provide new, accessible site amenities. Anticipated funding source:  Hancock Parks 

Foundation 
D. Provide a new standard park entrance sign. Anticipated funding source:  Hancock Parks 

Foundation 
 

3. Waterfalls Area Improvements  
A. Make asphalt repairs as needed. Anticipated funding source:  Ohio Department of 

Transportation’s Metropark Program 
B. Replace and upgrade the railing and foundations along the entire length of the parking 

area. Anticipated funding source:  HPD General Fund 
C. Replace and upgrade canoe launch and landing facilities. Anticipated funding source:  

Ohio Department of Natural Resources’ Cooperative Public Boating Facility Projects 
D. Seal coat and stripe the parking area and create a one-way in/one-way out traffic pattern. 

Anticipated funding source:  Ohio Department of Transportation’s Metropark Program 
E. Provide new, accessible site amenities. Anticipated funding source:  Hancock Parks 

Foundation 
F. Provide a new standard park entrance sign. Anticipated funding source:  Hancock Parks 

Foundation 
 

4. BRGT Section #1, #2, and #3 Improvements 
A. Develop a multi-use asphalt trail along East Main Cross Street from Eastpoint Area to 

Waterfalls Area with a connection to the existing trail located behind Riverside Suites 
Office Complex and a connection to McManness Avenue, and provide identification and 
directional signs along the trail. Anticipated funding source:  Ohio Department of Natural 
Resources’ Recreational Trails Program or Ohio Department of Transportation’s 
Transportation Alternatives Program, the Findlay-Hancock County Community 
Foundation, Hancock Parks Foundation, and HPD General Fund 

 
5. Centennial Park Improvements  

A. Replace, expand, and upgrade the FitCore outdoor exercise area. Anticipated funding 
source:  HPD General Fund 

B. Seal coat and stripe the parking area. Anticipated funding source:  Ohio Department of 
Transportation’s Metropark Program 

C. Provide new, accessible site amenities. Anticipated funding source:  Hancock Parks 
Foundation 

D. Provide a new standard park entrance sign. Anticipated funding source:  Hancock Parks 
Foundation 
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Capital Improvement Projects (continued) 
 

6. Civitan Park Improvements 
A. Develop a new site master plan as part of a larger green space expansion. Anticipated 

funding source:  The Findlay-Hancock County Community Foundation 
 

7. BRGT Section #4, #5, #6, #7, #8 Improvements 
A. Improve or remove planting beds, replace and upgrade or repair and maintain sidewalk, 

replace and upgrade multi-use asphalt trail, and provide identification and directional 
signs along the trail. Anticipated funding source:  Ohio Department of Natural Resources’ 
Recreational Trails Program or Ohio Department of Transportation’s Transportation 
Alternatives Program, the Findlay-Hancock County Community Foundation, Hancock 
Parks Foundation, and HPD General Fund 
 

8. River Landings Improvements 
A. Seal coat and stripe the parking area. Anticipated funding source:  Ohio Department of 

Transportation’s Metropark Program 
B. Provide new, accessible site amenities. Anticipated funding source:  Hancock Parks 

Foundation 
C. Provide a new standard park entrance sign. Anticipated funding source:  Hancock Parks 

Foundation 
 

9. Great Karg Well Historical Site Improvements 
A. Improve river access by providing concrete steps and railing in place of the gravel slope. 

Anticipated funding source:  Ohio Department of Natural Resources’ Cooperative Public 
Boating Facility Projects 

B. Install approximately 120 feet of safety railing along the observation area. Anticipated 
funding source:  HPD general fund 

C. Seal coat and stripe the parking area. Anticipated funding source:  Ohio Department of 
Transportation’s Metropark Program 

D. Provide new, accessible site amenities. Anticipated funding source:  Hancock Parks 
Foundation 

E. Provide a new standard park entrance sign. Anticipated funding source:  Hancock Parks 
Foundation 

 
10. BRGT Section #9, #10, #11, #12, #13 Improvements 

A. Replace and upgrade asphalt trail, construct and/or replace and upgrade or repair and 
maintain sidewalk, pave the stone trail with asphalt, and provide identification and 
directional signs along the trail. Anticipated funding source:  Ohio Department of Natural 
Resources’ Recreational Trails Program or Ohio Department of Transportation’s 
Transportation Alternatives Program, the Findlay-Hancock County Community 
Foundation, Hancock Parks Foundation, and HPD General Fund 
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Capital Improvement Projects (continued) 
 
Focus Area #2:  Blanchard River Greenway/Blanchard River Action Plan 
Projects: 

1. Purchase a canoe trailer, canoes, paddles and life vests, and kayaks (quantity to be 
determined). Anticipated primary funding source:  Hancock Parks Foundation 
 

2. Liberty Landing Improvements 
A. Develop a canoe launch and landing facility. Anticipated funding source:  Ohio 

Department of Natural Resources’ Cooperative Public Boating Facility Projects 
B. Seal coat and stripe the parking area. Anticipated funding source:  Ohio Department of 

Transportation’s  Metropark Program 
C. Provide new, accessible site amenities. Anticipated funding source:  Hancock Parks 

Foundation 
D. Provide a new standard park entrance sign. Anticipated funding source:  Hancock Parks 

Foundation 
 

3. Blanchard Landing Improvements 
A. Develop a canoe launch and landing facility. Anticipated funding source:  Ohio 

Department of Natural Resources’ Cooperative Boating Facility Projects 
B. Replace and upgrade the asphalt parking area. Anticipated funding source:  Ohio 

Department of Transportation’s Metropark Program 
C. Provide new, accessible site amenities. Anticipated funding source:  Hancock Parks 

Foundation 
D. Provide a new standard park entrance sign. Anticipated funding source:  Hancock Parks 

Foundation 
 

4. Purchase a passenger van, either a 9-person passenger van or a 15-person passenger van if 
necessary. Attempts will be made to borrow a van from another local agency. Anticipated 
funding source:  Hancock Parks Foundation and HPD General Fund 
 

Focus Area #3:  Conservation Areas/Conservation Areas Action Plan 
Projects: 

1. Provide new standard park entrance signs. Anticipated funding source:  Hancock Parks 
Foundation 
 

2. Remove barns and outbuildings at Bright Conservation Area. Anticipated Funding Source:  
HPD General Fund 

 
3. Extend the Blanchard River Greenway Trail from Eastpoint Area to Vogelsong Conservation 

Area. Anticipated Funding Source:  Ohio Department of Natural Resources’ Recreational 
Trails Program or Ohio Department of Transportation’s Transportation Alternatives Program, 
Findlay-Hancock County Community Foundation, Hancock Parks Foundation, and HPD 
General Fund 
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Capital Improvement Projects (continued) 
 
Focus Area #4:  Parks/Parks Action Plan 
Projects: 

1. (Oakwoods Nature Preserve) Provide a free standing sign that identifies the Richard S. “Doc” 
Phillips Discovery Center. Anticipated funding source:  Hancock Parks Foundation 
 

2. (Aeraland Recreation Area) Pave the parking area. Anticipated funding source:  Ohio 
Department of Transportation’s Metropark Program 

 
3. (Aeraland Recreation Area) Construct multi-use asphalt trails. Anticipated funding source:  

Ohio Department of Natural Resources’ Recreational Trails Program 
 

4. (Aeraland Recreation Area) Develop a gathering area. Anticipated funding source:  Hancock 
Parks Foundation and HPD General Fund 

 
5. (Aeraland Recreation Area) Develop a permanent, year-round restroom facility. Anticipated 

funding source:  HPD General Fund 
 

6. (Riverbend Recreation Area) Extend the multi-use asphalt trail from the historic bridge to the 
existing trail behind the maintenance facility and to the existing trail near the covered bridge 
in an effort to create two loop trails and to provide a multi-use trail along the Blanchard River 
and develop an accessible group camping area and provide an accessible route from the trail 
to the camping area. Anticipated funding source:  Ohio Department of Natural Resources’ 
Recreational Trails Program or Ohio Department of Transportation’s Transportation 
Alternatives Program, the Findlay-Hancock County Community Foundation, Hancock Parks 
Foundation, and HPD General Fund 
 

7. (Riverbend Recreation Area) Replace and upgrade the Welcome Center near the Big Oaks 
parking area. Anticipated funding source:  Hancock Parks Foundation and HPD General Fund 

 
8. (Oakwoods Nature Preserve) Replace and upgrade the boat launch. Anticipated funding 

source:  Ohio Department of Natural Resources’ Cooperative Public Boating Facility Projects 
 

9. (Litzenberg Memorial Woods) Pave the overflow parking area. Anticipated funding source:  
Ohio Department of Transportation’s Metropark Program 

 

 

“Even if you do not use these amenities for yourself, it adds quality 
of life to your community and dollar value to your property.” 

           Survey Response 
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“I think the parks are VERY important to the community of Findlay and its attraction to new 

families, and the HPD is doing a good job taking care of the land and nature as best it can 
with what  I assume is a limited budget.” 

 
          Survey Response 
 

How will we pay for it? 
 
Action plans identify more projects than the Hancock Park District (HPD) currently has money for. 
Therefore, it is anticipated that progress will be slow. Because money is lacking, especially for large 
capital improvements, projects will have to be spread out over a very long time with priorities 
changing as time and circumstances dictate. Money may have to be saved and set aside over the 
course of multiple fiscal years with individual projects in mind. Success will require funding from a 
variety of sources (e.g. grants) to supplement tax revenue from voter approved park levies, just like 
it has over the HPD’s 44-year history. The current voter approved 0.8 mills park levy generates 
approximately $1,396,163.95.  
      
In 2012, the HPD learned during a Budget Commission meeting that it would lose over $105,000.00 in 
state funding (Rollback Personal Property Fixed Fate Loss) and that that loss would occur in five 
years (Fiscal Year 2017). As a result, the HPD had two choices. It could reduce the 2017 budget by 
$105,000.00 all at once or reduce the budget by $105,000.00 in stages over the course of five budget 
cycles in an effort to arrive at a sustainable operation by the time the funding is actually eliminated. 
The HPD chose the latter.  
 
In 2013, the HPD began implementing self-imposed budget reductions each year in the approximate 
amount of $21,000.00. With those reductions, two things happened. First, the total budget in terms 
of expenditures decreased toward the ultimate goal. Second, the savings was deposited and not 
appropriated so that it could be used later and over time to fund capital improvement projects and 
the overall advancement of the HPD as outlined in the Strategic and Comprehensive Plan for 
Programs, Parks, and Recreational Facilities.  
 
As an ongoing financial strategy, the HPD focuses on Budget Development and Implementation 
Guidelines aimed at being good stewards of taxpayer money and to ensure that money is maximized 
and spent wisely. This is one of the HPD’s core values:  Fiscal Responsibility.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

FUNDING 
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Funding (continued) 
 
Guidelines are revisited annually as part of the budget development cycle. They include the 
following: 
 

1. Move forward and advance to the next level as an organization even in the face of 
decreasing revenue, tough economic times, and budget restrictions/limitations.  

 
2. Absorb additional cost to the fullest extent possible by minimizing expenditures in general so 

that it is manageable and by decreasing expenditures somewhere else, which may or may 
not lead to the elimination of service. It is alright to reorganize, restructure, and do 
something different compared to the way it has always been done.  

 
3. Be creative and explore alternative ways to accomplish the same outcome for less money, 

identify acceptable ways to spend less money for the same item, research and shop to secure 
the lowest price, and do not request money for or spend money on luxury items.  

 
4. Prioritize and apply resources to areas that are most beneficial.  

 
5. Maximize the use of volunteers, grants, donations, partnerships, sponsorships, etc.  

 
6. Identify new revenue sources and enhance existing revenue sources (e.g. program fees).  

 
7. Scrutinize areas of operation, make hard decisions and tough choices, and submit a budget 

request that addresses the challenge. Do not view budget requests as a wish list.  
 

8. Submit a list of suggestions to save money, cut waste, and work more efficiently. Do not limit 
suggestions to your specific area of responsibility but rather consider the broad range of 
park district operations.  

 
9. Use a zero based budget approach when developing the budget requests by analyzing each 

account beginning with zero and then building it up to the requested number. Compared to 
the previous budget, the number could be less, the same, or more based on historical 
information, priorities, and operational changes.  

 
10. Submit a budget request based on sound planning, demonstrated need with clear benefits, 

and a highly disciplined and responsible approach. Provide a benefits-based description, 
including background and justification for requested budget items that answer the following 
questions:  What are we getting for the money? Why is it important? What happens if we do 
not do it? 

 
11. Exercise restraint against spending money that is not justified (e.g. spending money at the 

end of the year just because it exists). The “use it or lose it” mindset does not apply. Every 
dollar saved can be spent at another time based on priorities.  

 
12. Do not start thinking about the budget for the first time in July. Budgeting is a year-round 

process. 
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Funding (continued) 
 

In addition to self-imposed budget reductions and Budget Development and Implementation 
Guidelines, the HPD eliminated the annual carryover of funds from the unappropriated fund by not 
filling the Program Manager and Park Operations Manager positions when they became vacant in 
2014. Management duties were delegated to two existing HPD employees via promotion and 
additional compensation commensurate with additional duties. These actions eliminated the need to 
carry over $100,000.00, thus maximizing unappropriated funds for capital improvement projects.  
 
Based on the aforementioned financial management steps and due to other circumstances over the 
course of several years, the HPD had an unappropriated fund balance of $623,676.00 as of 
September 30, 2014. The balance was $579,803.16 as of May 31, 2010. Does the HPD need this money? 
Yes. Uses include providing a local match when applying for state and federal grants, making an 
upfront expenditure when projects are eligible for 100% reimbursement, funding projects outright, 
supplementing the operating budget in general, which is lean and will most likely continue to be that 
way for many years to come, and covering employee severance packages based on a 2006 policy. 
This unappropriated money has to sustain the capital improvement and overall advancement of the 
Hancock park system (e.g. modernizing an aging park system) for a very long time by appropriating 
money on a project by project basis.  

 
In an effort to employ personnel, deliver programs, maintain parks, and fund capital improvements 
with a very lean work force, limited operating budget, and a capital improvement budget that has to 
sustain the HPD for many years, the HPD anticipates the need for supplemental sources of revenue, 
including fees, private donations, corporate sponsorships, and local, state, and federal grants. The 
more revenue received in this manner, the more effective the HPD will be at upgrading and 
modernizing an aging park system and meeting the park and recreation needs, wants, and desires of 
Hancock County residents.  
 
Competitive grant programs and alternative funding sources available to the Hancock Park District 
include, but are not limited to, the following and may be used as either a single source of 
supplemental funding or as multiple sources of supplemental funding depending on the project: 
 
Hancock Parks Foundation 
 
The Hancock Parks Foundation is a 501 (c) (3) charitable organization that provides financial support 
for the Hancock Park District. Tax deductible donations can be made to a variety of funds, including 
Unrestricted Fund, Operating Fund, Tree Planting Fund, Park Activities/Program Staff Fund, Riverside 
Summer Concerts Fund, Oakwoods Nature Preserve “Doc” Phillips Fund, Litzenberg-Moorhead 
Fund, Wetlands Mitigation Fund, HPD Office Purchase/Improvement Fund, Historic Bridge Fund, 
Robert G. Payne Arboretum Trust Fund, and Blanchard River Greenway Fund. 
 
As outlined in the Hancock Parks Foundation’s Gift Catalog, donations to these funds help support 
environmental education, cultural history interpretation, and nature based outdoor recreation 
programs and special events, park development, trail construction, facility improvements, site 
amenities, park entrance signs, interpretive signs, educational exhibits, trees, wetlands, native 
grassland habitat, gardens, building improvements, furnishings, operations, and unrestricted uses.  
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Funding (continued) 
 
The Findlay-Hancock County Community Foundation 
 
The Findlay-Hancock County Community Foundation makes grants to charitable organizations 
serving the greater Hancock County area through a competitive grant process. Grants are made for a 
wide range of charitable purposes in areas including, but not limited to, arts and culture, education, 
health and human services, capacity building, and public benefit.  
 
The Findlay-Hancock County Community Foundation manages two endowment funds in particular 
for the Hancock Parks Foundation, thus affording additional opportunities for tax deductible 
donations benefiting the Hancock Park District in its effort to serve the community.  
 
Hancock Parks Endowment Fund 
 
This fund was established in 1999 by the Hancock Parks Foundation to support the Hancock Park 
District. 
 
Hancock Parks Bicycling Fund 
 
This fund was established in 2006 to support the construction and maintenance of bicycle trails in 
Hancock County, bicycle safety classes, and bicycle recreation programs.  
 
Ohio Local Government Innovation Fund 
 
This fund offers communities financial assistance to create more efficient and effective service 
delivery. Projects are expected to facilitate important business environments and promote 
community attraction with their plan for efficiency, collaboration, or shared services.  
 
Clean Ohio Green Space Conservation Fund 
 
Grants are made for environmental conservation including acquisition of green space and the 
protection and enhancement of river and stream corridors.  
 
Ohio Department of Natural Resources 
 
Nature Works 
 
Grants provide up to 75 percent reimbursement for acquisition, development, or rehabilitation of public 
park and recreation areas.  
 
Land and Water Conservation Fund 
 
Grants provide up to 50 percent reimbursement for outdoor recreation projects.  
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Funding (continued) 
 

Clean Ohio Trails Fund 
 
Grants provide funding for land acquisition for a trail, trail development, trailhead facilities, engineering 
and design.  
 
Recreational Trails Program 
 
Grants provide funding for the development of urban linkages, trail head and trailside facilities, 
maintenance of existing trails, restoration of trail areas damaged by usage, improving access for people 
with disabilities, acquisition of easements and property, development and construction of new trails, 
purchase and lease of recreational trail construction and maintenance equipment, environment and 
safety education programs related to trails.  
 
Cooperative Public Boating Facility Projects 
 
Grants provide funding for construction or improvement of public facilities for recreational boating on 
navigable waters.  
 
Ohio Department of Transportation 
 
Transportation Alternatives Program 
 
Grants provide funding for bicycle and pedestrian facilities and recreational trails. 
 
Metropark Program 
 
Funds can be used for materials and labor necessary for the construction or reconstruction of park 
drives, park roads, new or replacement bridges, park access roads and parking lots. Seal coating and 
striping parking areas are eligible projects. Funds may also be used for the purchase and hauling of 
materials for the improvement, repair, and maintenance of park drives, park roads, park access roads, 
parking lots, and equipment rental.  
 

“It is the responsibility of the Hancock Park District to provide Hancock County residents with 

year-round access to parks, recreational facilities, and programs for their leisure use and 

enjoyment. Because of the current and anticipated increase in demand for leisure services along 

with related operating costs, it is necessary to adopt a policy that will guide the generation of 

revenue as a supplement to tax appropriations. The Hancock Park District cannot, by use of 

public funds alone, afford to provide for all of the park, recreation, and program interests, 

desires, and needs that exist throughout its jurisdiction. In an effort to meet the demand for 

services it is necessary to charge fees and pursue other forms of supplemental revenue.”  

     Excerpt from the Hancock Park District’s Revenue Policy 
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Appendix 1:  Survey Comments 
 
What new program (and for which group) would you or members of your household like to see the 
Hancock Park District offer? 
 
#1 All ages 
#2 Work on trails and bike paths – connect the parks 
#3 Lake Swimming, Mountain Biking 
#4 Wee Ones in the evening during the School Year 
#5  The ecosystem “How it all works together” 
#6 Conservation; youth, teenagers, adults 
#7 Preschool 
#8 Biking routes 
#9 Families 
#10 Any hike/educational program about natives 
#11 Interest children in land conservation 
#12 Bicycling promotion for all groups 
#13 None comes to mind 
#14 We enjoy the lecture series on various topics 
#15 Hiking, Biking 
#16 Your programs are good and varied 
#17 Senior Hostel Trips 
#18 Field Trips 
#19 More history! Archeology! 
#20 Travelogues for adults 
#21 Varying levels of study of natural history program 
#22 All 
#23 Dog park upgrades and educational activities for dog owners 
#24 Sponsor eco-tourism trips 
#25 Camping programs 
#26 Insects, plant and tree identification, conservation activities 
#27 None 
#28 None 
#29 Preschool and youth 
#30 Guided walks for identification of trees, etc., seniors, adults 
#31 Archery, horses 
#32 Nature educational programs 
#33 Horse rentals 
#34 Youth 
#35 Horseback Riding 
#36 Youth 
#37 More ways for kids to be involved in nature 
#38 Family learning or toddler fun 
#39 Not sure – would have to see more of what is possible 
#40 Nature crafts for seniors 
#41 Teenagers 
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Appendix 1:  Survey Comments (continued) 
 

#42 Families 
#43 None Park District has it covered well 
#44 Go carts 
#45 Canoeing/hiking adults 
#46 Nature photography/adults 
#47 Day hiking 
#48 Lifestyle and career ideas 
#49 More water fowl hunting opportunities 
#50 Families 
#51 Families and Youth Camping 
#52 Camping with water activities 
#53 Educational hikes and talks for youth 
#54 Cooking, Gardening 
#55 Preschool 
#56 hiking for young adults and teenagers 
#57 24 hour youth (6-13) outdoor experience 
#58 Survival Basics 
#59 Families 
#60 Geocaching (families) 
#61 More hunting options, especially waterfowl 
#62 Tours 
#63 Youth 
#64 Kayaking Trip 
#65 Walking groups Adults 
#66 Bird Trips 
#67 Adults/Photography instruction 
#68 Seniors 
#69 I’m content with current offerings 
#70 Birding 
#71 Science lessons and history lessons (maple sugaring) 
#72 Not really aware what is available for seniors 
#73 School partnerships 
#74 Much is offered already 
#75 Family 
#76 Adults (ages 25-64) 
#77 More youth and teenager nature programs 
#78 Appreciation of nature; preservation of this asset 
#79 Canoeing trips and bird watching programs 
#80 Travel for adults – nature travel 
#81 Grand parenting with children series 
#82 Families 
#83 Lost or survival related; type of mushrooms/safe to eat 
#84 New McKinnis House programs about 1840s household activity 
#85 More events actually held in the parks 
#86 Anything that can be done for all ages of youth 0-17 
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Appendix 1:  Survey Comments (continued) 
 

#87 Volksporting and cycling (both non-competitive) 
#88 Preschool and youth instructional programs 
#89 Nature Writing 
#90 Hiking trips for adults 
#91 Yoga and Adventure Races 
#92 Seniors 65+ 
#93 Speakers for retired/others, e.g. Jim Taylor from U of F 
#94 Any programs for youth 
#95 Fitness programs 
#96 Integrating social media into learning 
#97 Nature trips for adults 
#98 Gardening for families 
#99 You are doing a great job already! 
#100 Bike Tours 
#101 Families 
#102 Birding for teens 
#103 Bird conferences 
#104 Practice using firearms 
#105 Youth and teens 
#106 Eco-travel; unique for area; Costa Rico or Alaska 
#107 Public field trips to Ohio natural areas 
#108 Plays, for anyone 
#109 Music in the Park geared towards youth and families 
#110 Family Fishing Derby 
#111 You did a great job 
#112 24 Hour Experience for teenagers 
#113 Families 
#114 Programs for youth and teenagers 
#115 Home/Farm habitat improvements 
#116 Christmas special event at Litzenberg 
#117 Teens, certificate of completion of programs 
#118 Photography programs 
#119 Walking and archery for seniors 
#120 Birding  
#121 More photography programs 
#122 Effects of humans on nature for young people 
#123 Bus trips 
#124 Greenways and biking paths 
#125 Young birders club for youth and teens 
#126 The geologic history of Hancock County/family 
#127 More birding and wildlife surveys for all groups 
#128 Programs for school age . . . they are the future 
#129 Family programs on the weekends 
#130 Birding 
#131 Archery Club for teenagers 
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Appendix 1:  Survey Comments (continued) 
 

#132 We need a campground similar to Johnny Appleseed 
#133 Preschool and seniors 
#134 Adult programs (it seems most things are for kids) 
#135 Day hikes for kids 
#136 Families 
#137 Evening nature or story programs for family 
#138 Adult fly fishing 
#139 Litzenberg, let them see how good they have it 
#140 Adults 
#141 Backyard Explorations – Youth (6-12) 
#142 Frisbee golf league 
#143 Landscaping with native plants 
#144 Hiking and orienteering 
#145 Making nature arts and crafts 
#146 Nature travel 
#147 Youth 
#148 Fishing – Youth 
#149 Nature crafts, gardening ideas 
#150 Eco trips for bird watching 
 
Parks, open space, and recreation opportunities are known to provide numerous benefits to 
individuals and the community. How would you rate the overall benefit of HPD programs, parks, 
and recreational facilities in terms of its affect on your quality of life and that of your household? 
 
#151 HPD offers a wide range of activities and educational and wholesome programs. Keep up the  

        good work 
#152 We have a great variety of facilities but need more paved trails for biking 
#153 More and more user friendly greenways/trails – make it easy to get on/use trails 
#154 Parks are well maintained and have some very nice features 
#155 Very progressive, need more fitness trails that have stations that blend in with the 

        environment 
#156 Involve residents in creating, improving, maintaining facilities, including retirees in particular,  
 use their knowledge, talents and experience 
#157 We live in a condo with a very small front yard and no backyard so we use the parks as our  

        playground. Riding our bikes and/or walking is much safer than the streets of Findlay where  
        you always have to watch out for vehicles 

#158 More trails = more exercise = less cars 
#159 Exercises 
#160 The lack of natural areas in Hancock County is depressing 
#161 I’m extremely (happy) with the park system and take advantage of them when I can. I really  

        enjoy being able to walk in the woods at Riverbend and Litzenberg on a cool crisp fall day 
#162 There is a lack of bike trails and RV parks around Hancock County 
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Appendix 1:  Survey Comments (continued) 
 

#163 My husband and I LOVE to bicycle, but I don’t enjoy dealing with the traffic in the city. 
        Designated bike lanes/routes would make cycling much more enjoyable for us. Also paved  
        paths in the county would be great as well, although most of our country roads are great for  
        cycling as most of them do not have lots of traffic 

#164 It is great to be able to get to some green space and enjoy nature. The parks are beautiful! 
#165 We have always supported our wonderful parks system in Hancock County. We utilize them  

        frequently throughout the year 
#166 It provides solace and a get-away from work and routine  
#167 The educational programs have always been top notch – great presenters and employees 
#168 Love taking my dogs to the dog park! 
#169 I enjoy the programs, look forward to going 
#170 Get people out of the house and from behind the TV 
#171 We have an excellent park system in Hancock County. The Park District offers a variety of   

        programs and outdoor opportunities. It is up to the citizens of the community to take  
        advantage of these opportunities. Outdoor activities are good for people’s physical and  
        mental well-being and more people should take advantage of the opportunities presented in  
        this community 

#172 There is always something for everybody 
#173 Where’s the “vision” for HPD? Creativity? New Ideas? Need life enrichment opportunities 
#174 Do not believe that we need to expand our parks; the current system is excellent and just  
                needs maintained and improved 
#175 For a community this size, the number and the quality of the parks in the County system are   

        exceptional, and that doesn’t even include the very nice system of village parks that the HPD 
        contributes funding for 

#176 The park district is big enough and don’t take away any more tax base for the county schools 
#177 Using too much tax money already, stop acquiring land 
#178 Not an effect on quality of life – just a nice extra, keeping the pool at Riverside operational  

        would be better than new stuff only a few would use 
#179 It gives us places to walk or bike with nature rather than busy streets 
#180 Variety and different parks to see 
#181 I enjoy outdoor activities 
#182 The parks give everyone a chance to enjoy the outdoors 
#183 Gives you a place to go – all you have to do is use it 
#184 Opportunities to be outside and active 
#185 Every time I visit one of the parks, no matter the reason I am there, I leave with less stress  

        and feel revived. I also take my nephews to programs that are offered. It is wonderful to see   
        them react and interact during and after the programs 

#186 Quality of life is just fine. No additional lands are needed – the HPD has plenty already.  
        Alternative transportation seems to be the goal and not quality of life anyway. That whole  
        agenda seems suspect 

#187 We have enough parks to take care of, we don’t need any more 
#188 Our park district does a wonderful job of providing programs to the public. We took part for  

        the first time in a summer camp and my son had so much fun! We appreciate all the family  
        activities that are offered in our area 
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Appendix 1:  Survey Comments (continued) 
 

#189 Hancock County has wonderful parks. Great place to spend time and get fresh air and  
 exercise 
#190 Enjoy parks when able to be there for various activities 
#191 Hancock County has excellent parks and recreation opportunities. Most are terribly  

        underutilized. There’s just no need for additional bike paths, parks, and recreational facilities 
#192 I am very happy with the programs that are available in Hancock County. Our area is already  

        beautiful! What is question 19 all about? We have all kinds of wildlife in the rural areas. We  
        have eagles in our area 

#193 Our Parks need to reflect the community. More playground equipment, shelter houses, day- 
        camp events. Monies and efforts should be directed toward upgrading the Parks that we  
        have and not spending tax money on acquiring new property or bike trails 

#194 Programs need work, especially the stars one – too school-like for general public 
#195 Need to expand topics – too many repeats, especially in youth programs 
#196 Parks and recreation areas are more than adequate. Additional activities will be a burden on  

        the tax payer unless fees are collected on a use basis 
#197 Programs are good, but come at a cost to the tax payer so they must be measured carefully  

to see what the cost to benefit ratio is. Tax payers are being hit from every angle so the 
money is no longer available for continued expansion. We are tired of endless grants that our 
children and grandchildren will have to shoulder. I am not as much a fan of the parks as I 
once was because I see them taking huge chunks of land out of the tax base and violating 
private property rights. Why? 

#198 Don’t utilize all that I could so unsure that you are better or worse than good 
#199 I enjoy all parks and many of their adult programs 
#200 While we don’t take advantage of many of the programs, our family visits the parks facilities  
               often and they are in very good condition and safe 
#201 The parks offer a variety of opportunities to my students. They then see the good, the fun,  

        the need to participate in the various park activities 
#202 I feel the parks provide us a great variety of activities, locations, and opportunities. The  

        reason I didn’t rate this question “Excellent” is because our current family schedules do not 
        allow us to utilize the parks as much as we would like. So the affect to our quality of life is  
        self-imposed, and not due to anything on the part of the HPD itself 

#203 With as many parks as there are, there is always somewhere I can take my kids to “explore” 
#204 Very good. The landscape is a challenge; we don’t have exciting waterfalls, lakes, mountains, 

        or hills. But our facilities are good 
#205 The parks allow us to experience and expose our young daughter to more of nature. It helps  

        support a healthy lifestyle for our whole family. The parks and open spaces make Findlay a  
        more family-friendly and pleasant place to live. It definitely helped in making our decision to  
        move here 

#206 Need to use the parks more 
#207 Parks give my family a chance to walk, exercise, and enjoy nature 
#208 We live too far away to utilize the parks effectively. If we lived closer, they would certainly  

        have a greater impact on our lives 
#209 Personally, it’s benefitted my family by allowing us “natural” settings to walk/hike for leisure  

        and some fitness benefits. We also have some great conversations while out and  
        about. Thanks! 
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Appendix 1:  Survey Comments (continued) 
 

#210 The park administration appears to lack creativity, authenticity, and the goal of superior  
        services. Why doesn’t the public know the internal “vision” of the organization? I’m not  
        referring to a “vision statement” rather the true inspirational vision! I’ve asked HPD  
        employees:  where is your organization going-what is the common vision? And they say, “we  
        don’t have one.” What’s up with that?!!!! 

#211 Parks not well kept 
#212 The organization I work for partners with Hancock Parks so that our members can have 

        access to good quality youth programming for them to participate in and learn from. We  
        appreciate all that the parks do and what they add to the community and the many benefits  
        their youth programming provide to our members 

#213 It is nice to be able to utilize so many opportunities for health and exercise so close to home 
#214 More nature – less disturbance 
#215 There is a good variety of parks; however, as noted above, there is still no good park in my  

        opinion for shaded trail running. Most shaded trails just aren’t long enough. I also have a  
        difficult time finding a good spot in parks for photographing songbirds. Photo blinds would  
        be nice. Overall, good system of parks 

#216 Beautiful varieties of sites to visit 
#217 Great for all ages and also visitors to the area 
#218 Not really involved in programs, not really aware of what is available 
#219 Parks are beautiful and well kept and offer lots of opportunities for families 
#220 I wish we could participate in more of the programming, but we really still enjoy nature on  

        our own time. We enjoy scouting for animals; value the opportunity to identify plants (like 
        poison ivy), need the chance to feel connected with nature to develop the appreciation and  
        desire to protect it. These parks help us communicate our values to our children  

#221 I’m very pleased to read about programs and activities for children 
#222 It improves the quality of life in Hancock County 
#223 Loved having my wedding ceremony at the Lodge on patio, photos turned out amazing  
#224 Excellent programs – I have some trouble accessing all the available programs – possibly 

        create a more user friendly web site 
#225 Parks allow us to reconnect with nature; it grounds us from all the modern day stresses and 

        allows us to relax and rejuvenate ourselves. They are very important to our well being  
#226 The sand volleyball courts at Riverside Park are where I spend at least two days a week for a  

        few hours. I am involved in the league on Monday nights and play for fun at least one other  
        night a week. The only thing that would change my answer to “excellent” is if there were 
        lights installed at the courts  

#227 I’m active in OCVN and feel life without natural settings, programs, and trails would be awful!  
        Have to have the parks in our daily life 

#228 Being outdoors and enjoying nature makes you a healthy and happy person  
#229 Enjoy pioneer enactments and other photo opportunities  
#230 Opportunity to commune with nature 
#231 More stuff when most families are home, not working 8-5 
#232 It seems that most programs geared towards smaller children are held during the day when  

        parents work and cannot take part. I think you are missing a large section of people who like  
        to participate  

#233 Hancock parks are some of the best in the state  
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Appendix 1:  Survey Comments (continued) 
 
#234 It is fun for kids to come over to your excellent playgrounds and hiking trails. They get to 

        exercise while having fun  
#235 In my day, Riverside Park was the only facility available. The park pool was the center of  

        my summers and later to my children. “IT” was very important. I do believe the HPD has  
        expanded too far and needs to STOP and only maintain what we have now. It takes money  
        and more employees to expand further. We, the people, are taxed too much by all agencies  
        who want to EXPAND 

#236 Park system has continually developed and grown over the past years. Nature programming 
        has increased in number and quality as well as collaborative programs with schools  

#237 As a Senior Citizen, I do not use the Parks as much as when my sons were growing up. I am 
        glad the quality has been maintained for my Grandchildren  

#238 The park areas are kept well maintained and there are many parks for families to take their 
        kids, which is important in bringing in new people to Findlay area. HPD purchased more land 
        in the last few years for nature preserves, helping to keep habitats for wild life and keeping   
        the general environment in our area good 

#239 Fundamentally parks are good – need friends group and diversity of experiences for adults 
#240 I receive rejuvenation, solace and refreshment by watching nature in well kept beautiful  

        surroundings. Exercise keeps me from becoming “stiff & achy.” Waterfalls provide beneficial     
        negative ions, also tall trees give shade  

#241 Love the peaceful settings to relax especially at Riverside Park near Zonta landing  
#242 I think it is important to teach children while they are small that it is important to respect all  

        things, as well as, to teach a fit life style  
#243 The park district has met all my needs. I wish I could participate more frequently  
#244 Coming from another state to Ohio, I have been impressed with the wonderful parks in  

        Hancock County. Compared to anywhere else I have lived (Michigan and Vermont) the HC  
        Parks are superb  

#245 Parks and off-road green areas to walk and bicycle are very important to me. I like having  
 several public places that the HPD takes care of available to me. When my children were  
 younger, we used the parks often as places for them to play at no cost 
#246 This is so critical to quality of life issues and encouraging more individuals and families to stay  

        physically active and healthy as well as doing more things together as a family 
#247 There should be more security. I know seniors who would be pleased to volunteer  
#248 Public Programs are important 
#249 Good job!! 
#250 HPD provides a variety of venues, activities, and programs for individuals and families      
                to participate in 
#251 We are fortunate to have a variety of wonderful facilities and options for all ages that  

 are safe and well maintained  
#252 We would like a better/easier accessed trail system  
#253 Available programs don’t benefit my quality of life. Otherwise, I appreciate the  
                benefits 
#254 Excellent facilities, great programming  
#255 We frequently use the parks for family outings especially for a spur of the moment 
                disc golfing, fishing, hiking, jogging trip  
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Appendix 1:  Survey Comments (continued) 
 
#256 When my kids were younger my family used the HPD programs and it was very good. The   

        last 10 years I have not utilized the facilities  
#257 Opportunity to learn – give back  
#258 Programs for all ages 
#259 Local people who can’t go far away 
#260 Very educational and fun at the same time 
#261 They give us something to do together as a family that’s close by and affordable  
#262 Even if you do not use these amenities yourself, it adds quality of life to your  

        community and dollar value to your property 
#263 Parks make an area nice to live 
#264 I’ve only been once it seems nice  
#265 We like the nature programs  
#266 the availability of natural areas and river access sites enrich quality of life, no doubt,  
 but the park system needs to become more progressive in terms of facilities and  
 programs in an effort to enhance its impact from a quality of life standpoint  
#267 Physical education and education about nature helps to create a balanced life  
#268 we love to hike, explore nature, and just enjoy some quiet in the outdoors 
#269 Parks/preserves should be large, connected, and buffered, creating a system of 
               natural areas in the county. Current rating on quality of life is good/fair 
#270 Programs that I attend are worth the time, look forward to them  
#271 We really enjoy going to all the parks  
#272 Way better than neighboring communities offer  
#273 Hancock is an outstanding county in the amount of parks etc available for the 
               populace 
#274 We spend a lot of time walking as a family and playing at the parks. Thank you for  
               making that possible 
#275 Relaxing places to get away, but nearby so not expensive to get there. Like being far  
               away from daily distractions  
#276 Our household utilizes the HPD for hiking, photography, and bird monitoring. HPD  
               provides a variety of areas and trails to achieve this. Expansion of trails and new accessible  
               areas would help in exploring and discovering more possible wildlife, songbird and flora  
               species that are currently here in Hancock County  
#277 I think the community parks are the best they have been for quite a while (including  
               Riverside). They are being kept modern and provide activities well accepted by these  
               communities. Keep it up and increase these local efforts  
#278 People need open areas (parks) to play, rest, and observe nature  
#279 The parks provide a place for me to bird and to teach my children about nature. What     

       could be better than that? 
#280 A community is judged by its parks. It shows caring and commitment to the people. 
               The parks and programs provide a way for families to learn about and appreciate nature.  
               Caring for nature develops character, awareness of our surroundings, a desire to   
               perpetuate its beauty, and hopefully a will to learn more. “My” park (Litzenberg)  
               represents a safe place where I can go and commune with nature, learn new flora and  
               fauna, and have an adventure every time I go  
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Appendix 1:  Survey Comments (continued) 
 
#281 I see too many unleashed dogs and uncaring people littering. I understand the 

littering is hard to control, but unleashed dogs and owners not cleaning up after 
 them create hazards for everyone 

#282 More wheelchair-accessible trails would be a nice touch 
#283 Running and walking in the parks and also stopping to observe nature have reduced 
               my stress levels and helped me lose almost 60 lbs to date  
#284 I don’t think any rural area in Ohio has as many facilities as Hancock County  
#285 We typically drive to other cities for the weekend to use bike trails. HPD playgrounds 
               are nice entertainment for our grandchildren. Parks are well kept, but we’re not  
               interested in higher taxes to purchase more ground other than bike trails 
#286 It is nice to know we have safe, clean parks to visit when we want. We also enjoy 

taking our young children to programs and look forward to coming for years to 
come 

#287 Would benefit from more personable education staff and need more variety in 
topics. Too many of the same topics repeated. Great facilities, but aren’t used to 
their potential 

#288 We love going to the parks. The programs at Litzenberg are especially loved  
#289 We don’t use the parks as often as we should, but when we do they’re a great  
               resource 
 
What else should the HPD consider when planning for the future? 
 
#290 Bike trails throughout the city of Findlay and Hancock County. If Lima can do it we can! 
#291 Did I mention trails 
#292 Running/Cycling/Triathlon community is very active in utilizing and supporting facilities they  

        use. Events like Flirt with the Dirt showcase the facilities. However, could use more technical   
        single track which would attract hikers, walkers, runner and maybe some mountain bikers 

#293 The aging of our population  
#294 Need to promote access to park information via email/website more actively to  

        groups/media. 
#295 My husband often goes to sign up for programs, and the office is unable to make change.  

        That is frustrating. Plus, they only take cash 
#296 Obtaining land parcels that would be developed into a north to south and east to west  

        bicycle/walker commuter paths isolated from auto traffic 
#297 Convince the Findlay police department to scuttle plans for a shooting range adjacent to the  

        county’s premier recreation facility. It is not appropriate for a family oriented venue  
#298 Online registration 
#299 Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, etal 
#300 Plan for disability people to participate in more activities 
#301 Bike routes in Findlay! 
#302 Love cross country skiing at Riverbend. Would like more bicycle trail development  

        connecting park areas, plus possibly to Y and to schools 
#303 I’m not a mountain biker, but I have talked with several guys who are interested in having  

        something local and consistently maintained  
#304 The aging population 
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#305 Keep up the good work! Sorry, I don’t have better ideas for change and growth. Hope the 
        survey results are helpful  

#306 The recent electronic billboard advertising was hideous and very out of place for a park  
        system. Hardly environmentally friendly – what an eyesore and waste of energy. Please 
        reconsider this method of communication. That billboard in particular should be torn down –  
        the entrance to our historic district!! 

#307 Just keep things up to snuff 
#308 Our family would be happy to pay more in taxes to support a bigger, better park system. It  

        would be great to see more, and responsible, riverfront development 
#309 Leadership which is confident, community-based (known and tied/invested in the  

        community). The organization needs inspiration and needs to be able to inspire the  
        community to its agency-wide vision. Make our park district the best it can be and that will  
        take some extraordinary leadership. What is leadership? It is visibly leading the way. Lead! 

#310 Use of all available ways to promote and announce programs; publish all dates for programs  
that are planned a whole year in advance so people can put those dates on their calendars,  

        rather than announcing programs in 2-month increments 
#311 Riverbend is beautiful and could be more enjoyed if you would do something about the  

        mosquito infestation. The last few times we tried to go out there, we were forced to leave  
        within 5 minutes of arriving because they were so bad  

#312 Use credit cards for payments  
#313 Expand the dog park 
#314 Maintain and update existing facilities with funds available. Acquiring additional land would  

        increase annual costs 
#315 Don’t take farmland out of production for parks. Use existing spaces or abandoned spaces  
#316 Please just keep and maintain what we have and not add anymore!!! 
#317 Keep up what you have – don’t get any bigger  
#318 Maintain what you have – no more!! 
#319 Stop acquiring property and taking it out of the tax base. Times are bad, jobs are down to 29  

        hours, insurance is going up as well as food, gas, etc. This survey is a meaningless waste of  
        time, paper, money, and resources because you do not require a name. Anyone could fill  
        dozens of these to gain control of the survey, like environmentalists . . .  

#320 What exists seems fully adequate for the # of people using it 
#321 Train the staff better 
#322 Parks looking dirty. Clean them 
#323 We’ve had some problems when registering for several hayrides:  1st year registration form 

        wasn’t given to park ranger and tractor driver did not show, 2nd year double booked hayride  
        when already paid for 

#324 Could you please add me to the electronic newsletter spffarmgirl4@yahoo.com 
#325 Expanding bike trails 
#326 Outdoor nature programs 
#327 Private property rights 
#328 Not acquiring more land. We have adequate green space. We still have to have PEOPLE  

        space 
#329 Just take care of what we have 
#330 We LOVE the planetarium nights! Please continue them in the future! 

mailto:spffarmgirl4@yahoo.com
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Appendix 1:  Survey Comments (continued) 
 

#331 Better to maintain current facilities than expand as current ones are sufficient for our  
        population 

#332 We need to live within our budget and maintain what we have. Hancock County has enough  
        parks which are well maintained by the park district. They do not need to expand with costly  
        projects such as bike paths which cost taxpayers more money or more parks. The park  
        district is doing a great job without anymore expansion 

#333 Continue to develop the parks that are in existence to be more user friendly. Offer day camps  
        for seniors, students and citizens. Form volunteer landscape committees to beautify the  
        parks that we already have. Offer more shelter houses and picnic areas 

#334 Need to look at bigger parks and follow their lead:  better recycling and green uses, up to  
        date new topics for programs, offer teacher education for nature/history topics 

#335 Stop acquiring more land and facilities whether by purchase or accepting donated land. It’s  
        time to stop expanding 

#336 Park land acquisition takes money from the tax base. The park district should not be part of  
        The Hancock County Sustainability Plan. Why would the park district need to coordinate with  
        the Army Corps about flooding? What do trail and park projects, art sculptures, boat ramps,  
        and fishing piers have to do with flooding? 

#337 Better accessibility. This does not mean picnic tables, buildings, and paved paths through the  
        woods, but perhaps just a place to park and a welcome sign. The trails will form themselves 

#338 Stop having closed parks. They do not help me in any way that I can see. Probably getting  
        information out to the public even MORE or in a more enticing fashion or with more enticing  
        programming 

#339 The HPD should consider more adult nature programs 
#340 we utilize more of the HPD through the school and educational programs. They are  

        wonderful and much appreciated 
#341 Winter cross country skiing. Geocaching. Self touring trails with educational stations along  

        the way/could even be combined with geocaching 
#342 I think it would be possible to get volunteers in the parks as guides, etc. during summer  

        hours to help show people what our parks have to offer. I think the bigger problem is the  
        public is not aware of what HPD has to offer 

#343 Love having kids programs, but feel like since my kids are in elementary/middle/high school  
        there aren’t as many offered 

#344 Parks look a bit shabby.  
#345 Keep up the good work! 
#346 Signs need repainted and repaired, litter kept up on – we also see a lot of trash around, gift  

        shops would be nice, kid’s nature playscapes, more adult programs 
#347 Short trails and easy access for some handicapped people and children 
#348 Thanks for all you do 
#349 I don’t email or computer when I get printed information it is appreciated 
#350 I so enjoy all the available places to walk/hike/picnic/visit 
#351 Continued fiscal responsibility and accountability, active participation and involvement in the  

        future Blanchard River flood mitigation projects, offer, offer, offer, and offer programs and  
        activities, but HPD cannot force participation 
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Appendix 1:  Survey Comments (continued) 
 

#352 Very satisfied with all programs . . . cannot think of anything needed for the future than what  
        HPD already offers. Very thankful for what HPD does bring to this community already. HPD  
        does a great job! 

#353 planting in the less popular parks for Butterflies, Hummingbirds, and other birds 
#354 Is there anyone who would be willing to speak on the many opportunities available to us in  

        HPD? Business & Professional Women  
#355 Accept credit card payments. More activities for seniors 
#356 Need more signs with rules i.e. dogs on leashes, no bikes or horses at Oakwoods Nature 

        Preserve 
#357 As a retired educator, I was very impressed with the programs provided by the HPD. As times  

        have become more difficult financially for schools, the Park District has adapted to be able to  
        provide programs without students having to leave their schools. The children always  
        enjoyed the stories, programs, and hands-on activities provided  

#358 HPD is a wonderful, professional and friendly organization. An asset to our community  
#359 They should consider the cost to taxpayers for all programs, facilities and acquisitions versus 

        the benefit for all and not just a select group. Participants in programs offered and use of  
        other shelters and facilities should be charged appropriately for the cost incurred rather than  
        the taxpayers subsidizing the cost of programs and facilities 

#360 Programming is excellent but could add new programs if funds and a new program is  
        available 

#361 Keep up what you’ve been doing. I visit the parks occasionally and they are always clean and  
        well kept. I appreciate the efforts of all involved to have such nice parks and facilities  

#362 Great job. Great asset to community  
#363 My son and his friends bicycle a lot to Riverbend from the south end to play disc golf and  

        there is no safe route 
#364 The value of nature and the outdoors to the younger generation. The importance of activity  

        and exercise  
#365 Continue the diversity of programs that hit all age groups 
#366 Consider a yurt in a park. It could be a Hancock Parks “Get-Away” 
#367 Place recycling bins next to trash cans. Encourage recycling. Liked the previous guide in The 

        Courier better than the new one. Thank you for asking 
#368 I didn’t use many of the comm. in question 22 
#369 You should accept credit cards, because many people like to pay with them 
#370 A very large segment of our population is baby boomers and will be senior boomers very  

        soon. The programming should take this older population surge into consideration. And I’m  
        sure it does 

#371 Take credit cards 
#372 What is the alcohol policy? 
#373 Communicate programs in the community and inform people about the park 
#374 Simpler reservation procedures 
#375 Have the Discovery Center staffed and opened more 
#376 I love our parks and the personnel. It’s been a great opportunity to volunteer as I’ve gotten 

        older 
#377 Marketing is key! A greater effort should be made to promote the Hancock Park District’s  

        parks, programs, and services 
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Appendix 1:  Survey Comments (continued) 
 
#378 We had a great time – you did a nice job. In person and mail in registration are preferred.  

        Radio and newspaper are preferred sources of information  
#379 Online, over the phone, in person, and mail in forms of registration are preferred. Radio,  

        newspaper, website are preferred sources of information 
#380 Definitely need to have online program registration and payment opportunity. Have credit 

        card payment online. Website and electronic newsletter are preferred sources of  
        information 

#381 Website, electronic newsletter, and facebook are preferred sources of information. Margie is 
       wonderful! So helpful whenever I have a question  

#382 Online registration and mail in registration preferred 
#383 Keep planning for the future 
#384 Keep it simple 
#385 Improve what you have, including recent acquisitions of land. Continue to keep parks open,  

        accessible, safe and affordable  
#386 I hope that the HPD continues to develop conservation areas that provide habitat for  

        songbirds, butterflies, and other wildlife while beautifying the local areas; also, expansion of  
        accessible conservation areas 

#387 Need planned activities within all community parks, kind of like the bookmobile brings  
        services to all, the park district should find a way to get activities closer to all people  

#388 Even old Ghost town would be nice to have. Cleaned up  
#389 Need more greenways bike paths, have too many parks now, maintain what parks we      

        have now 
#390 Currently the parks own a lot of property that the public can’t access. I’d like to see   

more conservation areas that have some sort of accessible areas that the general  
public can use to observe wildlife, something similar to Ottawa National Wildlife Refuge but    
on an obviously smaller scale would be excellent! 

#391 Don’t forget the birders. We appreciate the parks as much as any other group,  
maybe even more. We respect the habitat and its occupants. There are many times 
that bird counts take a back seat to “disc golf” for example. It’s far more destructive  
to the vegetation than a birder, and birds don’t stick around with all that activity  

#392 I think more areas with somewhat limited access are important to preserving this 
area’s amazing wildlife. So many animals depend on Hancock County’s wooded areas 
both in migration and for breeding purposes; we can’t afford to lose all of these  
areas. Without pristine areas (or nearly so) we may lose the biodiversity we have 

#393 Dedicating one park or area as an educational area/outdoor lab, perhaps in  
cooperation with the U of F or similar organization. Limited access (maybe in form of  
hikes) to some of the closed Conservation Areas 

#394 Connect the parks with trails, but we don’t need more islands  
#395 We love attending park programs and playing at the playgrounds 
#396 Too many repeat postings on Facebook. I would like to have online registration! 
#397 More interesting programs for adults and expanded music at Riverside on Wednesday  
               Nights 
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Appendix 1:  Survey Comments (continued) 
 

#398 I’d really prefer emailed newsletters or updates. Many of the classes/summer  
projects are for younger children. Perhaps more emphasis on junior high and senior   
high age would be good and maybe collaboration with Boy Scouts and Camp fire or  
4H. Not all have the opportunity as young children and would benefit from learning in 
their teens 

#399 We are very lucky in Hancock County to have such nice parks, so please keep doing 
what you’re doing and continue to look for ways to improve 

#400 Involve today’s teens in every aspect of HPD – from the HPD headquarters (a teen  
board of advisors) to the Blanchard River to McKinnis House and all points between.  
They are the next taxpayers 

#401 Consider the new Arts building at Central and expand on anything for the families regarding  
        the Arts 

#402 I think the parks are VERY important to the community of Findlay and its attraction to new  
        families, and the HPD is doing a good job taking care of the land and nature as best it can  
        with what I assume is a limited budget. Not sure how to spread the word more about all the  
        park areas available in Findlay to use – presentation at service club meetings 

#403 Bicycle paths 
#404 Take credit cards 
#405 Bike trails and walking trails for strollers would be great 
#406 HPD Rocks! 
#407 Would be nice to see walking path information on the web site. There is no direction  
               or information on Benton Ridge walking path and lots of people are there 
#408 Thanks for all you do! 
#409 New parks 
#410 Overall maintenance and upkeep of the parks and programs. Assuring the  
               continuance of our parks 
#411 Believe overall you do an excellent job!! 
#412 Bad park signs and too much litter  
#413 Thanks! 
#414 The volleyball nets should be set up earlier in the season. There are many nice nights when  

        the sand courts go to waste solely because the nets are still stored away for winter! 
#415 We were members of Friends of Parks. We were confused by the closing of that group. How 

does one support financially HPD? We are not interested in $$ for ad campaigns, etc. – just  
how to give to sustain and promote facilities and programs. Perhaps an article in paper  
regarding the topic? 

#416 I listen to 100.5 and read the Courier. Please be more visible 
#417 I already filled out the survey earlier, but I forgot to mention that the restrooms at Riverside  

park needs improved 
#418 I really enjoy the photo contest but am unhappy with the release requirement. Most of my 

photos are spur of the moment and not selected until just before the contest  
#419 Better quality canoes at rental. Blues and Rock and Rock n Roll concerts. You should be 

making considerable revenue from the concerts in parks 
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Appendix 1:  Survey Comments (continued) 
 

#420 More people stationed at each park on a daily basis, have buildings just open to look 
through, try food cooked in house, maybe set days that they cook meals for a donation, we 
love to donate not told to pay, more paved trails, free festivals are fun, nice parks, always 
look nice! 

#421 Scheduling events and story times for day and evening hours 
#422 More shelters or rental facilities 
#423 Smaller classes 
#424 Need to update the website so people can register and pay fees for programs online  
#425 Nothing. Just maintain. We do not need MORE parks in Findlay and Hancock County  
#426 Town and Campus member  
#427 keep up the dedicated work! 
#428 Findlay and the accompanying area have wonderful parks and serve the families who live 

here. Thank you for helping our environment and giving us all a place to get away and just 
enjoy the big old trees, listen to the birds, watch the ducks, and take in the fresh air! 

#429 Having the Discovery Center open more. Really need online registration for programs  
and facility rentals 

#430 Make more effort to train all staff in “value-added” customer service. Your park staffs don’t 
seem to understand this concept 

#431 When we rented Waterfalls Pavilion April 28th and phoned ahead of time to have the 
wasp/hornet nests removed. On the day we gathered for event, I noticed the paper wasp 
nests were still there. I enjoy hearing about upcoming events at Fresh Brewed Business. For 
future:  A fall hayride and bonfire would be fun 
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Appendix 2:  New Standard Park Entrance Sign 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

The Hancock Park District’s new standard park entrance sign is a combination of natural cedar 
sign posts and dark woods green and beige plastic sign with logo insert and accents of white, 
Kelly green, and black. A modern sign presentation with a rustic component was chosen to 
communicate the qualities of the Hancock Park District. Aeraland Recreation Area and 
Blanchard River Nature Preserve were early recipients of the new sign in 2013.  
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Appendix 3:  Rough Illustration of the Standard Blanchard River Greenway Trail Sign Concept 
 

 
 
The black line symbolizes the multi-use trail. The green line symbolizes trees. The blue line 
symbolizes the river. Together, they symbolize the Blanchard River Greenway Trail. This 
proposed sign would mark the way along the Blanchard River Greenway Trail, particularly at 
locations where way finding is most important so that trail users can continue with confidence.  
A consistent sign with arrows would signal trail users that they are on the right track even as 
various trail surfaces and environments change. 
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Appendix 4:  Boat Launch and Landing Concept for Liberty Landing and Blanchard Landing 
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Appendix 5:  New Richard S. “Doc” Phillips Discovery Center Sign Concept 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Renderings provided by Harvey Advertising, Inc.  
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Appendix 6:  New Picnic Table and Bench Concept 
 
 
 

 
 
The SPYDER® Octagon picnic table offers inclusive design with ADA access at two locations and 
a socially engaging seat location and design serving up to 10 people. The Octagon has been 
chosen as the new picnic table for River Parks, Liberty Landing, Blanchard Landing, and 
Aeraland Recreation Area. 
 
 

 
This bench is similar to the Contemporary bench, which is a companion to the Octagon picnic 
table with its leg and arm design. It will also have the diamond pattern and plastisol coating. 
The Contemporary has been chosen as the new bench for River Parks and Aeraland Recreation 
Area. Its contoured design affords comfort, thus encouraging park visitors to stay awhile.  
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Appendix 7:  New Trash Receptacle/Recycle Center, Message Center, and Bike Rack Concept 
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Appendix 8:  New Memorial Bench Concept 
 

 

 
 
This bench was chosen as the new memorial bench because of its comfortable round rod seat 
design and bold see through structure. During the manufacturing process, the zinc plaque is 
prepared with custom language and inserted into the back; no screws or exposed edges. It is 
literally built into the bench making it a quality presentation as a memorial bench. By design, 
this bench will not match any other site amenity within a park – not in color, style, or material – 
but rather stand out and serve as a showcase. All memorial benches will be black.  
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Appendix 9:  New Bench Concept for the HPD Visitor Center 
 

 

 
 
The Hancock Park District Administrative Offices has an outdoor area designated as a visitor 
center with information about the Hancock park system on display. An upgrade to the visitor 
center is envisioned as River Park improvements, Blanchard River Greenway Trail 
enhancements, and the Blanchard Corridor Recreation Program gain momentum.  
 
The visitor center concept includes a concrete walkway, new informational displays, and a wide 
range of promotional material aimed at serving the nature lover and outdoor recreation 
enthusiast. The bench shown above was chosen for the visitor center. Surrounded by trees and 
flowers while immersed in outdoor recreation related information, this bench will accommodate 
resting and relaxing in a rather tranquil setting.  
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Appendix 10:  Civitan Park Amphitheater Concept 
 
 

 
Courtesy of Poligon by Portercorp 

 

 
This intimate amphitheater is envisioned for Civitan Park as part of a larger green space 
expansion (subject to public and stakeholder review and input) that would provide a unique and 
impressive gathering place along the Blanchard River. The park would support a full range of 
activities, including but not limited to music in the park – whether it’s part of a concert series or 
small scale festival or special event.   
  
The architecture associated with Poligon structures varies in style and scope, but the concept 
above and the impression it provides may serve the park well in an effort to – for example – host 
a small scale Music in the Park event on a Saturday afternoon in July as park visitors are walking 
and biking along the Blanchard River Greenway Trail, picnicking, and enjoying the Civitan Park 
waterfront.  
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Appendix 11:  Hancock Parks Foundation’s Gift Catalog 
 

Consider a Gift of Nature: 
 

 Environmental Education, Living History, and Nature Based Outdoor Recreation Programs 

 Park Development, Trails, Facility Improvements, and Site Amenities 

 Park Entrance Signs, Interpretive Signs, and Educational Exhibits 

 Trees, Wetlands, Native Grassland Habitat, and Gardens 

 Building Improvements, Furnishings, and Operations 

 Unrestricted Uses 
 

Hancock Parks Foundation Funds 
 
The following funds directly benefit the Hancock Park District and other organizations that agree to 
utilize financial aid and support exclusively for parks and recreation in Hancock County: 
 
UNRESTRICTED FUND 
Wide range of park improvements, including but not limited to new site amenities, such as picnic 
tables, benches, trash receptacles, recycle centers, message centers, interpretive signs, directional 
signs, and park entrance signs all aimed at improving the visitor’s experience 
 
OPERATING FUND 
Operations, such as professional services, marketing, postage, stationary, office supplies, and 
equipment 
 
SPECIAL DONOR FUND 
Specified gifts that have a single purpose or are smaller and short-term and when it is not practical to 
establish a separate fund 
 
PARK ACTIVITIES/PROGRAM STAFF FUND 
Environmental education, cultural history interpretation, and nature based outdoor recreation 
programs aimed in part at encouraging children to spend more time in the outdoors and families to 
spend quality time together, and teaching outdoor skills that can be used over the course of a 
lifetime 
 
RIVERSIDE SUMMER CONCERTS FUND 
Supports the Riverside Summer Concert Series 
 
OAKWOODS NATURE PRESERVE “DOC” PHILLIPS FUND 
Richard S. “Doc” Phillips Discovery Center, which serves as a year-round venue for environmental 
education programs 
 
LITZENBERG-MOORHEAD FUND 
Programs and property improvements at Litzenberg Memorial Woods 
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Appendix 11:  Hancock Parks Foundation’s Gift Catalog (continued) 
 

WETLANDS MITIGATION FUND 
Restoration and preservation of wetlands 

 
HPD OFFICE PURCHASE/IMPROVEMENT FUND 
Building and office improvements, including furnishings (e.g. computers and furniture) 
 
HISTORIC BRIDGE FUND 
Improvement and maintenance of the 1895 historic bridge at Riverbend Recreation Area 
 
ROBERT G. PAYNE ARBORETUM TRUST FUND 
Development, maintenance, and interpretation of the Robert G. Payne Arboretum at Riverbend 
Recreation Area 
 
BLANCHARD RIVER GREENWAY FUND 
Improvement, maintenance, and ongoing development of the Blanchard River Greenway Trail as part 
of a pedestrian-bicyclist oriented network of interconnecting trails that link neighborhoods, parks, 
schools, and other community places 
 
TREE PLANTING FUND 
Tree planting throughout the Hancock park system for a variety of reasons, including habitat, 
beautification, reforestation, restoration, and memorials 
 

 
 

The Hancock Parks Foundation is a 501 (c) (3) charitable organization 
that supports the Hancock Park District’s programs, parks, and recreational facilities.  

To learn more and to make a tax deductible donation, visit  
www.hancockparks.com or call (419) 425-7275 

 
HANCOCK PARKS FOUNDATION 

C/o Hancock Park District 
1424 East Main Cross Street, Findlay, Ohio  45840 

www.hancockparks.com 
 
 
 
 

http://www.hancockparks.com/
http://www.hancockparks.com/
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Appendix 11:  Hancock Parks Foundation’s Gift Catalog (continued) 
 

Other Ways to Give 
 
The Hancock Parks Foundation Board of Trustees serves as an advisor for two endowments 
managed by The Findlay-Hancock County Community Foundation, thus affording additional 
opportunities for tax deductible donations benefiting parks and recreation.  
 
HANCOCK PARKS ENDOWMENT FUND 
This fund was established in 1999 by the Hancock Parks Foundation to support the Hancock Parks 
Foundation and other qualified organizations providing parks and recreation activities.  
 
HANCOCK PARKS BICYCLING FUND 
This fund was established in 2006 to support the construction and maintenance of bicycle trails in 
Hancock County, bicycle safety classes, and bicycle recreation programs as determined by the 
Hancock Parks Foundation.  
 

THE FINDLAY-HANCOCK COUNTY COMMUNITY FOUNDATION 
101 West Sandusky Street, Suite 207, Findlay, Ohio  45840 

419-425-1100 
www.community-foundation.com 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.community-foundation.com/

